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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

RE.SEARCH AND
ENGINEERING 26 April 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

THROUGH: THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING

SUBJECT: Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Acquisition Cycle

The attached report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on the Acquisition
Cycle was prepared at the request of the Under Secretary of Defense Research
and Engineering and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs and Logistics). The Task Force was chaired by Dr. Richard D. DeLauer'
and included members from the Defense Science Board, industry, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, and the Military Services.

I believe the findings and conclusions of the Task Force regarding the under-
lying causes for the lengthening trend of the Acquisition Cycle are valid.
For a concise assessment of the basic reasons for this condition, I would
direct your attention to the Section of the report entitled "No Sense of
Urgency" which appears on pages 35 through 39. I particularly l1' ý these
pages because they give a rational explanation of the fact that de.ays occur
not in the "doing" but in the process of "deciding to do." This explanation
rests on an analysis of the perception our society, including DoD, has of the
needs of Defense. Secondary to this primary explanation is the continuous
lack of funds due essentially to the fact that we start more projects than
our available funds permit us to conduct to a satisfactory conclusion. I
have some concerns regarding DoD's ability to eliminate this problem. I
believe pages 35 through 39 summarize in very clear terms the basic reasons
for the lengthening of the acquisition cycle.

•'The recommendations of the Task Force are)listed In pages 2 to 5. They are
-ýirected toward three principal areas where improvements in the present

process would have beneficiai effects on the length and cost of weapon system
acquisition:

(i. Acquisition management flexibility;
•. Acquisition program stability; and,

Defense system affordability.

I recommend this report to your attention, and urge you to direct your staff
to comment on the specific and implied recommendations of the study.
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This report has been approved by the Defense Science Board, and I will be2

pleased to provide you with any further assistance you may require with
respect to carrying out its suggestions and recommendations. 

In this

regard, I-have attached for your signature an implementation letter at

Attachment

, . • 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHNG'TQN D C. 20301

MAY 13 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR Secretaries of the Military Departments
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
Assistant Secretary of Defense (C)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (MRA&L)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (PA&E)

SUBJECT: Implementation of Recommendations of the Defense Science Board
1977 Summer Study Task Force on the Acquisition Cycle

I have reviewed the report of the Defense Science Board 1977 Summer Study
on the Acquisition Cycle. This study analyzes the increasing length of
various phases of the RDT&E and procurement cycle, the causes for schedule
and cost growth, and the impact of these on our ability to acquire the
weapon systems we need. The report concludes:

o That there has been nearly a three-fold lengthening of the
program birth process (the time to reach DSARC II);

o That the acquisition process has gone to unreasonable limits
in discouraging concurrency and in overemphasizing advanced
development prototypes even when these add more to program
cost and acquisition time than they benelit it by reducing
risk;

o That there are frequently-disregarded cost advantages, in
many cases, of acquiring evolutionary improvements to exist-
ing hardware rather than developing entirely new systems.

The DSB Task Force has also suggested that many of their acquisition cycle
time and cost reduction recommendations could be effectively implemented
if more emphasis was placed in the DSARC meetings on detailed scrutiny of
the proposed program plan, schedule, and acquisition strategy to assure
that the program is performed in the minimum time required to meet only
the approved military mission need.

I recommend this study to your attention, and request that you comment
within 30 days on the specific and implied recommendations of the Defense
Science Board to improve the acquisition process by reducing the length
and cost of the cycle from initial conception to operational deployment.

DEPUTY



7 '.~ N FFICE OF THE U.NDER SECRETrARY OF DFýEN4SE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

RESEARCH AND 15 March 1978
fNGINEERING

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Final Report of the -dsk Force on the AcquLsition Cycle

I am pleased to submit to you the final reporm of the Defense Science
Board Task Force on the Acquisition Cycle, This Report summarizes
the findings, conclusions, recommendations, and suggested action
items developed by the Task Force during the 1977 DSB Summer Study.

The Task Force found that the full-scale development period (from
DSARC II to DSARC I11) has not significantly changed over the last
15-20 years despite the increasing complexity of our weapon systems.
On the other hand, the "front end" period from initial program concep-
tion to DSARC II has increased substantially--from less than two years
in the 1950'. to an average of nearly five years at present. If this
trend is not reversed, the Task Force suspects that an average "birth
time" of perhaps six years or more must be anticipated in the years
ahead, particularly if the intent and provisions of OMB Circular A-109
are not followed with the proper degree of flexibility which is allowed
by this document. It was also concluded that the production and de-
ployment period has increased considerably in recent years as a result
of such pressures as operational test and evaluation, reduced concur-
rency, and production stretchouts necessitated by a lack of the needed
procurement funds to complete the program on the original plan and
schedule.
The Report discusses the causes and implications of these adverse

trends, each of which is important, and suggests positive actions which
should be taken to reverse current trends. In the final analysis, the
lengthening period between initial consensus on a perceived mission
need and full operational deployment is causing the U. S. to lose its
technological lead. We typically perceive more needs, and approve
more program starts, than can realistically be supported by our annual
defense budget. As a consequence, we create a chain reaction by
budgeting too little for the individual system acquisition in order to
allow more starts to meet our total defense needs. This results in
cost overruns, program stretchouts, over-management by OSD and the
Congress, introduction of new (and retention of the old) management
techniques and prograln milestones, institutionalizing of procurement
practices, and the delivery of obsolescent systems and equipment in
insufficient quantities or with inadequate performance and reliability
in too many instances.

vii
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The Acquisition Cycle Task Force has recommended a number of
acquisition policy initiatives which are believed to be sound and
consistent with the Administration's objective of a balanced budget
by 1981 and an annual increase in the reUl level of the DoD budget
of approximately three per cent per year in the foreseeable future.
These include limiting the number of major weapon systems to those
we can afford to develop and deploy on the most cost-effective time
scale; cancelling programs that are marginal from an operational
point of view; precluding the further institutionalizing of the pro-
curement process in such areas as the unwarranted utilization of
prototypes and the arbitrary prohibition of a reasonable degree of
concurrency where appropriate; dermanding that the acquisition
strategy for a particular program provide for the level of flexibility
and program stability that is suitable; insisting that the upgrading
and improvement of an existing system be thoroughly examined be-
fore approval of a new system development effort; insuring that the
procuring Service is prepared to make the commitment to procure
and deploy a system before approval to enter full-scale development
is given at DSARC II; requiring that each DSARC decision be a com-
bined programmatic and budgeting review milestone within the limits
of DoD statutory authority; and providing for adequate statistical
cost margins for the undefined but to-be-expected contingencies and
engineering changes which will be incurred in every program.

In considering the adoption and implementation of the recommendations
provided in this Report, it is further suggested that DoD contemplate
the advisability of taking specific actions such as the following:

* Review all current 6. 2 exploratory research programs to
determine which should have a MENS developed (as prescribed
in Dr. Perry's memorandum of 18 January 1978) and which
should be terminated for lack of a definable mission need.
The 6. 2 money thus freed should be reallocated to true
technology base efforts.

a Take actions to assure proper implementation of DoDD 5000. 1
(when revised and reissued) in the Military Departments by
precluding the issuance of Service Directives which allow:

1) Proliferation of interpretive documents;
2) Layering of acquisition management;
3) Adding time to the acquisition cycle to permit the

accomplishment of subordinate reviews and approvals.

Incorporate OMB Circular A- 109 as a referenced attachment
to a revised DoDD 5000. 1 and make 5000. 1 an Immediate
element of the Defense Acquisition Regulatory System by
issuing it as a Defense Procurement Circular.

Viii
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0 In DSARC program reviews, require each Program Manager
to demonstrate that his program milestone plan and acqui-
sition strategy will assure the most cost-effective and timely
acquisition schedule consistent with acceptable risk.

* Direct that A-109 be accepted as the philosophical under-
pinning to the acquisition process and eliminate all directed
models of the process. Require each Program Manager to
present for review at Milestone 0 a strategy for system acqui-
sition which is tailored to that particular program.

* At Milestone 0, insist on convincing proof in the MENS that
an existing system"- l not satisfy the mission need (as stated
in Dr. Perry's memorandum of 18 January 1978).

* At Milestone IIIwhen the production go-ahead decision is con-
firmed and rate production is approved, require the Program
Manager to demonstrate that adequate funding will be available
for the approved rates of production, and reflect this funding
in all appropriate PPBS documents immediately (POM, FYDP, etc. ).-.

* As a general rule, insist that whenever a major new or revised
acquisition directive is issued, it must be reflected in the
DARS within net more than twelve months.

* Transmit this Report to all DoD Components (as appropriate)
by a memorandum signed by the Secretary of Defense. A
suggested draft of such a memorandum is provided as
Attachment I to this memorandum.

In closing, I wish to express my sincere appreciation to all those
mnany people who contributed their time, expertise, and resources
to the conduct of this study, both as designated members of the
Acquisition Cycle Task Force and in the role of supporting partici-
pants in the Summer Study activities. As I indicated in the conclusion j
of my summary briefing on thu final day of the 1977 Summer Study,
the best indication of the success of our deliberations will be the
absence of a requirement to perform a similar study of the acquisition
cycle again in the near future.

Richard D. DeLauer, Chairman
Acquisition Cycle Task Force

Attachment

ix
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Defense Science Board Summer Study Task Force on
the Acquisition Cycle examined a number of major systems acqui- 4
sition case histories, changes in acquisition policy over the past
two decades, and the actual workings of thn program advocacy and
budgetary processes. The Task Force concluded that, over the
past 15-ZO years, the acquisition process-from initial programn
concept to initial operational capability-has increased in length
by approxinmately five years on the average. Most of this increase
has been in the "front end" of the process, from the tirne of ini-
tial concept studies to the start of Full Scale Development (i. e.,
DSARC 11), and at the "back end" from the completion of FSD at
DSARC III to the achievement of a full operational capability (i. e.,
the production and deployment phase). The actual development
time from DSARC It to DSARC It1, or "FSD" phase, was found to
have remained essentially the same over the period examined for
the various types of major weapon systems studied,

The progression of acquisition policy changes from Total
Package Procurement through the DSARC process, Fly Before Buy,
full scale prototyping, increased emphasis on operational test and
evaluation, and up to the current OMB Circular A-109 policy, has
evolved out of the perceived need to correct the deficiencies ob-
served in specific programs by introducing additional management
review and decision procedural checkpoints to assure that past
mistakes would not be repeated. Thege procedural changes have
become institutionalized and have been applied inflexibly to all
programs with the result that the acquisition process has steadily
lengthened and the procurement of defense systems has become
increasingly costly..

Lack of realism in the estimation of program costs, changes
in specified performance requirements, inflation, and other such
causes of "cost growth' have caused the aggregate cost of planned
production programs to substantially exceed the allocated budgetary
resources, resulting in the need to delay the completion of the pro-
duction phase of programs in order to fit the total available defense
budget in each fiscal year. The "bow wave" effect created by too
many programs in full scale development at any given time in rela-
tion to the available production funds results in an acquisition
cycle for the typical defense system which is in excess of the opti-
mum length of time and is more costly than planned or estimated.

S..-



The Task Force also concluded that full-scale prot~otyping
often introduces costly and unnecessary program delays; that the A

policy of "no concurrency" is being applied too rigidly and is ineffi-
cient and costly in many cases; and that sequential and separate
testing of systems by developers and by the users (instead of the
independent evaluation of jointly obtained test data) often adds un-
necessary expense and time. It was also concluded that the practice
of incremental decision making by requiring the achievement of
a consensus between the advocates and the antagonists at each
(DSARC) mileston' is a cumbersome process that tends to prolong
programs so much that--during the acquisition cycle---the threat,
the players, and even the concepts of warfare often change, re-
sulting in the necessity to cancel programs and start new ones to
meet the threat, with the concornmitant waste of limited national
resources.

The Task Force was also quite concerned that without very
careful attention to the implementation of OMB Circular A-109,
this well-intentioned policy could very likely give rise to institu-
tionalized procedures that will significantly increase the length of
the "front end" phase of program acquisition rather than shorten-
ing it as intended and without achieving the intended degree of
program flexibility and stability in acquisition policy.

On the basis of the data studied by the Task Force, it was
concluded that a period of six or seven years from initial program
concept to IOC is a low risk acquisition time. Depending on the
particular nature of a given program, some may occasionally take
less time than this, and many will require more time for efficient
development.

In order to improve the efficiency of the "front end" of the
acquisition cycle (from initial concept formulation to start of FSD),
the Task Force identified the following acquisition policy initiatives
for consideration:

s Reduce the number of formally prescribed steps in the
decision-making process which have been created by
the accumulation of checkpoints and gates generated
by past acquisition policy changes,- which only added
but did not remove milestones. (Full implementation
of A-109 will involve a maximum of only four key
decision points.)

---
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Use a flexible approach to the application of the required
steps by requiring a tailored acquisition strategy for
each major system acquisition

* Reconcile and prioritize new major systems acquisitions
with existing capabilities and resources through the
implementation of the Mission Element Need Statement
(MENS) and revitalization of the Decision Coordinating
Paper (DCP) process, by returning to its original intent
of providing a brief program rationale, a discussion of
alternatives, and a resolution of issues*'

"* Make greater use of the operational experience residing
in the user organization to support the identification of
mission need and evaluation of alternative system de-
sign concepts leading to the DSARC II milestone

"* Increase the interaction between the "supporting tech-
nology" of the technology base and the "operational
experience" of the user.

To improve the efficiency of the acquisition cycle from the
start of full scale development through operational deployment, the
following policy initiatives are recommended:

"* A commitment to full scale development should also be
viewed and recognized as a commitment to produce and
deploy the system or equipment (provided that the out-
come of the development and test phases validate the
expected performance)

"* FSD should be limited to those programs that are in-
tended to be, and can be afforded to be procured within
the total defense budget (on the basis of realistic and
credible cost estimates)

" OSD should demand---and approve--a flexible approach
to the establishment of an acquisition strategy for each
program (as called for in the current issues of DoDD
5000, l/.2, A-109, etc.), particularly with respect to
the use of prototypes, operational test and evaluation,
program concurrency, fly-before-buy, performance

*Implementing policy with respect to the MENS and DC.P was issued

in Dr. Perry's memorandum of 18 January 1978.

-3-



requirements, and the provision of contingency re-
sources for unanticipated but unavoidable program
difficulties

0 Multi- year program commitments should bu made to
rmaintain program stability

* An approach to cost estimating and budgeting should
be adopted which provides for the unexpected prograni
tasks and needs which occur in every program with
statistical regularity,

In order to add to the money which can be made available to
fully fund the development and procurement activities of programs
on which the DoD currently has real commitments, the Task Force
recommends that OSD should:

0 Insist that upgrading of existing systems be considered
as an alternative for satisfying a new mission require-
ment, since this may be much less costly than
developing entirely new systems

a Eliminate the lower priority programs at Milestone 0
to assure the ability (under conservative assumptions)
to fund through procurement and timely deployment
those that remain. On the other hand, the range of
exploratory development (6. 2) efforts that produce the
alternatives and support mission analyses should not
be reduced, but should, in fact, be increased. Addi-
tionally, carry a greater number of competing
alternatives into demonstracion betwe-en Milestone I
and II when several are obviously candidates for
meeting the same mission need.

-4-



I. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The Defense Science Board Task Force on the Acquisition
Cycle was conwrened at the request of Dr. William J. Perry, Dir-
ector of Defense Research and Engineering and Dr. John P. White,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs and
Logistics) with the assigned purpose of (]) examining the Acquisi-
tion Schedule for past and current weapon systems, focusing on
the causes and associated cests of the delays in achieving a fully
deployed operational. capability; and (2) developing recommended
changes or policy initiatives to counteract these delaya without
significantly increasing risks.

The objectives of the Task Force, as defined in the Task
Statement, were as follows:

1. Examine the Weapon System Acquisition Schedule to
identify those elements which drive acquisition and deployment
cycle length.

2. Develop a data base which defines overall acquisition
cycle length and cost trends for classes of major weapon systems
and more detailed case study data for selected similar-but dif-
ferent time scale-systems. Develop a common thread which
applies to all programs and determine how it differs from ea,]ier
programs. Include~case studies which compare defense versus
commercial programs and modifications versus new systems
acquisitions.

3. Quantify for selected acquisition programs the cost
added by each element of the acquisition and deployment cycle.
Highlight the costs associated with delays.

4. Develop recommended changes or policy initiatives
toward shortening the acquisition cycle and reducing costs with-
out significantly increasing acquisition risk.

B. PROBLEM

As defined by the Task Force, the basic problem to be
studied consisted of two principal parts: First, the existing



capability in the hands of the users often does not meet their per-
ceived needs and frequeiitly the cost and schedule goals for its
acquisition are not met; and second, the process of weapon sys-
tems acquisition appears to be taking longer as time passes,
resulting in the delivery on certain occasions of equipment which
is obsolescent by the time it reaches the field.

C. APPROACH

In order to develop the required data base prior to con-
vening the entire Task Force at the Defense Science Board
Summer Study which was held in San Diego, California at the
Naval Ocean Systems Center from August 1-12, 1977, the Task
Force Chairman appointed seven team leaders to head up seven
different weapon system panels, The objective of these panels
was to develop schedule data and other pertinent information on
selected weapon systems areas, generally to permit comparison
of the Acquisition Cycle of a current system with a system which
had been acquired approximately a decade previously, The panels
and their team leaders were as followst

" Air Force Ballistic Missiles - R. C, Anderson, TRW
Defense and Space Systerns Group

" Tacair/Counter Tacair Systems - N. R. Augustine,
Martin Marietta Aerospace

"* C3 Systems - R. R. Everett/N. Waks, MITRE Corp.

"* Fleet Ballistic Missiles - R. A. Fuhrman, Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company

" Military and Commercial Transport Aircraft - J, H.
Goldie, Boeing Aerospace Company

" Air-Launched Missiles - W. W, Maguire (Phoenix)/
J. F. Drake (Maverick), Hughes Aircraft Company

0 Navy Ships - N. Sonenshein, Global Marine Develop-
m • nt, In c,

Each of the panels developed comparative data on the ac-
quisition cycle of selected weapon systems in the assigned areas,
and presented summary briefings and analyses of the data which
had been developed, These briefings were presented to the entire
Tas.k Force during the first week of the Summer Study period,

-6-



In several cases, the team leaders presented considerable
documentation to accompany the panel's briefing, This material
has been used extensively by the Task Force in the development
of its findings, conclusions, and recommendations as presented
in the Summary Briefing delivered by the Task Force Chairman at
the conclusion of the Summer Study, and also in the preparation
of this Final Report. Due to the very specialized nature of the

acquisition process for Navy Ship Systems, the Report of the Ship
Acquisition Team, dated August 26, 1977, is included as Appendix
C to this report.

In addition to the briefings presented by each Team Leader,
the Task Force also received special briefings during the Summer
Study period as follows:

"* AF Cost Growth Study - Major Genera4Richard C.
Henry, Headquarters,. USAF

"* Condor Missile Program - H. J. Peters, Rockwell
International

"* Study of the DoD Acquisition Cycle - Robert Perry,
The RAND Corp.

"* Comments on the Procurement Process - T. V.
Jones, Northrop Corp.

"* OMB Circular A-109 - Lester Fettig, Administrator,
Office of Federal Procurement Policy, OMB

" 'rhe B-i Program - D. D. Myers and 13. Hello,
Rockwell International,

In preparation for the Summer Study, two, meetings were
held to review the progress of the various panels and to receive
special briefings on particular aspects of the systems acquisition
process, A meeting for the West Coast teams was held in Redondo
Beach, California on June 29, 1977 at which progress reports were
presented by the leaders of the AF ICBM, FBM, and Air-.Launched
Missile panels.

On July 15, 1977, a final preparatory meeting was held in
the Pentagon, during which individual presentations on the Acqui-
sition Cycle were made by representatives of eachof the three
military services: Major General i1. R. Feir, U.S. Army; Major
General L. A. Skantze, U.S, Air Force; and Rear Admiral C. P.
Ekas, Jr., U.S. Navy. A briefing on the impact of OMB

-7-



Circular A-109 on the Acquisition Cycle was presented by Mr.
F. H. Dietrich of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. A
briefing on the role of test and evaluation in developing the acqui-
sition schedule was presented by Lt. General W. E. Lotz, Jr.,
USA (Ret.), Deputy DDR&E/Test & Evaluation. During the
July 15 meeting, status reports were also presented by the team
leaders of the panels on FBM, Air-Launched Missiles C3 ,
racair/Counter 'racair, and Military and Commercial Transport
Aircraft,

In a-..dltlon to the members of the Task Force itself, the
following al,.- participated for shorter periods of time during
tii.- Summer ,',-riedy:

Captain William Abbott, USN - Naval Plant Representa-
tive, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company

Mr. Dale Church, ODDR&E

Mr. J. S Gansler, The Analytic Sciences Corporation

Mr. E. D. Greinke, ODDR&E

Major General R. C. Henry, USAF Hq

Mr. A, W, Marshall, OSD/Net Assessment

Mr. R. N. Parker, Principal Deputy DDR&E

Rear Admiral Levering Smith - NMAT Strategic Systems
Projects

Mr. Charles W. Snodgrass, Staff Assistant, Defense
Subcommittee, 1-louse Appropriations Committee

Major General John C. Tuomay, IDCS/DDevelopment Plans,
AFSC

D. SYSTEMS EXAMINED

The following major weapon system acquisition cycles were
studied by the Task Force during the course (f the Summer Study,
using the data developed by the various panels:

Air Force Ballistic Missiless: Minuteman I, MX
Tacair/Countcr Tacalr: P-80, F-86, A-4, F-100, F-4H,

A-6, F-Ill, SR-71, A-7A, A-713, F-14, F-15, F-SE,
A-10, F-16, F-18, Nike-Ajax, Hawk, Improved Hawk,
SAM-D, UH-1, Al-I-i, AAH
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C 3 Systin-ns: AN/PT'S .44, AN/TPS-63, E-ZA, .- k,
425L, 427M

Transport Aii craft: 13 Boen 7?7 .. 100, 727- '0U0, Ath\,m, ,cd
727-200, 747, 7N7, AMST (YC-14)

Flece Ballistic Missiles: Polaris A1, A2, AY.
Poseidon C3, Trident I ((4)

Air-Launched Missiles: Maverick, Phoenix

Navy Sh}ips: DDG2, DD963, DDG47, FF1052, FFG7,
SSN 637, SSN 688, AOR 1, AOR 7, AO 177, PA-M.
(Refer to Appendix C for complete report on the acquisi.-
tion cycles for these classes of ships.)

In addition to the data packages p"rovided by the Talk l'u,"rce
panels on the above weapon system acquisition cycteIs, the b.ricr.
ing on the Air Force Cost Growth Study presented by Gen.hral
Hepry also provided acquisition data on the following my'stcn-s:
B-1, E-4, E-3A, F-15, F-16, EF-I 1, and A-10.
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II. THE ACQUISITION PHASE

A. INITIAL CONCEPT TO DSARC 1I

1. Introduction

This section deals with the first major phase of the acqui-
sition cycle-the birth of a program. Within th3 definitions of
current procedures (as defined in DoDD 5000.1 and OMB Circular
A-109) this phase begins at Milestone 0 and ends with the DSARC 11
decision required for initiation of the full-scale development (FSD)
phase. In more generic terms, this program birth phase, or
"front end" begins with the official acceptance of a mission need
and goes to the point where there is sufficient data to allow confi-
dent predictions about cost, performance capability, development
risk, and military utility to support a qomniltment to FSD,

In the past (i.e. , pro-A-109), the real starting point of a
program was rarely a discrete bureaucratic milestone nor a
formally documented mission need, but rather some form of gen-
eral consensus about how to join an operational, need with available
or emerging technology that arose spontaneously from the grass
roots of the military establishment and the defense industrial base.
The exact time when this consensus occurred is difficult to identify
and is seldom documented, Nevertheless, it was the general per-
ception of the Task Force that the time required to go from this
initial program conception (usually at some point after the particu-
lar technology involved had been designated a Program Element in
6. 2, Exploratory Development, but before a major program line
item identification had been made) to the DSA.RC I11 decision has
been getting longer in recent decades.

Z. Front End Trends

On the basis of an analysis of the chronology of a large
number of major weapon system programs, the Task Force believes
that this perception is clearly a valid one. Figure 1 depicts, in

necessarily generalized form, the average "birth time'' of pro-
grams (as perceived by a majority--but not all-of the members of
the Task Force) during three consecutive periods: prior to 1960,
from 1961 to 1970, and from 1971 to the present. This figure sug-
gests a trend from less than two years birth time prior, to 1960 to
nearly five years in the current decade,

11ý r4,JOT YJ
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The chart also indicates the comparable time span for the
"front end'' of commercial aircraft programs, where the conceptual
starting point is defined as the time when a sufficient number of
airline customers indicate a firm intention to place orders for a
sufficient number of aircraft to cauE'e the offeror to make a corporate
commitment to proceed with the design, manufacture, and delivery
of the model (which is not the same as the tentative preliminary
design studies and requirements analysis effort which may have been
underway for as long as ten years prior to the corporate decision
to ''go'').

Finally, Figure 1 suggests the Task Force's general concern
that the application of the principles of A-109 will very likely not be
as flexible as intended, which could cause the front end to be as long
or even longer than past processes. This cannot be determined as
yet due to insufficient experience with the use of A-109/5000, 1, but
concern was expressed by many of the Task Force members that
changes in DoD acquisition policy in recent decades have invariably
resulted in some lengthening of the cycle, and the application of A-109
is anticipated to show a continuation of the same trend, This !.s a
challenge, at best,

3. Front End Activities

Trhe questions which the Task Force addressed with respect

to the front end of the acquisition cycle were:

* Why is the birth-time getting longer?

* What can be done about it?

Before attempting to provide-.av.4wers to these questions, it is worth
reminding ourselves that shortening the time from initial concept to
start of FSD should not necessarily be the highest priority objective.
It must continue to be recognized that there are many essential but
time consuming things that need to be done in the early phases of a
major systems development program, and the first priority of those
responsible for managing our defense must be to insure that priority
needs are met and that all of these are done and done well. Before
discussing why it is taking longer to do these things, it may be use-
ful to review what they are. (It should be noted that certain portions
of the following were not discussed in detail during the Summer

-13-
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Study, but were developed or amplified for inclusion in this report

as a result of subsequent briefings of the Task Force findings to

CSiD).

a. The front end of the acquisition cycle is essentialLy
an information seeking period. It is a period of high technical
uncertainty as compared to the more nearly !rchedulable period of
technical activity which follows during FSD and production. Vi ig-
ure 2 depicts the principal events which the Task Force believes
must take place before a confident FSD decision can be made, It
should be noted that there are two main streams of continuing
activity and knowledge-gathering: 'Operational Experience'' and
"Supporting Technology" whose existence, strength, and close
interaction are essential to the timely mission area analysis,
identification of a mission need, conception of a program and to
its rapid and orderly progress through the development cycle,

b. Operational experience resides in the user organi-
zations, such as the armored or artillery forces of the Army, the
submarine force of the Navy, or the tactical aircraft elements of
the Air Force. This operational experience is accumulated through
actual combat, training exercises, identification of deficiencies in
current capabilities, field experiments with new hardware and new
techniques, simulation methodology, and doctrinal analysls and
development, During periods of peacetime, the user's competence
and the sophistication of his attitude toward advanced technology
and doctrine will be directly related to the amount of time and re-
sources he spends (or is allowed to ".pend) on operational exercises
and experiments with new technology and techniques, His compe-
tence and attitude in this regard are crucial determinants of the
length of the acquisition cycle, Figure 2 points out that the user
must interact with the developer and support the program through-
out the entire cycle, First, he must be a contributor to the mission
area analyses that identify a mission need, Second, he must assist
in the evaluation of alternative system design concepts for satisfying
a particular mission need, Once a program has been initiated at
Milestone 0, he must support preparation for DSARC's I and Il by
fleshing out the system concept from a field environment stand-
point. Also, through appropriate analyses and experiments, he
must determine how competing systems would be used and what their
operational value would be, This involvement should become more
intense (and more demanding of resources) as the DSARC II deci-
sion point approaches. Later in this report, the case will be made
that DSARC II should be emphasized as the point of "big decision,"

-14-
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when an explicit "commitment" is made to a 1:plan which includes
production and operational deployment of the systcm. Later re-

view milestones therefore should be limited in scope to the
monitoring of adherence to the adopted plan, rather than reitera-
tively reopening questions about the need for the system or what
the operational characteristics of the system should be. The
Task Force came to the conclusion that these questions either
should be 'put to bed" at DSARC II or else the request to proceed
to FSD dhould be denied.

It seems clear, then, that the user institution

must have a major voice in the DSARC II decision and must have
onw a lot of homework by that time. After all, this is the ele-

ment 6f the defense establishment which must implement the
evuntual deployment and operational utilization of the system. By
DSARC II he must have had access to enough test data and analyses
to allow him to buy off on the performance characteristics of the
system to be developed and to confirm his willingness to use such
a system when it is deployed.

c. The interest in and the resources available for the
user institutions to do fiei envi0.ronment tests and evaluations have
increased substantially over the past decade. However, the Task
Force believes that this is an area in which there is still much
room for improvement. It is deserving of continued attention and
emphasis by the highest levels in OSD. Although the Task Force
was not able to do enough work to validate its concerns, it was
suspicious that the'institutionalizing of a separate OT&E function
could have the effect of weakening the role of the real user to the
overall detriment of the acquisition process. Further discussion
of these concerns is presented in Section III. G. below.

d. The other stream of activity that is so vital to the
health of the front end of the acquisition process is that which
maintains and improvesaour technology base. It includes the 6. 1,
6.2, and 6. 3A programs under the direct control of the DoD, the
contractor IR&D programs, and academic and commercial R&D
efforts. This activity is highly decentralized and its usefulness to
the development of any system depends on how well it has been
fund ýd and how wisely laboratory managers around the country
have expended their resources, The further along components and
techniques are brought in the 6.2 programs, the shorter will be the

time required to develop and demonstrate their feasibility for a
particular system application. On the other hand, it is important
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that this process not be over-managed by the DoD or others. It
should be recognized that it is very risky to assumen-, that future
technology characteristics can be predicted with any degree of
accuracy, and accordingly it is very risky to attempt to predict
just what 6. 2 programs will become important in advance of the
adoption of a system idea. OSD can best support this area of
technological research by assuring that it is well furnded; by sue-
ing that each level of R&D management has sufficient discretion-
ary authority to quickly take advantage of opportunities as they
arise; by requiring a close interaction between these managers
and users' field environment test activities; and by maintaining
personnel career policies that will attract good people to the R&D
management field.

e. Vigorous and interactive field environment test
and technology support programs are clearly prerequisites to the
timely discovery of new system concepts, Even when the idea has
been conceptually defined, both field environment tests and tech-
nology are still required in order to answer those questions
which stand in the way of a confident appraisal of the feasibility,
operational utility, and cost of the contemplated system. The
Program Manager must Lccomplish this by fashioning an acqui-
sition strategy tailored to meet the operational and technical
peculiarities of his need, alternative concepts, and subsequently
selected system concept. He will do this most efficiently if he is
experienced, is not constrained by rigid procedures, and is given
sufficient discretionary funds to be somewhat free of the budget-
ary cycle early in the program and to control the direction and
emphasis of the 6. 2 and 6. 3 programs.

B. FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The Full Scale Development (FSD) phase is that segment of
the acquisition cycle extending from the award of an engineering
development contract until the end item is authorized for or ready

for production. Traditionally, this phase has been referred to as
extending from DSARC/Milestone II to DSARC/Milestone III. An
essential part of the FSD activity involves the successful phase-
over from and to the phases preceding and following FSD, and in
particular the phaseover to the production stage. These transi-
tions are not discrete points or mnilestones; in fact, it is essential
that they not be. Therefore, the discussion which follows, while
focusing on the FSD phase itself, will also address certain rele-
vant aspects of the phaseover effort. It was noted during the
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Task Force discussions of the FSD phase that A-109 includes the
clear opportunity to direct initial production by the Milestone II
decision, thereby providing the flexibility to accommodate the
desired degree of concurrency by designating the quantity of units
to be included in the initial production authorization.

The FSD phase can itself be considered in two segments.
The first of these is the design and fabrication activity which
results in one or more initial copies of the item under develop-
ment being manufactured for test purposes. The second segment
is the test period itself, A common characteristic which was
noted in successful programs is that the system tests conducted
toward the end of FSD are in the form of "verification" tests
which confirm expected and specified results, rather than bring
out new performance information.

Figure 3 indicates the length of time which was required
to accomplish the first of the above segments (design/first article
fabrication) for a sample of typical fixed and rotary wing air-
craft programs. It can be seen that the average time to produce
the first flying article is approximately two years, and there is no
particular trend to suggest that this average time has changed
significantly in the past several decades, Also shown in this fig-
ure are the corresponding elapsed times for several commercial
jet aircraft.

Figure 4 addresses that segment of the FSD phase which
just p~ecedes the production phase, This figure indicates the
degree of overlap between the initiation of the FSD test phase and
the startup of production. It also depicts the way in which the con-
flicting pressures present during this stage in the acquisition
cycle have historically been balanced. On the one hand, fielding
a new capability at an early time, minimizing the fixed costs
associated with a prolonged R&D period, and preventing a dis-
rupting gap in development/production manpower all argue for an
early release to production. On the other hand, the desire to
avoid the rapid buildup of an inventory which could require expen-.
sive changes if problems are revealed during the test program
argues for delaying the release to production.

Figure 4 indicates that during the 1950's and 1960's, pro-
duction release generally occurred prior to first flight. During
the 1970's, there is an increasing trend for release to occur after
the first FSD flight-in spite of the fact that many of the aircraft
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now of interest were previously flown in prototype form, This
observed result is, of course, consistent with the stated "fly
before buy" policy, but it should be noted that there are two dif-
ferent usages of the term "fly before buy" extant at present, One
refers to obtaining flight test data before committing to pruduction,
while the other addresses the use of flying prototype(s) before
undertaking FSD itself. Both are not needed, as has been amply
demonstrated in commercial aircraft practice for many years,

To summarize the schedule data that were collected for
the Task Force's study of this phase of the acquisition cycle,
there is no persuasive evidence to suggest that there has been
a significant lengthening of the time reqv.ired to execute the Full
Scale Development phase itself. There is, however, evidence to
suggest that the FSD phase is becoming a smaller segment of the
overall acquisition cycle,

t. THE PRODUCTION PHASE

1. Introduction

The evidence examined by the Task Force made it clear
that, as discussed in preceding aections, the "front end" of the
acquisition cycle, from initial program conception to DSARC/
Milestone II has been growing in length during recent decades,
while the "middle" of the cycle or full scale development phase
from DSARC/Milestone Ii to III has tended to remain at about the
same length of time for comparable system developments. The
total length of the acquirition cycle has also shown a trend of
increasing in length during the past twenty years or so due to a
lengthening in the final, or production phase, of the cycle as well,

Although it seems generally clear that the U. S. defense
industrial base is fully capable of achieving production rates and
meeting production scheciules which are considerably higher in
terms of end item delivery per unit time than is typically re-
quired, the overall length of the production cycle-from the
DSAR C/Milestone III production go-ahead decision to the achieve-
ment of an initial operational capability has been growing longer
and longer. The time to deliver sufficient quantities of the end
product to the using forces in the field to achieve the ultimately-
planned full operational capability is in many cases a great deal
longer still. As this is obviously not the result of capacity of
the industrial contractors to produce, the cause must clearly lie
in some other diretion.
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2. Influencing Factors

Analysis of a number of specific program case histories
makes it evident that the basic reason for the lengthening of the

production phase is that there are simply more programs ready to
enter the production phase at any given time than there are pro-
duction funds available to fund them.

This is illustrated by Figure 5, which compares the cur-
rent estimate for procurement funding of seven Air Force systems

(B-I, F-15, F-16, A-10, EF-ll1, E-3A, and E-4) with thi orig-
inal development estimates for the funding of these systems, This
figure illustrates that as these systems approach the end of FSD,

two things typically occur: the allocation of production funding
gets pushed downstream from year to year, and the total cost of
procuring the contemplated numbers of systems gets larger.
In fact, comparison of the originally planned procurement funding
with the available funds in each of the fiscal years in which the

procurement was to have taken place makes it clear that there
were not enough funds in the budget even according to the original
plan. The inadequacy of procurement funding anticipated to
become available in future years is even more evident.

Since significantly increased funding can hardly be antic-

ipated during the next several years. the only long-range answer
to this dilemma would appear to be to modify our acquisition
philosophy. We should enter FSD with only those systems for
which sufficient production funding (with realistic cost estimates)

can reasonably be expected to become available. To continue to
do otherwise will result in the continuing :xpenditure of large

amounts for the development of systers which will never reach
the hands of the users.

3, Commercial Aircraft Production Practiceb

Although the basic thrust of the Task Force was to eval-

uate the acquisition cycle for military programs, one sub-panel.
presented considerable data on the analogous cycle for commer-

cial aircraft, Since the acquisition cycle for commercial aircraft
has not lengthened significantly during the past two decades, it

should be instructive to examine the commercial practice and

compare it with the military acquisition process, This compari-
son provided the Task Force with a number of useful findings and

observations on the similarities and differences in the military
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0 Thu seqquence rf eventis and the logic of the miilita ry
weap~on and commercial airplane acquisition cyche
arc very similar

* AIthuotu1h warl ratilng fu rther examination, the n'u1 ( ir
of lewvls of management review and the time devoted
to such roviuws appeairs to be iiuch Areater for the
military than the commercial

0 the commercial programs arc designed to take
smnallur technicas steps than the mili.tary, hence ar,
lower in technical. risk

* The commercial programs overlap final design, pro- !
duc'tion, and flight test heavily

a There are markvd pressures for urgency in contneir-
cial programs which, if not respondrd to tffectively,
may result in the markut perishing or preormptiin of
the existing market by competitors.

The comparison of the commercial and military acquisi-
tion fluws presented in Figure 6 shows the substaritial de'gree of
similarity between the military and commerci-al. cycles in a gross
fashion, including tho types of reviews and decision points. 'rho
must dramatic differencus of philosophy noted are much greater
concurrency in the comrnercial programs, as muggeoted by the
last three ttmns listed above, which are amplified below.

a. Technical Ri'(sk

The military hati a long tradition o '' "pu$ihing th,
state-uf-the-art" because it fuels, perhapu justiflably, t;hat rela-
tively srmall improvements in much performance parameters as
speed, rang:, altitude, etc, , can make extreme differences in
the outcome of a conflict. There is, some evidence that the Soviet
Union tends to follow a different philosophy, choosing to buy a
greater quantity of slightly inferior weapons, The U. S. military
should want Individual weapon performance which is clearly
superior to that of the Soviet Union. Regardless of the cause, the
U.S. military tends to be much more demanding of near perfec-
tion in performance (if first generation hardware than dnes that
of the Soviet Union.
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The commercial airplane manufacturers, the air-,
lines, and the Federal Aviation Agency, on the other hand, tend
to converge on proportionally lower risk progrars. IY the rranu-
facturer reaches too far in a technical sense, he is exposing him-
self to the probability of very expensive delays in delivery and/or
very expensive charnges in design calling for out-of-sequence pro-
duction operations, In some notable cases, errors in the perception
of this risk have nearly or actually bankrupted aircraft makers.
Further, the manufacturer is committed to several key, specific
performance parameters with (in many cases) strict contructunt
warranties and penalties,

The airline customer tends to seek reasonably
low technical risk, as well, although he also tends to play com-
peting manufacturers against each other with respect to perfor-
mance commitments, From a risk-to-reward ratio, the airline
recognizes that the last 3-516 of performance will not benefit his
P&L statement nearly as much as a technical failure would hurt
"it,

liu the case of the FAA, the agency has absolutely
no direct concern with whether theairplane meets or misses its
economic aesign parameters, It does, however, have final author-
ity on safety and certain other performance characteristics (e, g,
noise). Therefore, the FAA is biased strongly against taking
significant technical risk, because many technical advances have
potential for decreasing safety, For example, the use of graphite.
reinforced primary structure, while having excellent effects on
weight, is being ver'y carefully evaluated for fire resistance,
fatigue, lightning strikes, etc, This is slowing the rate of appli.
cation of such composites in commercial airplane practice in
comparison with that of t:he military.

b. Commercial Program Overlap

Almost all major acquisition programs have some
degree of overlap among development, final design, testing, and
production whether in the military or commercial case, It is
totally impractical in the real world to finish every step completely
before beginning work on the next, At the opposite extreme, to
begin all of these steps at the same tirrie would lead to prohibitively
expensive programs, missed schedules, and poor end products,
Technical risk usually results in the emerjence of technical prob-
lems which must be corrected through changes in the design and
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tent programs. This should lead to early developmental tests to
uncover problems and to fix them before production is far along,

A typical commercial airplane program, showing substantial
overlap, is depicted in Figure 7,

Unfortunately, there are many crucial tests
which cannot be conducted Sufficiently early to avoid the neces-
sity to introduce changes after production activities have
colr1nmenced. The major static and fatigue structural teats re-
quire production designs and hardware, Also, many critical
performance parameters can only be measured accurately by
means of full-scale flight test. Thus, changes will be required
late in the production buildup, and they inust be anticipated and
accommodated quickly and with minimumn cost impact. In addi-
tion, there will be changes identified during the production phase
as a result of production learning. Tolerance problems and inter-
forences will be encountered, but these can be minimized by
master dinonsioning and numerical control techniques, as well
as by erngineering inockups and use of an analogy to the Navy's
concept of a 'lead ship' wher, an intentional time gap is pro-
granmrned into the production schedule between the first produc-
tion article and the Huc':•eding ones. Thi.s provides time to
incorporate production changes in sequence on all units after the
first article, Still later changes are encountered in commercial
airplane programs as HpUcialized configurations are introduced
for new custoners fur the same, basic aircraft model. Such
changes are very, expensive, since they reverse the normal trend
of the production learning curve, Figure 8 illustrates the effect
of such downstream changes on the Booing 707 program learning
curve as a typical example. On the 747 program, approximately
120, 000 changue were planned for and incorporated prior to the
flirtt test flight, which illustratos the magnitude of the continuous
tradeoffs and elngineering changes necessary for such a program.

One variable influencing the cost of a given change
is the rapidity of production buildup, A commercial airplane pro-
gram tends to use fromr three to five production-configurod
airplanes to conduct a rapid flight test program. These first few
aircraft may roll out three or four weeks apart, but right behind
thOeu is a production line extending 12-18 months backward and
heading CowardD a rate of fruin four to twelve deliveries per month
by the end of the first yeor of the production phase.
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Sumrning up all thcuie factors, the: .mpirica) cu t\'

shown in Yi.'gure 9 has been dev.-lopcd by one commercial airlplanc
company to guide itý, planning for a typical fast-bukidup confiner -
cial program. i'hus, a Z.5% reduction in etiginverktrg changes J.v .rn
the historical norm, by better use of mockups, computer-aided
design, rigorous drawing checking, and by phasing development
tests earlier, can produce a savings of morc than 5% in the fabri-
cation costs of a 20u-airplane progran. L.f one assumes these
costs to average $20 mnillion per aircraft delivered, the potential
saving for this example alone would be about $ZOC million.

c, Comnmercial Pressures for Uruency

The observations and statistics cited above were
derived for a typical nodern-day -commercial airplane program
with a "reasonable" amnount of overlap among the various phasem
plus a rapid buildup of the production and delivery rate. In the
commercial marketplace, there are many forces pushing for that:
type of urgency. For example, competing airlines want to take
delivery of new aircraft at about the same time: the manufacturer
who can offer his customer earlier delivery positionc as a result
of fast production buildup gets a larger percentage of the market.
Very low rates (A production substantially increase labor costs
of airframe cuanstruction and assembly, As illustrated in Fig-
ure 10, a hypothetical 200, 000-pound airframe produced at one
unit per month has labor costs about 40 percent higher than the
same airframe at two units per month.

To summarize, the production decision is a
momentous one, whether for a military or a commercial aircraft
program, involving the risk of hundreds of millions-or perhaps
billions-of dollars, In the absence of a serious national problem,
the military tends to stretch fairly far technically, but also tends
to restrict the amount of overlap of development, design, test,
and production and *o limit the initial production rate. The com-
mercial sector, on the other hand, is driven by pressures from
multiple customers and competitors, and tends to compress both
aspects but to minimize technical risk. Both approaches appear

to be rational.

One message which might be of value is that there
are many military systems acquisitions where the degree of tech.
rnical risk need not be high, or where a reduced-requirement initial
configuration, followed by small-step enhancements of performance
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in later production units, makes sense. In such cases, the more
rapid comn-itrcial acquisition c:ycle would ,;v fLit11 military st-v -

oral years (fromi two to six, typically) as well as resulting in
substantial recduct ions in total a( q i sit ion ct 'r

1), POLICIE.S AND PR 0(21)U E-S

I .0MB Circular A- 109

OMB Circular A- 109 traces its rootsý to the publication of
the report of the Comrntiission on G~overnment Prucu renw-nt. in
Decerrber 1 972. At that time, cons ide ration of policius and pro -
cedures to implemlent its recom-mendations began., In January
1974, ani interagency task group chaired by the Dot) submitted a
report to the General Services Administration covering the Comi-
mission's recomnmendations pertaining to mijo r systemns. In
January 1 975 the GSA referred the matter to the newly- created
Office of IFederal Procuren-cnt Policy, w.hich pursuetid the subj~c't
of developing and proilulgating it government -wide policy for
major systems8 acquisitions with the highest priority. A. draft of
A-i109 was issued in mid-1975, and the final version was officially
issued on April 5, 1976, following public hearings, extensgivc
coordination with governmient agencies and induutry associations,
and review by Congress. DoD issued revisions of DoDID 5000. 1
and 5000. 2 in January 1977 to implement A- 109.:

The concept of A-109 is to baild a clear decision onl the
acquisition of a major system on the basis of defining the mission
need first. The private sector should be(, engaged wit], maximnum
latitudec and flxibility through tho ins trurnicnt of a miss ion -based

RFFP. The direct funding of the incremental evolution of corn-
peting systemis is to be structured to insure competitivo continuity
and to eliminate timec- and cost -c onsuming gaps in the acquisi-
tion cycle. Anl important objective is to aiml- for competitive
demnon at rations of the competing alternative solutions in anl opura -

tional1 envi ronmrnr't, to the extent that this is econom-ically practical.
Finally, A-109 is intended to insure that when a need is approved,
a comrnitrnet to deploy a capability which will mne-eet that need is
implicit in the. authorization to proceed, The key provisions and

The new Administration issued additional A-] 109 in-plemnenta-
tion direction in a memrorandum of 18 January 1978 from Dr.
P~erry which clarified and (defifled tlle policy regarding applica .-
bility anrd preparationl Of MENS.
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areas of emphasis of A-109 include a selective decentralization
of the decision-making process:

4

* Within OSD there are four key points for making tho
acquisition decision

* In the Congress, the emphasis is to be focused on

endorsement of the mission need

* A-109 is intended to provide a formal structure for
the ''front end'' of the system acquisition cycle which
is specifically mission-oriented, rather than product-
oriented.

* A clear decision is required on the mission need as
the starting point for the acquisition cycle

* Inter-service needs and resource issues must be

addressed at the outset

* The concept of a mission-based 1FFP embodies a sig-
nificant degree of flexibility 'in the specification of
system performance requirements.

Competitive contirluity through the acquisition cycle is in-
tended to be provided by A-109 through the requirement to provide
direct funding at the early phases of the ''front end'' of the acqui-
sition cycle; through the logical evolution of alternatives and the
achievement of incremental task oriented progress; and by extend-

ing competitive activities through system demonstration in the
operational environment, as appropriate.

In examining the details of A-109, its specific provisions,
and the experience gained to date with its application (at the time of
the 1977 Summer Study no MENS had been approved), the Task

Force expressed concern that improper or overly uncompromising
implementation of A-1 09 could potentially add to the length of the
acquisition cycle, especially if the addition of a formalized ''front
end"' or Milestone Zero phase is implemented as an additional
"plugged-in" step at the start of the effort, The high level resolve
required to create a Mission Element Need Statement -in order to
start a program by the A-109 process was observed to be signif-
icantly different from that needed to start the concept formulation
process under previous acquisition policies. The front-end steps
prescribed in A-109 would have the mission need identified years
earlier than in the prior processes and, if implemented as in-
teunded, could decrease the length of the program birth process.
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However, the expectation that A-109, because of greater program
decision resolve at the start of the program, would reduce the
reexaminations and micro-management during subsequent phases
was feared to be optimistic and contrary to past experience.
For this reason, top OSD attention to implementation is required.
It was noted that A-109 is consistent with both the concept of zero-
based budgeting and mission budgeting, Also, the evaluation of
conceptually different systems (eg. , a gun vs, a missile) in the
course of a competitive source selp-ction was observed to be dif-
ficult but achievable, and might cesult in more "shoot-offs'
before a final system concept selection is made,

While the Task Force agreed that the conceptual philosophy
of A-109 was commendable, concern was expressed that its imple-
mentation could be too rigid and inflexible (despite its stated
provisions to the contrary), but that it appeared possible that the
Congress may be willing to commit for multi-year, inexpen~qive
front end explorations on the basis of a Mission Element Need
Statement. Also, advocates of A-109 expect that its application
will reduce the probability of downstream program oscillations
and redirectioxis and it was the overall (but not unanimous) con-
sensus of the Task Force that A-109 should be implemented as
soon as possible,

2. DoD Directive 5000. 1

Basic DoD policy for the management of major system acqui-
sitions is contained in DoD Directives 5000. 1 and 5000. 2. The
currently effective versions of these Directives were issued
January 18, 1977 to implement the policy promulgated in OtMB
Circular A- 109.

Concern was expressed by the Task Force that these Direc-
tives are insufficiently forceful to prevent over-zealous or over-
literal application, thereby adding to the length and cost of the
acquisitiun cycle under the A-109 philosophy. It was also noted
that the Service versions of 5000. 1 are generally even more
inflexible still.

The Task Force determined that the current issue of 5000. 1
is a mixture of policies, procedures, explanations of positions tal.:en,
and cliches. It did not appear to adequately reflect the degree of
flexibility in the application of A-109 that is felt to be necessary
and desirable. The Task Force believes that a revision of 5000. 1
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as suggested in Appendix B, would be effective in assuring the
intended application of A-109, without resulting in any deteriora-
tion in acquisition program management effectiveness or the
discipline of the acquisition process. If 5000. 1 (and 5000. 2) are
to express the acquisition policy implicit in the findings, conclu-
sions, and recommendations of the Task Force, it is believed
necessary to revise and reissue it in order to reflect the follow-
ing:

i Introduc e the concept of flexibility and timeliness
through out

* Permit concurrency in the acquisition process

* Encourage joint development and operational test
and independent evaluation

* Mandate that DSARC decisions are binding on pro-
gramsing and budgeting decisions and actions

a Explicitly state that approval for FSD includes the
intent to deploy

0 Emphasize upgrade of existing systems as the desir-
able alternative to new system developments wherever
feasible

0 Encourage the combining of decision milestones where
possible

0 Stress ''affordability'' of system acquisitions

0 Discourage "system" prototypes unless they are
producible

Establish DSARC III as the approval point for rate
production,
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III. FINDINGS ANr) CONCLUSIONS

A. NO SENSE OF URIGENCY

During the Suninmer Study, the Task Force came to the cOn-

(lusion that:

0 It takes longer to get things done in the I0ol) (and clse-

where in the U, S. ) than it used to

0 'The increased delays seem to occur in the decisior
process rather than in the time to do the actual work,

It was determined on the basis of a number of weapon
system acquisition program case studies that it doesn't actually
take any longer to do something; it just takes longer to obtain the
necessary approvals and acquire funding to do it and to get to the

deployment stage once the development is finimhed, Thuse decisiotn
delays do not take the form simply of more time for the decision
maker to decide; they are manifested by additional complication in
the decision process-tmre levels oaf review and approval, addi-

tional steps in the system definition and development proces,, and
therefore moure decision points, demands for morc analyses,
more studies, more justification, more tests, and more evalua-
tion of results.

There is a normal tendency to take this la boration of the
decision processi as the cause of the delay and to assume that
strea iilining the process would reduce the delays. On the other
hand, we may thLreby be confusing cause and effect: the elabora-

tion of the decision process may be only a Parkinsonian rationaliza-
tion of the overall dulays which actually stem froun deeper causes,

li general, the length of time it takes to do something is
depr:ndent both on how hard it is to do it and O(n how badly society
wants to have it done. It is not apparently inherently more dif-
ficult to do things than it used to be. Although the things we do
today are often largeri and more complex, we bring better tools and
better knowledge to the task. The trouble lies rather in the growing
lack of desire of the society to do certain kinda of things,, such as to
build modern weapon systcms or to construct nuclear power plants.
There are always certain people who strongly advocate doing almost

anything-and others who arc as adamantly opposed to doing it,
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The change in society's desaires in recent years is in part

due to the change in the relative numbers of such people, but prob-
ably is more importantly a result: of the general attitude of the vast
mnajority of the people who are 11n0 actively engaged in the struggle
but whose aywmpathies deter mine the rules under which the struggle
takes place. In recent years, society's sympathies have moved
away from the doers toward the opposers, thereby increasing
their social and legal standing, and their ability to slow down or,
in some cases, to stop the activities of the doers altogether,
From the point of view of the doers, it is harder and hardar to get
things done these days---they still want them done as badly as ever,
But from the point of view of society, however, it is the desire
which has changed, not the difficulty of doing things,

It is fairly clear that the underlying desire of the U. S.
society for new weapon systems has been diminishing for many
years if we take out the short-term variations due to wars, overt
•Russian actions, and internal politics, In recent years, there has
been a certain level of funding available each year for defense pro-
curement, This level is unlikely to chxnge up or down to any
significant extent unless circumstances change quite drastically,
The present level of funding allows us to acquire a certain number
uf things each year, and then the money is all spent and no more
is available until the next year,

The time it takes, therefore, to get military equipment into
the hands of the forces in the field is dependent almost entirely on
when the money becomeL available to buy it, It is only loosely de-
perident, if at all, on when the development program started, on
how much gold-plating there is in the decision process, or on who
happens to be sitting in the Pentagon. We can change our priorities
and buy one ti'ing before another, but the average procurement rate
is fixed, so long as we try to buy about the same number of systems.

It is a well known fact that the military R&D budget has held
0 up better than the procurement budget and is, in fact, about one-

third of the procurement budget today. There are a great many
things in one stage or another of development and, despite occa-
siunal talk of developing for the shelf and such ideas, most things
that go into full-scale development do seem to be bought Oventually,
even if only in small quantities. But if there are, say, fifty systems
in development at one time and the procurement budget will permit
us to buy only five in any given year, simple arithmetic shows us
th~at the average system will stay in development for about ten years.
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There is nothing that can be done to alter this without either de-
veloping fewer systems or buying more systems each year,

Obviously, the defense establishment has not intentionally
pursued a course of action which has led to putting the nation in
this position, There are an enormous number Of perceived mris-
sion needs and a great number of good ideas for meeting them at
any time within the DoD, In generi~l, the DoD does not commit sub-
sLintlal fundiq to development unless there in some reason to expect
that procurement funds wkll be available when the development is
complete--in fact, such funds are often set aside in the out-year
budgets. Unfortunately, everything always seems to cost more
than predicted, so when the development has been completed, the
money in frequently'--if not usually-no longer available for pro-
duction of the system or equipment. Other demands have eaten up
thu money and the price tag on the new system has gone up, Addi-
tional money is just not available, so the system cannot be procured
and delivered to the field as originally scheduled, Unless the
system is cancelled outright (a difficult decision to make consider-
ing the magnitude of the investment already made in design,
development, and testing), the decision to go into a production
buy must be deferred to a subsuquent year.

It is of course rare that the circumstances are this clean,
and rarer still to face up to them in precisely these terms, The
more usual course of action is to determine that the development
in not complete (it never is) and that there are still unanswered
questions (there always are) and to send the developer back to do
some more work. In fact, with only a little thought, it is usually
possible to change the requirements for the system and thereby
postpone the production decision for quite a while. In a sense,
beginning the development process merely places a system in a
queue in which it must wait with many other systems until funds
become available at last for its procurement, In addition, the
queue is far from orderly and much of the effort must go into
jockeying for position in hopes of getting funded sooner or to avoid
losing out entirely.

If these delays in the acquisition cycle cost us no more
than time, they might not be very serious, at least in some in-
stances, An extra year or two to acquire something that we will
use to fulfill a mission need for ten or twenty years may nut be
particularly critical. If we are in a great hurry, we can speed
things up by putting the wanted item at the head of the queue, and
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if we are reatlly in a hurry we k:an cut out some of the procedural
red tap,. by latihziitin what haa vorne to be known aa the "Skunk
Worksa' approach. Unfortunately, delays do in fact cost. more
than time: they also cost money becauste of the expense of keeping
tho development effort going, It is very difficult to assvLs just
how expensive this Is-it probably varies with each developmenl
pro.ect11but it is clear that it. i substantial, Even worse, costs
would not see 4f to beih..(e i-oat aerious result of delay. The moat
tieri.ous problereai rusult frowi what might be ternled the second
order effects of the process, Among these effects are:

1. Results aret oftvn unsatlufactory, When the yotem
finally appears in the field, it Is often obsolescent technically
and no longer matches the perceived operational roquirement,

2, Desirable systum flexibility is sormetimes lost, Tor
'.Otk for flexibility during mystem definition and develphment Is to
admit uncertainty, and murvival through the approval proces6
Appears to demniand system optimization to mret a specific need
ri-iny years in the future, It im then difficult tu change the dosign
during thi long life of the program tu meet the changing percep-
titins of that future.

3, Systems become over-cornplicated, Since It takes wu
lwig and coats no much, there at'e great pressureN to 1U1ak0 the
boyttcm do 'everything, '' The need to obtain so many >lapprovals
tvnds to make the situatiun worse wince the system hocomits the

num of all tho minimum demands of each approver. Multi-Her-
vie proigramu are particularly bad from this point or vi w,.

4., Too many technical rliks are taken, .hi~ leads to
Ctoit ainrd schedule ovor runs and to high r(.trofit and rmaintteanctn
costs. Once agam, a ince It takea so long to gel th' Hy stem, the
d(IONIw VIr , raUCh fUr thile late,-t t:echnl00.ogy cIa aU to ivOid obsoles -

.c.nut, iisotifar as possibl,, The latest technology Is oftenil not
* r 'cidy fol 1.tu. i aiuol and the reaultin og probl nlis in s't }i s,.iciv-vd at

i litt, ý$taage in the program at, great expenso,

Sliort.-titr ir'ipiouceni all arc (dyi out, a t'hTher is a

,:rm' 4La Ilg bIeLO t.hat it takes at least eight years to do unythitng;
thd (eiv rl•, there is no value in taklcing amall, uvolliucim,.y stops
l.) IIII iI'V Ii i pi0r.1rt'illite o( cx al i )(g opera etOn I y i-c t le s, It
lib So In believed Wt take lonpor to develop a big fix thanc a littie

WI. Tl b "'h rofke r:,r t * lii u se 14 I, l'lcl at iiake do with what lit' h•,i until



198i or so, in Iii ov -Waym, this ii' the most trolebli"P ofg 1ihe -

ond ordvi' effects, as it leads to frustration and cynici mil in bot.1
the use r and. Che clove lper c ommnunitie s. One hear i' Lv um operi -

oiltional comma'nde rs that thecre is not point in talking~ to AIM; (for
instanec e) since they c~an't. or w un't do aniythinli titi duecadte, a1dC
tithe Only hope fL. nerica wri 1 0 he Ip is to go v iiiow herce

u, 1he pr obleni isi getting~ worse * Senior peopie who
look Lit thesc difficultie~s tend to mistake thv symptoms for the
problenik. The natural hiumnan reaction is to assume the troubluo
ar ise from iniadequatc prelirninary study and p.rog rami flofinition
(v. g. ,the 'plan your wc~rR---ork your plan'' syndromo ) , and
theY inlsiSt (II melre and earlier review and ap~proval at mucre iri -

quent intervals, This hurts rather thani helps sinct! the difficulty
arises not. from unlwillingnessH to plan sensibly, but from Iinability
to du Ho eveor too long~ a pL')ioL o~f tit-te, AdditionL)& early review
and aproaIfurtherl len gthVIen this tiMe Mid 11141hel 010hi pt-011lelrl

porssively worse, We arv caught. In a vh'louts circle,

The prijce We must ultimllAtely pay inl unneceIssarily #_,Xt'iin

sive, loss thant satisfactory performingri, alnd dlffikult-tC-*SUppoLrt -

and-ma inta.in fieold equ ipme nt g r cmAy outweusgh the dlir eel a' dodi't
expense of mtretched out development,

Trhe Ivperon act~iun wh ould be to improve the efficieney of
the developm-rent PirOves s, probably by reduc ing the time to d eve op
rather than inc rea aing it as we: H cer to be dclng anow Wu sho"Ild
Nieu up to thIngs an Mhy are and adjust our attitdude uni prove-
ciuru W s t pend ing our effo ri. more a wiHsely eve v th c long haul, P'c r
ha ps we should tin nsfu'r mnvily from the Rl&D 1 at couLnt. to. tle
pr o'u re meit a ccounts thus buyl 1W move finhgs while support: i i

fuwer hi deuv loprent, PerhapJ:S weL Could tent!bV thrit uis lOn
miakers to hel cul dfine us ebti development actlivities if prt'cmuI'
mon, t mu Ht be put tiff rather than oiall 11) a 'a a sing the (:1vO eplo e
for the over r n c onditi n ui: the prugram. He rhapm we m huIulc

e a ~~iimply s t op mol're Mhn~j we can't afforcJ rather than LAttnqt than
drvag an, Peruhaps we should really mean It whou we say wvc want

Thu moste promnun[n t single thi-oud thiat was ovdill:c nt hr oughi-
out all o4 tho data uxamline b!iy the. Task 11 'rve was thlt neces sily
for and LII ubmum of ai hig id'dg iue of flexibllty in every oippliatiou



of the policies and practices for acquisition management. Ij is
perhaps the most significant finding and conclusion of the entire
Sumnmer Study that the most fruitful way to make the acquisition
cycle morr.e T•fective is to take steps to insure that the system'i is
applied in a flexible manner. A definite tendency was observed
whereby pressures for strict adherence to the letter, as well as
the intent, of pubi -sfhed policiCs and dire ctU'. W d VC Mot only Strotlg,
but i.cre!asing ov.r the peat several years, The practice tends
to be to take a literal o, even the most stringent possiblh inter-
preation of, the policies ond procedures rather than to encourage
a judicious inturprz'Wtion of thoJ published requirements in a

manner whicb is appropriate to each individual case,

Thus, to evolution of acquisition policy (before A-109) has
been, In effect, a band-aid approach whereby specific acquisition
problerms leod to the adoption of more and inore mtrict interpreta-
tions of policies and practices, The, DSARC process, which was
intended to loosen up the acquisition system, haL been adminis.
tered in an increasingly inflhxible manner, leading to program
1Igaps" and it'croatid costm due to administrative, not technical,
reasons, Prior to the DSARC system, the DC1--Development
Concept Paper (more recently known as the Decision Coordinating
Paper)---was intended to provide a flexible tool fur defining the
salient features of a contemplated acquisition program. From the
i-nitiAl goal of a very brief, two- or thrue-page document, the
DCP has gruwn to the point where it must bti measurd in pounds,
not pages, and it has been turned Into a very cumbersume and
inflexible serial element in the acquisition proceari, Further, it
no longer fills its original role, of being staort enough to be
quick!y read and understood, or better, written personully by high.
ranking personnel,

In addition to the growitul inflexibility in the utilization of
the acquisition policies, directives, and procedures, there has
also been a growing inadequacy in the degre, of flexibility employed
in several important sub-areas of the acquisition processi con-
tracting, n'tanagament implenients+ion, Miid prograrn funding in
particular.

1, Contracting Flexibilit"

Rather than merely follow the currently "fashionable" or
most popular practice with respect to the form of contract em-
ployed (e.g., total package procurement, CPF'F, fixed price
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incentive, firm fixed prir-, etc. th, forivi of cantr-,,,t should
be carefully selected in each individual case to bust mai,-ch ho
needs of that particular program-n"or u, a par ticular phase, of a
program. The tendentcy ha!; clearly b*-'ii 6.) pernrmit the. .l.-. 1o)I

of cuntract form to become highly institutionalized, and to cause
the procurement syatem to be rigidly adherent to a particular
type of contract for all cases, regardless of the appropriateness
of that type of contract to the kind of work being procured, Th.

imposition of the 'wrong'' kind of contract frequently results in
increased program costs and loss of time due to the requiremnent
to spend more time attemptitLg to make the contract fit the work
than would be the case if a more appropriate form of contract had

been chosen. The work is typically made more complicated and
difficult than necessa-'y because the presence of an inappropriate
form of contract almost always results in the creation of an
adversary relitionship between the customer and the ctmtractor,

Z. Mang gonient lmlrpmentation

Another manifestation of acquisition program inflexibility
is what might be termed the ''blessed lOCG" syndrome, This is
the situation where the initial program requirements and spcd..
ficAtlonh are viewed as sacred and unalterable, even though as
the acquisition program progresses, there are almost always
opportunities for revising and refining the initial performance
criteria in order to achieve reductions in cost or schedule, or
even optimization of performance in the final end product. Here
particularly in the front end of the program, there is a great need
for a flexible environment, so that the design can evolve in the
most cost-effective manner, rather than being inflexibly rcvtri:tu'J
to a single point which was established initially without the benvufit
of the large amount of research, design, development testing, and
performance evaluation which is a.ccomplishoid during the develop-
ment phase of the cycle, If, 'a discussed earlier, the using
command is more intimately involved in the development phase,
its inputs or changes to the ROC may be invaluable to avoid an
obsolescent system. Also, the use of the MENS to explicitly
define, review, and approve a specific mission need should be a
major step in counteracting this ROC inflexibility.

Shnilarly, there should be a greater degree of flexibility

in the application of establiched acquisition program review and
approval activities such as the DSARC process. The adherence
to the formally-prescribed DSARC milestones I-Il-IIl for every
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acquisition program is clearly counter-productive, It should be
nuted here that A-109, while clearly defining and describing
these individual milestones, does not dictate that they cannot be
combined or eliminated to fit the needs of each particular acqui-
sition. The concern of the Task Force is that, based on prior

prac tice, it seems highly likely that the tendency will be to
require strict adherence to each of these nmajor decision points
"because theiy are called out in A-]109.

In the case of convcentional Navy ships with state-of-the-
art subsystems, for example, the lead ship could be subject to a
single combined D)SANIC for Milestones 0, I, and II (during which
the basic nmission need is also approved in the form of a MENS)
while the follow ships could be subjected to only a Milestone III
review point, In the case of Naval ships with major advanced
subsystems, the combat systurn and the ship could be subjected
to a combined Milestone 0 and Milestone I review in which the
major emphasis is on the MENS for the combat system, while
the entire Ehip-weapon system cortbined would be examined to-
gother at Milestones I1 and III, Unconventional ships would be
subject to the complete MENS approval and DSARC review process
at vach of thu four milustojies as prescribed in A-109, This
illustratus the possibility of a spectrum of applicability of the
A-109 review/dcision mnilestones which would permit the basic
policy to be upplied in a flexible mariner which best suits the needs
of each individual acquisition, rather than inflaxibly requiring
total adherence to all of the policy provisions regardless of the
nature of the system being acquired.

3, Priogram Funding

Under current acquisition policies and practices, there is
insufficient recognition given to the probable impact of program
riskj (which are always present) in the development of funding
estimates anrd program budgets. There is insufficient flexibility
to permit program modifications needed to mneet threat uncertain-
ties, or even to solve the technical problems which most assuredly
occur in every development effort.

The current reprogramming authority is inadequate to
meet the needs of current programs, having been established
many years ago when the value of the dollar was greater than at
present, The reprogramming limit of $2 million for R&D and
$5 million for production simply cannot be responsive to the need
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for effective management of today's acquisition programs,
Although it is expected to be very difficult to acc'onmplish, it ap-
pears that what is neceded is Congressitmal authori .',tt li *,,

revised limits on reprogranmming authority to refi ,ct the t r'tLl'll
inflated dollar equivalent of the $2 and $5 million limits which
were established more than ten years ago,

Similarly, the Secretary of Defense's emergency readi-
ness fund of $100 million should be extended in concept to permit
the emergency allocation of funds at the SecDer level to particu-
lar acquisition programs where the availability of carefully
controlled additional funding would provide the necessary manage-
ment flexi' ility to rI, spond efficiently tL p)rograml k'reergenCe ls Or
contingencies which could not have been foreseen at the tine thit
original orugram funding estimates were established and approved,
T1'e presenc SclDuf readiness fund is clearly too constrained in
appli(-bility to be usable for this purpose, but adequate funds
shoul I be available to OSD for discretionary use in order to re-
shunt !( o particular development problems wJ chi cannot be solved
without the availability of funding beyond that originally envisioned.

In comtme rcial and non-gover nment industrial developlent
work, the common practice is to maintain ar, internal reserve fur
each program on the order of ten percent of the balance-to-go to
project completion. Without such reserve, a program manager
must replan all or a good part of the rumaining work every time
a problem hits any element of the job. This would be absurd,
This reserve is identifiable and visible to management, and is
sometimes allocated at several levels in the project management
structure. But it is not rtprogrammable for other use and if not
used, is returned, This type of a goal should be sought for mili-
tary programs.

C, MOTIVATION

The Task Force perceived that both institutional and peraon-
al values have a substantial influence on the acquisition process,
The program data studied and specific case histories examined
make it evident that program managers are, probably without excep-
tion, highly motivated t.o achiMve the*established program schedule,
It is also clear, that the present acquisition policies and procedures
provide certain incentives for 'titrieliness in the achievernt4.nt of pro-
grain objectives, Such incentives can range from the anticipation
of favorable consideration for subsequeit promotinn for pro'gram
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managcment personncl (bLth nilitary and civii service employees)
to cda oct, prouit-rclaLed Itic;citive provisions in the contract with

ri dus•t c y.

However, despite the fact that such values and motivations
are obviously present in the acquisition system, the Task Force
also found that such values a-ýd niotivations arc not the same for
everyone in ýhe 'system, - Such differences were found to impede
the responsiveness of various 'arts of the 'system" to the need
for timely performance and selectivity among different programs.
Y or instance, there are a different set of values and reward
systemns for mnilitary officers, for civil service program manage-
ment personnel, and for contractor personnel.

Although the functions of program management, procure-
ment, and financial management are all essential to the successful
prosecution of the acquisition process, these different functions
clearly differ in attractiveness as military career assignments
(i, e., some functions, in particular "program manager slots" are
perceived by military of .icers as being of more value in enhancing
personal career/promotion objectives than are some of the other
acquisition functions). In the case of civil service personnel,
there is an attitude that the bureaucrat who is "non-negligent" will
be the one who survives •tnd advances, whereas the bold taker of
risks or the innovator with procedures and practices will go unre-
warded by (or even eaten alive by) the "system" within which he
must work.

It was also observed that certain professional bureatu-
cracies and specialists in the "ilities" or "cults" (e.g., produci-
bility, maintainability, value engineering, training, and the like)
optrate under a professional set of values and objectives which are
largely independent of, and not obviously directly supportive of,
the goals of program timeliness and achievement of established
acquisition schedules. Exploration of competitive design concepts
(per A-109) until the most beneficial from a LCC, performance,
affordability, and availability standpoint becomes evident will go
far toward making reliability, maintainability, etc. an inherent
consideration at the "front end" of the acquisition process.

Another element affecting motivation in the acquisition pro-
cess is the lessened sense of national urgency discussed in a
preceding section, as well as the growth of complexity of the "bar-
gaining" process attendant to achievement of a consensus on the
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best approach to meeting a perceived mission need. These fac-
tors create additional problems for acquisition program managers
because of the resulting continued questioning of the justification
for (or performance adequacy of) all major systems developments
through multiple and repetitious program reviews. It is hoped
that full implementation by OSD of the MENS approval process,
with its overt as•signment of priority, worth, and affordability,
will reduce if not eliminate this continued requestioning of need
within DoD, and hopefully will enable Congress to support (rather
than question) system acquisitions once it has concurred in the
need as defined in the MENS. If this occurs, then OSD can con-
centrate on its proper role of program assessment and review at
the subsequent Milestone decision points, and the Program Manag-
er can concentrate on his job of technical and contractual
management rather than on the time-consuming and demotivating
process of program justification and political hand-holding and
lobbying. The problem must be cleared up byjproperly motivating I
those within the system, beginning at the fouf -star level and
working downward.

D. PROGRAM ADVOCACY

In examining the history and outcome of various major
system acquisitions, the Task Force found that there was a com-
mon thread relating to the matter of program advocates and
advocacy. It was clear that development programs which lacked
strong advocacy were much more likely to be cancelled than
those which had energetic and dedicated advocates. The Condor
program is a typical example of an effort which ultimately was
cancelled because the system simply lacked strong advocates for
the particular operational capability which it was intended to pro-
vide. In a more recent case, the 13-1 program, which had clear-
cut advocacy for much of its life, eventually lost the rmost
influential oe its advocates in the Executive Branch following the
change of Administration and was cancelled by Presidential
order.

On the other hand, there are numerous examples of pro-
granms which appear to be continually in trouble for one reason
or another-TOW, SAM-D, F-Ill, etc.--which are carried on
year after year because they have the support of active and vocal
advocates, either in the sponsoring Service, in OSD, in the
Congress, or elsewhere. Without passing judgement on the
specific programs mentioned, it seemed clear to the Task Force
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t Iitl., 1 it) ll. :L dv,) hit V tV c dor:: C - ofl 1 C e og (.i piL u gea 1 pr ()rocV eding
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lt.. 1it V k.1 S gtLicftly d t ti s hed, w')Lic w- th 0L:. J ig aidvUcites,
c ( rt-ain programs nxa be continued in existence long after they

J shlU'i.Id hve be en ter'nit onatd fujr technical pr ohirirn s, inadcqoa to
Cccp.,abilit'y, cost Or shiedule 0% u l runs, or simnilar r,,asons,

Thus, prugram advocacy way Lie CthCer good or bad in
termns of system acquisition, It is often a necessary ingredient
if a program is to be contipued through to completion, and a
lack of advocates can spell serious danger to even a 'good'' pro-
gram, in other cases, strong advocacy may result in the
continuation of programs which would otherwise be terminated,
Such advocacy covers the entire range of possibilities: it may
be political, it may be mission-related, it may be extremely
parochial, it is often misdiructed and misused, and it is fre-
quently needed,

The government procurement system is filled with 7-8
levels of management (above a program), all of whom (2-3 times
a year) feel obliged to requestion the program's continued Uxis-
tence. Without a really 4trong advocate, these drops wear
away armor. If the MENS concept of A-109 is fully implemented
as intended, the SecDef in effect becomes the advocate for the
need, and the Program Manager can concentrate on his job of
advocating the optimum solution,

E. CONCURRENCY

One of the major conclusions of the Task Force was tnat
a cornmiitment to enter full-scale development should be recog..
nized and accepted as a clear reifirination of intent to produce
and deploy the developed article, barring truly unforeseen events.
This decision, at Milestone II, is second in importance only to
Milestone 0, the approval of the Mission Need (with intent to pro-
duce and deploy). In view of continuing budget limitations, rapid
advances in military weapons technology, and the past history of
thei practice, pursuit of "R&D for the shelf" appears to the Task
:Force to be of no merit in terms of providing the forces in the
field with the systems and equipment needed to fulfill their
assigned missions. Based on this premise, a certain amount of
program concurrency can contribute to the shortening of the
acquisition process, with attendant savings in total acquisition
cost and an increased return on Investment in terms of the
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d •grue of -,uch . .I . ncurri lnCy sh1ould Uha b i o01 thi c.i 1tt II, of tf,,Ch

nical risl, and/0r nattional ur'genly tII each particular dCUtlitli ition

program.

There r nSIIIS to hr no gF n-,a 111d 1ccepted (eftinihtitll of

concurrency. The Task 1"orce, thurefore, has dt.fined it as

conduct of the steps leading to production for inventory beUfurv Owi
end of the full-scale development time span. " These steps can
vary from rather low-cost actions such as nanufacti.iiring planni)g
or tool and factory test equipnent design, to more significant
cost actions such as ordering long lead time items and the start
of certain fabrication actlvitles (thiis actually is niot very ul&.pn.i•J v•i;

the big costs are in subassermbly and final. assembly).

Concurrency is the normal way of doing business in detvc1-
oping and producing commercial products. As discussed earlier
in this report, commercial aircraft programs, once corn•iittetu
to development, move forward with a high degree of progranm
overlap or concurrency, Computer systerms, automobiles, and
many other commercial producto are developed and produced on
a concurrent basis. Since this is the case, the question is raised
as to why acquisitions should be done diffurently (and w, ith added
time) when DoD pays for the development.

Because of the extremc degree of urgency which charac..
terszed the early ballistic missile acquisition programns, concu'r-
rency was accepted and exploited effectively as one tneans to meet
critical operational availability dates (in addition to backup pro.-
grams for high-risk subsystems, reprogramming flexibility and
management control of certain funding reserves, and extensive
overlap in air- and ground-based systems development). As noted
elsewhere in this report, the commitment to production was in
some instances made before the first developmental. flight test
was conducted. (The first development test has been used as a
milestone when relating to start of production,) In the early and
middle 1960's, some concurrency was an accepted practice
(Total Package Procurement was certainly the ultimate of that
practice). The OSD Systems Analysis organization took the strong
position that Engineering Development could not commence unless
they had approved a force structure change to accommodate the
developed item. The effect of this position was to identify the
procurement and operations budget requirements early in the
development process.
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As programs such as the C-5A, F-I 11, Main Battle
'" k-70, and Cheyenne ran into trouble, a body of opinion began

,c'. J.velop which claimed that part of the problem was caused by
starting production activities before the development effort was
completed, This argument became quite convincing after several

major programs were cancelled subsequent to substantial expen-
ditures having been made in preparing for production (e, g. ,
Cheyenne, MBT-70, F-IIIB). Deputy Secretary of Defense
Packard was a most articulate spokesman for the "slow down"
school of thought. Writing in the Fall 1971 issue of the Defense
Industry Bulletin, Secretary Packard said: "As I reviewed program
after program in the spring of 1969, almost all were in trouble
from a common fault-production. They had been started before
engineering development was finished, I am sure you all know
about this problem. "1

In July 1970, the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel had recom-
mended, among other things, the following:

"* More use of competitive prototypes and less reliance
on paper studies

" Selected lengthening of production schedules, keeping
the system in production over a greater period of
time so that incremental improvements could be
introduced

" A general rule against concurrent development and
production efforts, with the production decision de-
ferred until successful demonstration of develop-
mental prototypes.

These recommendations grew out of a report, "Staff Report
on Major Weapons Systems Acquisition Process,," included as
Appendix E to the report of the Blue Ribbon Panel. There is no
discussion or rationale for the recommendation of "non-concur-
rency"l-simply the unadorned "general rule."

In May of 1970 (before the Blue Ribbon Panul report had
been released) Secretary Packard issued his now-famous memo-
randum which significantly changed the courne of the defense
systems acquinition process. The matter of concurrency was
addressed both directly and indirectly in this memorandum as

K follows:
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"The program schedule (structure) is another very key
consideration. It must make sense. It must alJow time
for accomplishing important task objectives without un-
necessary overlapping or concurrency. The ideal
schedule is sequential with enough slark time for reso-
lution o.f those problems which inevitably arise in any
development program.

"Consideration must be given in development to all
matters necessary in a full operating system. This
will include such things as maintenance, logistic aup-
port, training, etc. However, where these matters are
dependent on the final production design, as much of this
work as possible should be delayed until the production
11Uie. [Emphasis included in original document. ]

"The most important consideration before moving into
full-scale production on a new weapon system is to have
assurance that the engineering design is completed,
that all major problems have been resolved, and this
has been demonstrated to the extent practical by actual
performance testing.

"The start up of productiun must be scheduled to mini-
mize financial commitments until it has been demonstrated
that all major development problems have been resolved,
In most cases production engineering has been satisfac-
torily accomplished. It may also be necessary to
develop and demonstrate new production processes,
methods, and procedures. Thus, some limited expendi-
ture on production may have to overlap development."

It is clear that the underlying theme was to discourage con-
currency. The burden of proof was on the program manager, if he
wanted an overlap. Since it was probably easier to not fight the
bureaucratic battle for concurrency, programs began to stretch
out.

One of the arguments which has been advanced against
concurrency is that the quality of the delivered product is ques-
tionable as the degree of concurrency becomes significant. No
clear correlation between concurrency and poor quality of tht
end product could be discerned from the data examined by the Task
Force. On the contrary, the argument can be made that some of
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the most highly concurrent programb were also the most ,Luccess-

ful in terms of meeting schedule and cost goals as well as

established system performance objectives (e.g, , r-5E, Polaris,
Minuteman, Boeing 727).

I1i addition to the "poor quality" a rguklellnt, tile othe rn major)
contention is that the money expenndcd in making prpa.rations for
production is wasted if the program is cancelled, An ofteu-cited
example is the Condor program, where approximately one-quarter
of the $300 million expended before the program was cancelled
wan procurement funds. In the case of Condor, however, the
information presented to the Task Force (by the contractor's
Program Manager) made it clear that the final decision to cancel
the program was made on grounds other than lack of success
because of concurrency, and in addition the convoluted nature of
the program's history makes it very difficult to determine for
just what category the funding was actually spent in many cases.

How,,ver, when considering all programs, the total
amount which has boon "wasted" is obviously a very small per-
centage of the total procurement budget, and it appears to have
been more than offset by the following:

• Concurrency provides a smooth tranuition from de-
velopment to production. The developing agency's
technical people are available to correct problems
arising during early production, operational testing,
and introduction to service uuage, The engineering
force can properly evaluate the impact of changes
on the original design. Further, the development
article/production article similarity is protected by
continuity of the manufacturing process.

* Concurrency mianmizes the acquisition time span.
It has a'psychological advantage of forcing a planned
" end of development. " Design freeze points and
change control must be established. The shorter
span avoids line gap and restart time losses and
requalification of process-intensive hardware.

* Finally-, properly done, concurrency drives the total
system to be ready---training, logistics, support ser-
vices, etc, T ere is nothing quite like an approaching
IOC date to get everyone moving and working together.
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On tho: basis of thu data and informalion available, to th,'
Task Force, inlCluding diSCus sions with kno\\'ludg ,ablc and Vxju -
riunced people, the foll)wing conClusions arc offI'Vred with r uspct
to concur rcncy:

0 Concurrency ii the normal way of doing busin,.ss in
thc ,.O~llIli'c rc~ial bus,1 {Ila..S S wtirid

* There is no convincing evidence that concu''runcy
nuc•ussarily adversely affects prograwf Loutconmc in
turms uf cost, performance, or fheld utility

* The transition Lroni development to production is
smoothed significantly by the right dgre• of concur-
rency

* Thu acquisition time span fron) i"SD to IOC can b,
nminlnilzed if concurrency is pruperly Cnem)loyd

0 Program tradeoff flexibility must bh, available to
support successful developnivnt progr'ess in a cun-
current program

* Assuming the intent to deploy clearly e.xists at thu
start of FSI), concurrency is highly desirable

* Thu dugrce of concurr:ncy should reflect the ,xtent
of risk

.Low-rate initial production is desirable with opera-
tional suitability testing pruceding the high-rate
production go-ahead.

F. PIrOTO'r Yi1S

Webster defines a prototype as ''an original model on which
something is patterned. " The use of prototypes in engineering
practice is probably as old as ungineoring itself--a broadboard in
an electronic research laboratory is a form of modal on which the
production end item is eventually patterned, The breadboard can
be refined in form and function to a brassbuard and the brassboard
to a product-engineered prototype of the production article. Such
prototypes can be extensivuly tested for various categories of
function and performance in laboratory environments, in flight
environments, and in field (operational use) onvirenments, An
engineering prototype can be employed as a precursor to th, pro-
duction phase--a pre-production model of the final article whose
purpose is to verify the adequacy of the engineering concept on
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produclion tooling. The protutype conct pt cAn h.:, used in the fihi
to test and confirni the support. .i d logistic-, subsyastems. 'r.h v hr

is general agreement that these concepts are .uunLd and useful--

under the prowr circums.&ances. The itsues with rý,!4pect to pro-

totyping are as follows-

1. When is a prototype in order'?

When o new system pre-ses the technological istate-of-the-
art or when there are several attractive solutions, a prototype Uan
often be employed to great advantage. For example, in 1977 a
simple search radar requirement can be satisfied by an obvious
solution; therefore, the use of prototypes would add almost no use-
ful information. In 1964, the Phoenix missile program ran into
computer problems, the solutions to which were not readily or
clearly obvious. Two alternate prototype computers were procured
and evaluated. Both computers performed satisfactorily in the in-
tended application, and a final selection of one was made on the
basis of potential fur satisfying anticipated future growth require-
ments. The prototype test program in this case was continued
only as long as information pertinent to the making of a final
selection was being generated,

Z, How much of the system should be prototyped?

The answer to this question must be as much, or as little,
as dictated by the circumstances of the particular program, if
only a simple subsystem is a high technical risk element, then
only that subsystem should be prototyped and evalu:ated, If system
integration represents the principal area of program risk, then
a prototype of the entire system makes sense. The AMST program
was examined by the Task Force as one type of program where a
particular kind of prototyping effort was employed. Here, the
entire system concept represented a signilicant advancement of
the state-of-the-art, Each of the required functional characteristics
had a solid base of supporting technology: powered lift, turbofan
power, high-lift wing design, high energy absorption landing gear,
fly-by-wire controls, etc. The challenge of the AMST program,
and the basic area of high risk, was the integration of all thene
elements into a viable, cost-effective solution to a particular
military requirement. Therefore, the development and evaluation
of an all-up flying system prototype represented the most direct
approach to demonstrating the selected system solutions.
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3, How many p2rototps ar~e reuired?

Again, thereo is no pat answer to this question. As many
prototypes should be produced as makes sense to meet prograin
objectives, If only one solution is available, then a single proto-
type should be sufficient, If there are two or three possible
solutions frmur which a single "best solution" Must be chos en,
theni two or three i.'prototypes may be in order, flowever, when
one or all solutions are obvious, then the use of prototypes merely
fol the sake of cowipetition can be wasteful,

4. Who p:ayu for the prototypes?

Here, the point to be made is that there is no such thing
as a free lunch. Small investments of a contractor's own funds
for simple prototypes are one thing, but for DoD to •.equest or
expect contractors to rnake very large (i, e. , multi-million dol-
lar) investments of thoir own resources for all-up, complex
system prototypes Is short sighted and poor practice indeed,
Such practices force "teaming of teams" and ultimately result in

the Lliniination of competition altogether,

The widespread or mandatory use of full-scale systurn
prototypes fur all programs up to the production prototype level

is frequently wasteful of critical national resources----dollars and
manpower as well as time. There are examples in recent programs
(e.g., A-10/A-9, F-16/F,17) where little benefit can be found in
the use of prototypes in terms of shortening the development cycle,
reducing overruns, reducing overall cost, or minimizing risk. In
fact, if not properly managed and controllLd, the process is often
,ounter-productive in the long run because of the adverse afifects
on industry willingness and ability to engage in such costly compe-

titions. The basic problem is that the present competitive
environment und the practice of inadequately funding prototype
programs have becorne so incompatible that few of even the
largest defense contractors can afford more than one or two losses
of "company funded prototype competitions" before bowing out of
any future such competitions. The magnitude of required company

expenditures for even a single large prototype competition can
severely reduce the company's capability to carry on a broad IR&D
program appropriate to his product lines as well as reducing his
capital resources for investment in improved productivity,
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on the (It hur hantd , ; Iql pet it iv pr ototy pm g at les! thtr t hc
oy' tit eni Ievi, I, tit ili ?An I) r ei (I I) L~ rd. b i ri ss b I)oI rdC, an -0~ n i t .i l at iL~tjtil

techiniques ill C0oijUn etLol1 W ith da Miodifie1d COAý' on k C fillit i ol
pha tc ( i. v., CD cP am p ra cticeod Iin the vIat u I 'f0A ' s pItus p3rodict
CIE' ignl and (IICleLa jie p'Orgl'Z,1Cu St. p~la llhillpg) c~Anl Lftel nI i'dIU tCOecuM
arld ISChedCue IL' 1aid in to I h n V'81)(t !CiSt)d c in fly h a k"'i Ignf it'anIt (111gr', N4
'liii s p r-e C'cS 11i Sp1ovi~d ed fol. in the Cl mn us ra ti on phiase roitow -

izig the Milestiorie I decisiot, as provided fur in 5000. 1/A- 109.)
When Comlbineud With extolislye Contract and specificationl nugotia-
tion s, 811bsta ntial adva ntakges mnay often be realiz.ed, ryp)icaalv,
the time-i to r each the II'.! dueis ion can be veiducod by one. a nd
one-~half to two y'Uolrs or? so) at p&'Vhit 1 only 20)-2 % of t~ho cust of
a full system- prototype competition. Fu rib er, the C ont ractuz' andC.-
the governm-ent are but~h far more likely to under stand the LVLW

nature of the' deVe4lopment J ub which MUHL be acopIseAs
well as the rua listic costs Lind risks uf acehieving the, established
prog rarn objectives. Trhu suc~ces s of the venture will, in ;Any cast''
depend largely oin the establishinent of fill] and open ninia
tions bet'Ween- LUstomier and 8uppilivr, in a com~petitive hut nun -

aidve-rsary envivoninent,

.5,. low~ much cha ng MU ro ur prutotypu to product ion?

One of thu virtues of prututypL's isi that they iiakv It
r espectable agabin to take u large technical jump with conconmmlita tit
technical risk,. Whenl Suck-essful, the ti'a ns ltiunl to produc tion
should be of moudest ri1sk, However, a cost- effective fly Iing p
tutypu to Prove a. ne(w onginec cycle m~ay cheat k ubsitantially on
supporting structural fatigue life, load factor, amid cor r s Ion
res~istance asmes sirient wit-hout jvoparmd i?.iflg the truet purpose5 (AU
the tests. Thus, we encounter thle dilemmU of .a ''Cdon'mn stra -

Lion'' or an ''X -Model'' vs, a prototype. Againm, iEleX.LIMIty and
j udgeinent; miut be uL~ec, .f the prototype is c loti to thu 1inal
production dlesign, even to its subsyste-ms, repeating the devolop-
mieit proces S merely to fill in a procedu ral square is nonsense.

To SUrn~niarIze, the Task Force concluded that prototypmng
can be a sound and useful practice in miajor systeiills acquisitions
prov idod that the candidates for the use of prototypes are care-
fully selected, that only those things are protutyped which really
need verification, and that p~rototypes arc not considered to be
som-e formn of ''free lunch'' for the procuring agency, Where a
known solution via existing technology would satisfy an established
mi-ilitary noud, but aL higher risk technical alternative offers
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siganificanrt pjt.vntta] inc'r a e iii operational capa bility or eduO ceI'd
life Cycle costs, evaluation of cornpvitive sys .xlr ait urnatives

by i•,ainH of proutotype(s) ca in often be jumitified. Wherv lateral
-xphottat iox I )f an 11 is ti S [Ig S•ysten is nr l lnger I cI t e21tffCt ive

1Ileans cif delaying cb.oluve cnce, c competitivve pr otutypin i at tOe
lhv,1 recuircd to support a rat:ional 1'SID decisiot (c, p., g . )ruld-
board, hrassb va vd, .atic ,I i captivi, 1.t2.,it, l'ig ht test, etc, ) tL)
,italblish thle neceUssary dcglreC of con1fidunce il a new develop-

mOnt approach is often useful,

G. OPIERATIONAL TEST AND I.VALUATION

1, Flexible Te'usting Philosophy

The 'l'ask Force agreed that a flexible testing philosophy
is a prerequisite to achieving i-nprovclnents ill th, acquisition
proac•m4, sSigi'.lficant auiounts of both time and rnontly can be
savud by conductlng combinod development tests and operational

tents whenever ±uaaiblh, Gloser relationships and interactions
musit be promnotod aniong such agencihs as DT&E, O'T&E, and
the user organizati•n, It alppeared to the Task Fuorce tha.t the
Sorvices have beeni using a reasunablh approach to operational
test activities thos far, but there is concern that the Independent
test agencies will gradually gain Ancroased Influence and durmand
duplicate tost activities.

In order to pruevent unnecossary duplication of testing,
which is both costly 'nd time-consuming, it is important for OSD
to clarify its intentic'iq and philosophy now. rhe Task Force
believes that what zic -ally desiieod-and desIrable--is ijin tcstliig,
but indepeindent evaluation.

The Task Force concluded that it Is important for all par-
ticipants In the acquisition processt the industrial contractors, the

procuring agency, the user organiization, and the test and evalua-
tion agencies to participate throughout the entire acquisition cycle
on an appropriately time-phased basis, Feedback should be pro-
vided to the developer of the system as an output from operational-

celevant testing which is performed as early in the program an is
feasible.

Finally, the OT&E policy should p ovide for flexibility and

adaptability in the testing process as appropriate in order to permit
testing requirements to be tailored in such a way as to reduce
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development risk in recognition of the fact that the test require-
ments will vary from system to system as a function of t')e nature
of the end product being developed.

2. OT&E and the Role of the User

The nominal acquisition process begins with a user require-
ment which, after suitable validation and approval, is given to a
developing command to satisfy, The user then reappears only after
the full-scale development phase has been completed, to partici-
pate in the opLrational test and evaluation work, In other words,
the user states what he wants, the item is developed, and then the
user gets a chance to participate in the assessment of whether or
not what he is getting is what he wanted. This scheme may be
effective in the case of inexpensive items of equipment that can be
delivered in a very short time, In the case of most modern, coun-
plex weapon systems, however, it is highly questionable that it
will, ever work effectively, be,.ause of the very large cost involved
in developing the system and the long time span required to de-
liver the operational end item, In general, there is no one in
authority at the usiing command at the time the requirement for
a military system is written who is still there when the develop-
ment of that system is complete,

In actual practice, it is normal for the using command to
participate in various ways during the development of the system,
often through liaison with the SPO. It is also typical that the user's
requiremerts will change to some extent as time passes, None-
theless, the user is essentially disconnected from the actual
development process for a period on the order of about ten years
(for the typical modern weapon system development). The recent
interpolation of OT&E between FSD and the production decision is
an attempt to deal with this problem. The inventors of OT&E are
saying, in effect, "'The development process some way or other
comes up with products that the user doesn't like. We can save
a lot of money if we can find out which they are and then not put
them into production. "1 This approach is clearly wrong, since the
objective of the entire business is to get needed capabilities into
the hands of the fighting forces in a timeiy manner, in order to
give them the tools to respond to the threat at any given time.
The present OT&E philosophy seems to encourage deciding at this
late point in the acquisition cycle that we are better off with nothing
than with the wrong thing. To accept the waste of what may have
been a very large expenditure of development money if only
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produic~tion inon.'v can be savoc ap iwpa rs: to the Ta. ýk Iiurce Lo L)w aLc
di inal approa; :h to defe~lse ayiACl ci uisitiiol, 1iL b'st.

Operational . ,liviroillnl.'-.It Le.u.itlig condiAct•ed ,jonly after com? -

pletion of FSD probably will not work very well anvway, lwcakilt
an unsatisfactory test report pre4ents the DoD with a 8ct of equlduly
unpalatable alternatives: uithur cancel the progrtni which wastue
the investment already made and denies th.e product to thv fteld;
order a major rework which is enormously expensive alter ,'SD
has been completed; or bitesthe bullet and go ahead with produc-
tiun anyway, The pressure to do the last is enormious even alter
having mnade the substantial investment in time and money required
for operational testing. Supporters of OT&E react by atteinpting
to make OT&E even more independent, such as by attaching it to
Systems Analysis, or, for al.l anyone knows, perhaps by decidlng
it should be under the GAO.

OT&E supporters are swimming upstream, The idea be-
hind the whole thing should not be to put a stop to the '-cquisition
process, but to assist in getting needed equipment into the field.
The way to get better equipment is to do better development, not
to do more critical after..tbe-fact evaluation of the development
that has been done. The challenge is to get equipment ucat of YSD
that the user needs, understands, and can use, The way to do
that is to involve him throughout the deveiopment process, Field
environment test and ev&luation should be a .ontinuing activity,
the purpose of which is to assure that the net result of FSD is an
end product that is, in fact, what is wanted. It is too late to start
to do OT&E after FSD.

The Task Force is convinced that there is a great need for
many more development experiments and tests in realistic fiid
environments, with participation by both users and developers,
Such tests can surface the user's real needs and identify the real
inadequacies of existing equipment, and suggest the ways in which
these needs can be met and these inadequacies overcome, The
participation of the developers in this process can lead to more
realistic testing since the developers can provide simulated and
breadboard equipment and can bring to bear much greater techni-
cal resources than can the users. The developers will also gain
a much better understanding of the real operational problems and
requirements, and will be encouraged to seek and provide the
immediate and near-term fixes that are badly needed but seem so
difficult to obtain.
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Such realistic test environmrents would be the appropriate
places to perform development experimetnts using breadboard,
brassboard, and prototype equippment as they become available,
thus engaging the users and existing user equipment as part of
the tests. Properly dlone, such tests could bc the basis fOr the
continuing test and evaluation process described above. Thc y cal.
also .stablish a baseline of existing capability against which the
value of the new development work can be measured, The contin-
uing involvement of the users has the following advantages:

a. The user and developer can together seek the best
balance between tactical charges F.'d equipment modifications or
new developments in correcting difficulties. After all, proce-
dures and equipment are two faces of the same coin and should
develop together. New tactics suggest modified equipment; new
equipment suggest new tactics; both can be used to satisfy nev
needs or overcome difficulties.

b. The agreement between user and developer about
what to do, which should result from their joint participation in
exercises and tests, could greatly shorten the time rcquired to
get a decision to proceed on major steps in the acquisition cycle,

c, The user can begin preparing to receive major
new capabilities while they are still in the development phase be-
cause he will be closely involved with the early testing. It is
often overlooked that the user's acceptance of a new capability is
an integration proceso in itself, He must understand what he is
getting, what it can do, modify his procedures, sometimes his
organization, often acquiring ne.v people, and train his people.
The sooner he can begin this process, the sooner a true "opera-
tional capability' will be achieved.

d. Joint activities by the user and developer in a

Test Bed environment can lead to proript and satisfactory comple-
tion of the formal OT&E phase without costly delays in major
programs.

The above observations refer primarily to those develop-
mnent activities which arise from the definition of specific needs

by the user organizations. There are also many development
activities which arise from perceived technology and the identi-
fication of cost saving opportunities. There is also a need for
user participation in these kinds of developments, although it
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may begin somewhat later in the acquisition cycle. After all, no
matter how an idea came into existence, the ultimate operational
capability will only be of mnaximum value when the intended user

fully understands and accepts it.

In summary, the needs of the user will be most readily
served if the concept and role of OT&E are modified so that the
system is evaluated for operational suitability by testLng it once

to procedures agreeable to both the developer and to the OT&L
organization, followed by independent evaluation of the results.

H. EARLY DEPLOYMENT

The Task Force concluded that there is considerable evi-

dence to support the claim that early deployment is frequently a
useful and valuable practice, particularly in those cases where
less than the ultimate system performance is acceptable in the
initially-deployed units. Several examples support this finding:
Minuteman I, where the first wing did not meet the range speci-
fication; Polaris Al which also did not possess the full specified
range; and the 425L system, which represented a significant
reduction in operational capability over that originally envisioned
in the initial performance requirements. Each of these systems
served a very useful operational function, and provided a valuable
operational capahility and experience until subsequently replaced
by an upgraded version with greater performance than the initially-
deployed systemn,

Early deployment also permits a shortened acquisition
time for the initial operational capability, which also has consid-
erable value in ternis of dollars spent:

0 A shorter acquisition cycle avoids costly and usually
unnecessary gold-plating

* It means a shorter period of time during which the
overhead costs associated with the acquisition of the
system must be carried

0 It means a shorter time for costs to increase due to

the effects of inflation

* It permits the realization of more efficient production
rates in most instances.
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E.[t r I y ooplovrrni.it and a :shrrte," ro .1is it.it 1 'i l ItIe a t s ,

hanc, the 0 ilhitY of thI' Servics to tuiiatch or achi ev, super loritty
over a changing threat. The shurttr acquisition time which pe-
wi Its :ci ulier deployment aL so pots thI, end p.roduct in the hands
of the user for a longer period of tirne before it is no longer
n'"'quate to meet the threat-a longer useful life before obsoles-
,'en "which results . in a greater 'return on invest enct'i" whi'n- the

cost of -acquisition is amnortized oLver a longer operational lilt-
timc.

i. THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

1. Probability of Program Cancellation

Th)e Task Force concluded that there is a definite indica-
tion that, due to the influence of external forcew and influences,
the longer a programn stays in full scale development, the greater
are its chances of being cancelled prior to completion. Primar-
ily as a result of changes in personnel and viewpoints within DoD,
in the Congress, in the Executive Branch external to DoD, and in
the public sector, there is frequently a shift in the perception of

priorities, attitudes, and appreciation of the external threat
which caused the program to be approved for development in the
first place. Such changes often result in major redirection of the
program, with attendant increases in overall cost and significant
delays in the schoduie for completion of the acquisition cycle.

The probability of a program being cancelled during each
year of its acquisition cycle is illustrated in Figure 11, which
depicts the growing probability of cancellation for each year in
the life (it a program. Such programs are often cancelled only
after they have been subjected to a series of costly and time-con-
suming redirections, and many are subsequently i-e-initiated at
some later time under a new name. The B-i program, as a
typical current example, was continued for a period of approxi-
rnately fifteen years, with a total expenditure on the order of
$4 billion before it was finally brought to a virtual halt by Execu-
tive Order in mid-1]977. If a requirement for an advanced mranred
penetrating strategic bomber is adopted at some timhe More than
perhaps two or three years in the future, it is likely that very
little of the time and money expended on the B-I will be salvageable
for applicability to the new program.
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One conclusion that was drawn from this examination of
the effect of external influences on the probability of programr
cancellation is that the likelihood of a program ever being cozn-
pleted decreases as it passes through more than one ''adminis-
traii.ou" which, for le sscr systems may be the tenure of the
milit:ary SPO, and for major, national systems such as the 13-.1,
may bLh the tenure of a political adr-ninistration, i. e. , of the tcp
fedcral elected officials in the Executive Uranch. Thus, there
is clearly significant potential advantage, in terms of shorten-
ing the acquisition cycle within which a particular mission need
is to be satisfied, as well as in terms of conserving considerable
national resources which must he expended to satisfy that neod,
in completing approved programs as quickly as is consistent
with the practicalities of the scientific and engineering risks
associated with meeting the need.

2. Congressional Influences

Another significant external factor is the Congress which,
in recent years particularly, has become a much more diffuse
institution with less identifiable leadership. The quasi-mono-
lithic committee leadersliip structure of the past, which was in
general totally supportive of the perception of national security
held by, for instance, the Defense Science Board, no longer
exists in the Congress. Nearly half of the Majority members of
Congress, for example, have been elected within the past two
ye;,rs, and they represent a diversity of views regarding national
priorities and the threat to our national security,

Thus, there is no''magic fortnula'' for solving the problems
of the DoD in its relations with the Congress. In addition to the
ntew diversity of viewpoints represented in the membership of the
I-louse and Senate, as illustrated in Figure 12, the identifiable
leadership of the key military conmmittees responsible for mnili-
tary programs is no longer pre-eminent ir, military affairs as
was the case in the past.

Another important influence in the Congress is the expo-
nentially growing Congressional staff, which has exhibited an
increasing interest in, and capacity fur detailed involvement in
the mnanagenment of military programs. The recent growth it
the involvement of staff members in the review of the defense bud-
get is illustrated in Figure 13. A significant portion of the "blame''
for this increasing Congressional "inicro-maiinagement" can
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probably be laid to the fact that the DoD has exhibited a chronic
inability or unwillirigness to adequately forecast program, cost,
schedule, and performance information and projections to the
Congress. Because of this re'peated lack of accuracy in the data
provided, many members of Congress tenid to lose interest in
defense affairs, and othr:rs seize upon these inadequacies as an
excuse to attack particular defense programs on a variety of
grounds. For example, analysis of the average unit cost of
tactical aircraft acquisition since pre-World War I times indi-
cates a well-defined trend whereby costs increase by about four
times per decade. Despite this well..docuinented and statistically-
predictable trend, the DoD has continued to underestimate the
total cust of new systems, and also typically understates the
cost to complete as programs proceed through development into
procurement. Data from 38 major programs indicates that a
cost correction factor of 1, 8 must be applied to the prediction of
total R&D plus procurement cost at the time development is ini-
tiated. This correction factor gradually decreases as the develop-
ment phase proceeds, but does not approach unity until the program
is well into the production phase, typically.

Another aspect of this lack of forecasting accuracy in the
fact that the data indicate a distinct tendency to underestimate
the time-to-go to major milestones in the acquisition cycle.
Analysis shows the relationship between "estimated time-to-go"
and the actual time required to achieve the same milestone is
typically optimistic by a factor of ubout 1. 3, on the average.

Still another reason for the lack of credibility of the DoD
with many members of Congress is the apparent inability (pre-
sumnably not intentional) to provide accurate predictions of system
perfurmance and operational reliability. A typical example is
the trend of reliability estimating for the A-7D aircraft depicted
in Figure 14. From an estimate made in 1968 of over three
combat sorties per day per aircraft, made at the start of the
test and evaluation period before the production go-ahead, the
actual operational data in 1973 indicate a true reliability of less
than one sortie/per day/aircraft was achieved.

3. Comparison with Soviet and U.S. Commercial Practices

There are also some lessons about how to contend with the
external environment to be learned from both the U. S. commercial

world and the Soviet military acquisition management systems.
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Both the U S. cornniecial aircraft industry anid tli ,Sovict roanL-

agenmcnt system m-ake deploynent decisions otin titli(-and thell
typically carry them through. Both IlUdify and up rade thOir
existing systenis quite, frequently and with significant Cost feffCe -

tiveness. Tht.. 72.7 program is a typical corn e rcial aircri'dt'
ca se in point, as is tlt'h basic Soviet tank congine histo)ry, which
has evolved froni a design concept first. intr nducod in tho 193.1's
The plrograni management t, lllsn in bu1th illstatCk's ltd(1 to ) b

extr'niely stable, without the rapid and periodic coMl)lete turn-
over of key managemnnt personnel typical of thc DuOD. The
Soviet system development time, from the start of initial pro-
totyping to IOC, is typically about Ue'ven years, For U. S.
commercial aircraft manufacturers, the typical time from pro-
gram go-ahead (in which the decision to "deploy" Is explicit)
to initial deliveries of produc'tion aircraft to the airline custom-
ers is about four and one-half years, A final comparative factor'
is that the Soviet deften1se budget over the past twenty years hus

not exhibited any oscillatory trends, as has the U. S. defense
budget during the same period,

4, External Manallement Revivw

The Task Force determined that the DSARC, OMB, and
PPBS processes are reasonable with respect to the provision of
external review and control over acquisition program budgeting
and managefrien*.. As was illustrated in Figure 6 above, the
DSARC process has a close analog in the commercial world. But
these systems do have weaknesses that contribute to delays in the
acquisition cycle:

a. Industry makes the production/deployment, deci-
sion only once, while in defense systems acquisition the debate
continues at ].Least once during every budget cycle.

b. The DSARC, with halts for testing, produces gaps
in the cycle which have serious industrial implications,

c. The DSA.RC/budget procedures are not connected;

thus the decision to proceed does not necessarily rnean the funds
are available. For example, DoDD 5000. 1 states that DSARC
decisions are not budget commitments, while DoDD 5000,2 states
that if PPBS and program plan provisions are different, the acqui-
sition executive should be informed. This is necessary, but
insufficient to resolve such conflicts when they arise, with the
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reslult that the program i nager is unable to hold to the pr cvi-
OUSly-dcCided-upon plhan, alternate paths are made availablv t.()
the "losers" to renew their attack, the progratmu can be stretched
o'it, and the desire to avoid hard priority choices often results
in across -the-board cuts in many p-ograins.

d. Program guidance can seldom, if ever, be fully
coinplic-d with given the funds which are made available.

Ž. While the objectives uf OMB Circular A-109 are
sound and commendable, it Is probably unrealistic to assume that
the Congress will ever give a formal, early commitment to any
program proposed to satisfy an approved mission need, and hold
to it, with the likely result that the program will merely be ex-
posed to an additional fwo years of attack,

f. The current OMB guidelines which are based on anz
assumption that the inflation rate will be 4% annually beyond two
years into the future are obviously unrealistic and impractical,
they are not even consistent with thr' nther elements of the Admini-
stration,

5. Diversion of SPO Resources

The job of the SPO is rapidly becoming impossible because
of the demands made upon him by the external environment. Some-
thing on the order of 80% of his time must now be spent on ''mar-
kuting" activities rather than on program management. He is given
inadequate authority to make and implement the decisions and
management actions necessary to fulfill his assignment, and he is
faced with external influences which create turbulence in his mran-
agemnent of the program rather than with the clearly-defined
responsibility and authority which he needs to do his job.

6. Environmental Influences

Finally, the implications of current environmnental concerns
in the external world-both governmental and public-can serve as
a very powerful lever for the disruption of major defense acqui-
sition programs. Recent typical examples are the delay in
construction of the Trident SLBM base, siting and installation of
the Sanguine/Seafarer ULF' communications system, and construc-
tion of prototype trench installations for test and evaluation of MX
basing concepts. The requirements for environmental impact
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studies ai t L I nk,. only suc h a dvanced d ofen so systcems acqui.:q it io s,:
as thuse; they also exert a powerful delaying influence on such
routine DnD activities as the opening and closure of defense instal-
lati uns dai a>'ywhre in the country. The se environniunta1 sUeS arii
a recent ,external influence which can have a significant effect on
the length of the acquisition cycle.

-J. IN(:PEASING lREALISM IN COST ESTIMATION

Certain portions of the material discussed in this section
were developed subsequent to the Task Force deliberations at the
1977 Summer Stucdy, and are presented here in response to requests
for such supplementary material voiced during subsequent brief-
ings and reviews of the preliminary findings and conclusions of
the Task Force in OSD.

1. Recent Trends in Program Cost Control

A number of individual studies of program costs have been

etvaluated, both with regard to FSD costs and total program costs.
Although there are large variations in the relevant data, two con-
clusions seem to emerge, as indicated in Figure 1 . First, the
trend in controlling costs seems to be an improving onil, going
from a typical 200% growth exclusive of inflation in the 1960's to
perhaps 50% in recent years. This still leaves considerable room
for improvement, obviously. Second, few If any programs ever
seein to have been completed in an underrun condition (as defined
in SAR terminology). In fact, none was found in this study.

Six principal problems have been identified in connection
with cost control during the full-scale development phase and the
transitions into and out of that phase, These will be discussed
in order of probable importance, together with suggested correc-
tive steps which should be considered,

Problem I - No Allowance for Additional Tasks

Development programs, typically lasting about eight years,
are planned with no allowance for funds to undertake any tasks other
than those specifically identifiable (and contractually defined) at the
outset, This ultimately requires a degree of prescience not often
found in Program Managers or others. It was the perception of the
Task Force that cost overruns in recent years are due relatively
infrequently to classical 'poor management" but very frequently
occur as a result of imprecise initial cost estimating--both on the
part. of the contractor and the government.
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A pr inc ipal Undu.I r lyinp differun ce i~n the coln une.uiald ena-
dt'avor,'. by chelufrow.' tm which distinguishes Othest o.ffirts sr
tht-ii dofciisi itadcrtakinus i; v3that thii. coifhl'I'ial entmA~i'd ,,i' inl-
vaori-ibly begin w% Lb anl all owLant c inl pr~ll)blvtl c ost for' ulit'sceii11

but stati~sti':ali nvar-m-'rlaiifi, prt'nhleuis to arise, Thet dccisioii
.,to proce('tl with a Jprojr'ct is mad I wII~ iit .11 underl~stand~inig that, ul-'

fz'eesmci pj blvis Weading t" additiomnal Losts trk,.. goting ti. [w

vncolunteed, so %+hen tMy doi. eC Li' The ilandila ulnent ha's tilt
resources and flexibility to work a round the aittenda nt problo'ruts
In contra st the,;( same firms, with the mane La cilitiva and tuan -

ager s historically overx'run LDoD contract. -v-hich offer no lail-
tude( to a ccomm nodateu the iinexpoe C(d, OVenI though1,, i rOn i ca ly,
the Dol) cid en vor s gen ter ally involv e gr eate r techImicald riisk thanl
do the commurcial ories.

Another factor whiCh May a ccoUn~t fOr the' ov~r runing of
miita ry developments vi.'t'5us not overirunning con)fmCrciit dv'-
velopnmicnts involves the cost optimism pra cticed by co paalies Lu
Lit prior go\'ernmi'nt budgets arnd to wvin cost-competqitivV pi'oUC e -
nivntbs. T~he government practic e of awarding a contract to th i

lowest bidde i (in most cases) Moces und erstating of expt'cted
costs du11ring comput~iti.ns, Histor ical i-ec oids show that pr'.gvtain)
actua is cona' very close to c onipany "'grta ss rootm e stmates' but
arci o.ver bid pr'ices by substantial pet' eentagi '.

If chhages arie introduced to attempt to r emedy this s itua -

Lion, it call be anticipa ted that s eve'ral objec~tiur s would be r,-iised:

0 The higher oxpected cost indicated at a progl'am s
outset will make it necessary ti. elimnirate other pro -

grams from the Service's plan and will make, it nmete
difficult to obtain Congressional appr'oval.
Gornment: This is certainly true, but little purpose
is to be served by approving a MENS if the re'sulting
pr'ogram will ultiniatcly be cancelled due to an over-
all lack of funds., rIn fact, tilt. present practice merely
absmoibs funds which might othierwise havec been spent,
m1-efting otheri' needs.

* C:ougrc r H will not approve a ''slulsh-fund resvirve' and
the. dollar's thus rcquested are likely to be lost.
Comnment: This also is true if it is indeed a "1slush
fund'' hut. if what is requested is rathier a level of pro-
granm support based on a mnore realistic assessment
of cost than. has in the past been pt'ov ixed to the
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Conigress (judging by historic.al SA1R ovvrrun cdata),
then it appe'ars~ the-re is s unit, liel vihodofl Owt nee'iqI
CongressijonalI support being ftul11ithi-ori)g.

abtle but. illiti i'Ily 1l.icicritflt, bit. pc 1 emt' kk Ii 1ot I iU

ai 8 ('lf - fuIf i 1llng 1)ropt' 1 ilCL'Y at 11 tli I 1 1g IiI C e I'o ln

will inecvitably' be spevnt.
Commrrent.: Tihis concern poinits lip the, titw( ssity tt)h
hold tile additiolnal funds kit a le~vel abovi' the dvvvclipJ..
iog organization, to be releaseod only whven fuilly
justified; or to bu made, availablc foi-rt. epro gramin
when appropriate': or to be re0turn-14d to tILe C .ongreLss
when unneeded,

An intensive exa mina ti on of the n vee to in it iaite a ixe

griami is an e s sentialI ringredilent o)f tuia nag e inciituid kl.I) r II in It ed

resource conditions, This sa me scrutliny is genera ily affm-drile
proposed new commercial prgrmb puirsued by itndustrý- ho Iii-ro
the parallel to DoD prog rams ppe UPVsi to en1d, In vi'mn ore it'lcid

p~ractic~e, once the Board of Directot-s has nincleo acnln ho ,
a new project (a ''Milestone 0'' dye isicm) it behloove1 kill vlkt-cnet rid
to adopt a ''help get the job donie'' moude as rapidly as poss Iicj- Ilii
governm'ent pra ctice, on theI other hand, opponents fretiue nti y conii-

tinue to inipede the progress of the prog ram throiogh out ito;
exi stence, This is not to suiggesvt that programhs Shou1( ld nt bW
reexamined when 8ignificant new data becomet availiable; it is,
however, to suy that in the absence of such significant nww evi-
dence the obligation of all involved shouIld be to support thev
management of the_ program in executing the approved plani Orec
clementfll of thisi Support would be to find ways of providing a esur l-
ance that DSA.RC decisions are! nc-t undermined by funding
reductions made as a result of the recurring budget protvieas.

t'he data assembled by the Task Force provided tan Inici
esting insight into the relationships between the lcngth of a
program and the probability that the program mnay be cance-1lle
at any point dutring its typical 8-10 year developm-rent cycic V g
ur e 11 summarized the data on a large ,jample of ir ograrils (I 1 14)
and illustrates the relatively high probability that a given unider..

taking will be cancelled before produclng a comnbat-useful product,
particularly if the FSD phase extends beyond about five years in
length, The dip in the a~nnual probability of cancellation whichi
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occurs at about three and one-half years after start of FSD re-
flects the initial obtaining of test data, which usually suggest
that "we may really have something useful here. " As the test/
development effort continues on past about five years, problems
of a technical, schedule, and financial nature tend to crop up,
le:ading to growing disenchantment with the project and in increas-
ing probability that it will be cancelled prior to completion of
FSD.

Problem 3 - Source Selection Practices

The r nurce selection process too often rewards optimism
on the part o± .,ontractors rather than realism, thereby increasing
the likelihood ,f schedule slips and cost overruns. As indicated
in Figure 16, for any given development program there is a fairly
broad range of possible cost outcomes, each with an attendant
probability of being achieved. The actual cost proposal submitted
by a contractor in any given case can vary widely depending upon
the confidence level that the contractor deems appropriate to
assign to the undertaking. At present, it appears to be a wide-
spread perception in industry that the government is awarding
cost-.reimbursable contracts to bidders who select a very low level
of confidence in making their quotes. This practice, while saving
fee, further increases the likelihood of substantial overruns and
provides a questionable discriminator in selecting among contrac-
tors for work to be funded under cost-type contracts.

The Task Force has identified the following as possible
ways in which the source selection process might be strengthened:

* Make the contracting function responsible to the pro-.
gram manager in a line fashion

* Base cost-type contract awards on the government's
assessment of probable cost rather than on the con-
tractor's claims-and considerably strengthen the
government's in-house capability to distinguish
between the two

* Include "past performance" as a more important fac-
tor in the managem'nt assessment of a contractor's
proposal

* Maintain competition among multiple sources as far
as economically feasible into the exploratory and
demonstration phase of major programs
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0 Eliminate all-up cost as selection criterion in cost-
type competitions (including Best and Final auctions).

Problem 4 - Rigorous Transition from FSD to Production

It is observed that a rigorous heel-to-toe phasing of the
transition from FSD to production has generally led to disruptive
gaps in manpower utilization in past major programs. The policy
of obtaining convincing test data before entering high-rate produc-
tion is strongly endorsed, but such policy should not mandate that
no production can commence before all testing has been completed

in its entirety.

The '"'ask Force believes that a policy of intensive testing
should conti,'ue to be followed, but also suggests that the initia-
tion of production (initial low-rate or final high-rate) should be
keyed to the actual state of knowledge available at any given point
in the test effort, rather than to an arbitrary criterion such as
"three months after availability of data for the final test point."

Problem 5 - Testing is Costly--and Ineffective

As currently practiced, testing is expensive and highly time
consuming, yet operationally unreliable items are still passed with
a fairly high frequency. The solution to operational unreliability
-probably the greatest '"performance" shortcoming of systems
deployed in recent years--requires more conservative design
practice as well as more exhaustive reliability testing. However,
at the present time, testing is already one of the major time con-
surners in the development process. This is particularly true of
multi-phased programs structured in such a way that separate
and duplicative periods of testing are called for following the de-
velopment phase, and following the low-rate production phase;
each as a precursor to entering the subsequent phase of the pro-
gram.

The achievement of satisfactory test results should be recog-
nized as being a pivotal factor in validating the initial decision to
move into production upon completion of FS--but once satisfactory
results have been achieved, repetitive test cycles should not be
imposed as a condition for moving into production rate buildups.
In particular, the acceptability of test results should be viewed as
a pivotal condition for moving through the DSARC III milestorj#

but subsequent test activity (e.g. , OT lII) should be consid( a.. o
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be primarily in the nature of confirmatory tests rather than a
vehicle for reopening already-settled questions of design adequacy,
system or mission need, and other such basic issues relating to
the program. To implement this concept, the following measures
are sugfgested for consideration:

a Place greater enmphasis on component tests and on
assuring component and system reliability

* Conduct full-system test programs at a more inten-

sive pace, making greater use of overtime and
automated data collection and analysis

* After a brief period of contractor checkout testing
(which is an integral and important part of the deaign
process), conduct a single set of development tests
-- with multiple planners and users of the data if
appropriate. Do not repeat the collection of individ-
ual test points solely because a new user of thedata
is involved.

Problem 6 - Lack of Reprogramrning Flexibility

The DoD generally possesses inadequate budgetary flexi-
bility to manage dynamic endeavors such as major system
developments with sufficient effectiveness. The adoption of a
risk-recognizing cost estimating approach would assist in pro-
viding much-needed latitude to manage. Further appropriate
latitude could be obtained from external means by obtaining an
increase in the Congressionally imposed reprogramming thresh-
holds. At the present time the development program manager
must commit to execute a task for a relatively precise amount
of funds some two or three years before the task itself is to be
undertaken. Because of the established budget cycle, the critical
tasks (from a fund availability standpoint) tend to be the oneis which
take place at the end of the fiscal year. This is a result of the lead
times involved in converting the program manager's fund request
into the annual appropriation of funds by the Congress.

Thus, with only $2 million of reprogramming authority
available to DoD, and even that precluded for the 30-4076 of the
programs designated as Congressional Special In-terest, adequate
capability to work around problems of either a technical or a
fiscal-year timing nature is not available to the DoD Program
Manager. One consequence of this is the frequent need to break
contracts and renegotiate new conditions, often to the detriment
of the program, the government, and the national interest.
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The present reprogramming threshold of $2 million was 4
establi.9hed by the Congress in 1962, and would, in constant pur-
chaLsing power, probably represent $4-5 million today. Repro-
grarn~ning authority at this higher level does not appear to the
lT•sk Force unwarranted or excessive. Even though the Congress
may disapprove of a DoD request for a higher threshold, the Task
Force considers it necessary to highlight this factor as a signi-
ficant limitation on sound program cost control and overall
defeuse program management.

Further, additional budgetary flexibility is needed to per-
mit the immediate followup of a Milestone 0 program start decision
with studies necessary to support the needed Concept Formula-
tion (CF). When a MENS is approved, action in the form of
resolving the issues and defining a program within a year (or two)
is obviously necessary. However, a major program decision is
usually accompanied by a budget change which is not effective for
at least a year and could not result in completed studies for at
least two years (they wouldn't even start for at least one year).
Such additional budgetary flexibility could be accomplished either
through reprogramming (if sufficient authority is available) or
through the continuous existence of a CF line item in the budget
with reprogramming authority. There could be a two-year limita-
tion for funding any particular program out of the CF line item
(which should give enough time to get the program in the regular
budget), If necessary, Congress could be notified when a new pro-
gram is placed in the CF line item, and thus the A-109 concept of
getting Congress into the act at the beginning would be further
satisfied.

2. Impacts of Inflation

During the past iive to seven years there has been a signi-
ficant turbulence in program cost control and resultant schedule
changes due to inflation. This is believed to have been an impor-
tant contribution to pre-conceived cost growth and program
stretchouts triggered by the long lead times involved in the govern-
ment budgetary processes. The GAO has stated that there is no
government agency that has a good handle on the impact of infla-
tion, with which the Task Force wholeheartedly agrees. It is

believed that a forcing function for better stability in defense system
acquisition programs would be operative if our programs were
measured and managed by constant year dollars or base year dol-
lars (as is done by several European countries). Many of these
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countries develop a defense program budget fur a particular
weapon system in base year dollars with adjustments made for
inflation by their treasury department. The DoD might take a
leaf from that and do the same since working in then-year dollars
and the constant cost growth that derives therefrom continually
forces tL.e question of affordabli.tv as cost growth continues.

3. The TRACE Approach to Increasing Realism in Cost
Estimation

TRACE (Total Risk Assessing Cost Estimation) is an Army
estimating technique which has been used with considerable suc-
cess to determine on a probabilistic basis the additional costs
which must be expýected to be incurred in a particular program in
order to solve unexpected problems. The particular approach to
determining the exact values to be used in obtaining a TRACE
estimate can be derived from a variety of methods, but the key
point is that the final estimate results in about a 50,50 likelihood
(on a dollar basis) of either an overrun or underrun. When applied
to a group of programs, the probability of the total cost for the

ro~2p. ending up as estimated is greatly enhanced (even though over-
runs and underruns may still occur in individual programs within
the group).

Perhaps the most damaging long-term factor in under-
mining public and Congressional confidence in the management
abilities of the DoD ironically concerns only about 209/o of the DoD's
activities. Thts factor is the cost growth observed over a number
of years in R&D and procurement of nmajor systems.

Engineering development expenses can be viewed in two

categories:

a Expenses that can be foreseen and planned for

0 Expenses that arise in overcoming unexpected problems,

Only good management can resolve the first category, but
the last category represents a not insignificant portion of the costs
incurred in RDT&E activities which, by definition, involve per-
forming something that has never been done before (sometimes
operating near the edge of the state-of-the-art). The problem is
exacerbated by the fact that competitive pressures drive contrac-
tors to almost unbounded optimism in submitting cost estimates
for cost-reimbursable contracts, and there is not a functioning
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check and balance within the responsible Services in that they, too,
are -tnxious to see new programs approved. In fact, the entire
systein borders on instability in that even the government's
contract negotiators are to a considerable degree motivated to
try and drive down the costs shown in contractors' proposals
and in the contracts which are negotiated with the winners. As
a result, the challenge faced is not one of improving cost esti-
mates by a few percent--the problem is to overcome gross
underestimates which have been commonplace for several decades.

The degree to which this problem pervades major RDT&E
programs is suggested by the fact that it is virtually impossible to
name a program that has been performed in its entirety within the
budget originally allocated for its accomplishment.

But even withthese above-mentioned pressures, it is
doubtful that "conventional" cost estimates can ever produce
accurate results. "Conventional" cost estimates are defined
herein as those based on listing all tasks known to be required and
then assessing the cost of each of those tasks. As noted earlier,
there is probably no manager alive who is able to project all the
problems which should be expected during the typical eight years
of the average major eystem program's lifetime.

The need thus clearly exists to make provision for the unfore-
seen--but statistically highly predictable---difficulties which invari-
ably arise in major developmental projects. The costs associated
with solving unforeseen problems are in fact statistically deter-
minable in the aggregate, The fact that various studies show that
the average program growth (from all causes) just a decade ago
was about 100%, and that, as has been noted, virtually no p'ograms
were completed with an underrun, suggests the extent of the need
for improved cost estimation (as well, perhaps, as better execu-
tion). The Army TRACE technique appears to be worthy of serious
consideration as an approach with considerable potential for
alleviating a substantial part of this problem.

Whether the technique is called TRACE or Management
Reserve or Reserve for Engineering Changes, the important point
to bear in mind is that this is rot "L.ontingency" money that is
simply budgeted "in case something happens." It is a necessary
management resource that should be provided because it is well
known, and experience amply demonstrates, that something will
happen and it must be fixed quickly if the program is to remain on
schedule and within the "planned for" costa.
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The size of such a reserve for any particular program is a
matter that should be decided primarily on historically derived
"rules of thun'b" flavored with informed experience and good
judgment. Rather than base such a reserve deterrnination on
analytic methods that defend a dollar amount that purports to
reduce program risk by some derived number of percentage
points, recent experience suggests that the reserve is more
realistic if based on studies of completed programs which calcu-

* i late the expenses that would have been incurred if the unexpected
problems that arose had been fixed immediately.

If such a reserve is applied, experience suggests that most
of it should be held at a staff level above the Program Manager
as a budgetary line item to be allocated for "Engineering Changes"
upon adequate justification by the Program Manager. Since such a
justification process will require some period of time--perhaps as
much as several months if adequately strict management control ii
to be maintained---it is extremely useful to allocate perhaps one
or two percent of the reserve to the Program Manager directly,
for his use as quickly as he determines there is a problem and can
decide what needs to be done to keep the program moving toward
its goals, This smaller reserve will frequently tide the Program
Manager over until additional funds are released to hinm from
higher management,

The budgeting of a reserve above the planned expense of the
program assists in keeping the program on schedule as it allows
the Program Manager to react quickly to problems with additional
development effort or design work-arounds. This quick response
capability is possible only if funds are available, at a level (or
levels) which allow rapid justification and approval, which cannot
be realized unless the money has been budgeted to the program
previously.

A reserve is also desirable since the integrity of the entire
weapon system acquisition structure rests on the "attitude" of
DoD's Program Managers. It is absurd to think that we can main-
tain a workable acquisition system while we routinely ask Program
Managers to do what we, and they, know in advance cannot be done.
That is in fact what we ask them to do when we do not budget any
kind of a reserve for the program.K *

As has been mentioned previously, DoD cannot expect to
deal with changing priorities and program tradeoffs unless the
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out-year plans reflect realistic program costs. Also, DoD's
credibility with the Congress can only be reestablished by
demonstrating a capability and a will to estimate program costs
accurately.

Concern is expressed by some that reserves held at lower
management levels will be unwisely or frivolously spent, while
others are concerned that if Program Managers know there is a
reserve available, they will become too relaxed about holding
down costs and getting the most for their money. The only rea-
sonable response to such concerns would appear to be that if

Program Managers and the lower level commanders are not
competent and conscientious, then our acquisition process will
never be improved. Therefore, we must assume that they are

capable and put our confidence in them to be able to manage a
budgetary reserve in a responsible manner. By doing so, a
manageinent environment will also be created which fosters
esprit de corps, and will make it more likely that these managers
will be conscientious.

It appears more probable that it is at the higher levels of
the Military Departments and in OSD that there ought to be con-

cern about the breakdown of the discipline needed to sustain such
a policy, which is, in essence, simply one of honest, conserva-
tive planning and budgeting. For it is at these higher levels that

political pressures converge and push toward squeezing as many
programs as possible into a limited defense budget. These are

the levels that put pressures on the Program Managers and the
defense contractors to do the same with less money, and to com-
mit to more than they know they will be able to deliver. These
are the levels that must be rigorously policed and disciplined if
such a policy is to work.

In summary, it is the conclusion of the Task Force that:

0 Independent cost estimates should bh made by DoD
of every industry proposal to be sure that all of the
costs for all of the things which cart be planned on
are not underestimated

* Some amount, typically on the order of 5-10%,
should be added to these identifiable costs and

placed in a line item allocated for ''Engineering
Changes" (or something similar. A historical study,
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using a technique such as that employed for the Army
TRACE system for example, should be done to deter.

mine just what this percentage should really be

a A .nnall portion of this reserve (typically on the order

of about 1% of the total reserve) should be assigned

to the Program Manager for use at his discretion

without prior approval

0 The remainder of the reserve should be held at the
Command or Service level for release only upon
proper justification by the Program Manager

0 The managers and staff at the OSD and Service levels
should be rigorously policed to insure that they

insist on the submission (and advocacy up through the
chain of command) of realistic cost and schedule (and

performance) estimates by lower level commands and

Program Managers.

Unless and until adequate recognition is given by DoD to

the need to budget for future expenses associated with the require-

ment to overcome unforeseen problems in its weapons acquisition
programs, coat overruns will continue to be a way of life. The
integrity of the materiel acquisition system will continue to be

undermined if the Congress and DoD Program Managers are
routinely asked to do that which all know in advance cannot, on

the basis of historical precedent, be done.

'-1
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IV. RECOMMENDED ACQUISITION POLICY INITIATIVES

A. REDUCE THE NUMBER OF PROGRAMS

The number of major weapon system development programs
should be reduced so that those which are continued are the ones
which the DoD intends to--and can afford to--put into production
and deploy. An important aspect of this is to include in initial
program cost estimates adequate margins for the undefined (but
statistically likely to occur) dontingencies which are to be ex-
pected in nearly every complex, advanced, technical development
program. Most important, a worth and priority must be assigned
to the Mission Need when the MENS is approved at Milestone 0.
Comprehensive analyses of feasible and effective ways to provide
for program contingencies and management reserves were pre-
sented in the (1974) Materiel Acquisition Review Committee reports
issued by the Ar-my (AMARC) and Navy (NMARC). These studies
addressed the issue of cosal realism and accurate cost estimating
at great length, and concluded that the DoD does in fact possess an
effective capability within the Service Comptroller organizations,
Cost Analysis Improvement Group, etc. If the full resourcea of
the DoD's cost estimating and cost analysis organizations were
'used so as to insure realistic program cost estimates, progress
could be made toward limiting the number of programs approved
at any time to those for which sufficient funds are budgeted and
can be expected to be made available to (1) complete the FSD as
planned, and (2) produce and deploy the system on the most cost-
effective time scale. Major surgery will be necessary if these
objectives are to be achieved at any reasonable time in the future,
but unless a start is made now, the present "bow-wave" of pro.,
grams completing FSD and waiting for the allocation of sufficient
funds to produce and procure the end item which has been developed
will simply continue to get worse and worse. This bow wave not
only causes an increase in the length of the acquisition cycle for
the systems affected, but also results in increased acquisition
costs due to the added inflation and the costs of constant reprogram-
rming. It also results in the delivery to the using forces of
equipment which is either obsolescent by the time it is deployed
or which has a relatively brief lifetime before it becomes inade-
quate to meet the threat.

It is a fact that the current 6. 2 programs include many
systems concept studies in addition to true exploratory develop-
ment efforts. Those 6.2 programs should be critically reviewed
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to determine which should have a MENS developed and which
should be terminated due to lack of a definable Mission Need.
Such systetms concept study activity should only be undertaken
upon approval of the MENS arid should be focused on a validated
need, ther,:by establishing priorities and [reeing those 6. 2 funds
currently used for such studies for allocation to true technolugy
base efforts.

The Task Force found that in recent years a bow-wave of
approximately 1/3 of the budget apparently exists at all times.
While a certain amount inay be desirable, since it offers a
choice of options to be pursued in any given fiscal year, most
of the bow wave is undesirable, because it leads to destructive
competition, Service rivalry for the available funds, and encour-
ages the prolonged continuation of obsolescent programs on the
basis that "'we've already got so much invested that we can't
afford to cancel the production even though it will have to be de-
layed until the out years. " The magnitude of the bow-wave problm
is typically hidden at least partially by optimistic cost and time
estimates frorn both the procuring organization and the contractors
involved, still it is obvious that it not only exists, but that it has
been getting worse in recent years. There is some indication that
the bow wave has been tolerated because of a philosophy that the
larger it is, the more likely Congress will be to supplement the
DoD budget, but what actually tends to happen is that the Congress
is unimpressed by the bow-wave threat, and if DoD fails to make
the cuts necessary to bring the expenditures into line with the
available funds, the Congress will do so. When the Congress makes
program cuts, reprogramming must occur, usually resulting in
program stretchouts and schedule slippages, and always additional
costs,

The alternative, which is recommended strongly by the
Task Force, is for DoD to alter its policy so that it funds fully

p only that number of the most critically-needed programs so that
01 the resources required will be within the Congressional budget limi-

tations. Those programs should be viewed as the "affordable" and
"sacred" ones; the less important or less urgently required pro-
grams, no matter how desirable they may appear to their advocates,
should be identified as being of less than first priority, and incre-
mental funding should be requested of the Congress. If budgetary
supplements are provided, then the programs may be pursued,
but if they are denied, the programs not funded should be can-
celled.

-4
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This is a painful change in policy, but the alternative has
proved painful also. Perhaps, relitions between the DoD (and
its elements) with the Congress (and its elements) would become
less painful, as well.

B. DEMAND AND APPROVE A FLEXIBLE APPROACH

The Task Force concluded that there is nothing basically
wrong with the present DoD (5000. 1/5000. Z) approach to system
acquisition, when viewed in the context of an environment in
which lead-time is not considered a serious problem by our
national security leaders in terms of perceived or potential
threats. That is, the present approach is considered to be
generally satisfactory, broadly speaking, for fielding replacement
capability with an acceptable operational. life, exploiting new tech-
nical opportunities in a timely enough way, and satisfying new
military concepts in a reasonable time frame. Also, the present
approach to system acquisition appears able to readily accommo-
date-on an exception basis--urgent needs (provided too many do
not arise at any one time). Thus, the recommendations presented
here are offered as non-revolutionary Initiatives to improve the
current process and preclude rmisimplementation of A-109. Hope-
fully, they will thereby either help to reduce or stabilize the dollar
and lead-time cost of gaining increments of new military capa-
bility, or provide us with more capability for the dollars and time
being expended. The latter may well be the only thing we can
achieve as a practical matter, given the fact that acquisition lead-
time is paced principally by the availability of procurement funds,

Non-revolutionary improvements of this l:ype involve mant-
agement goals such as:

0 Increasing motivation to improve the efficiency and
timeliness of the process (in government as well as
in industry) by overt rewards for good performance

a Improving communications among the many partici-
pants in a normal acquisition effort

a Clarifying the roles and responsibilities of these
participants, particularly during the early and transi-
tion periods in the cycle

* Increasing management flexibility at all levels and
stages of the process-especially during the "front"
and "back" ends of the acquisition cycle where
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lead-time is definitely increasing in contrast to the
relatively stable development phase.

While the specific recommendations which follow are believed to
contribute to a degree to all four of these management goals,
they are focused primarily on the last one---increasing manage-

ment flexibility-because such flexibility is believed to be the
over-riding need of the moment.

1. OMB Circular A-109

The Task Force recommends that DoD view A-109 as
being essentially a philosophy of major system acquisition which
encourages a continuous active competition of results which in
carried on for as long as is useful (i. e, , as long as the benefits
of competition continue to be realized) and affordable (i, e, , the
costs of the competition are not out of line with the scope and ex-
pected military benefits of the program), A-109 should not be
viewed as a rigid, step-by-step procedural directive, or as a
single acquisition strategy which must be mandatorily applied in
each and every case. An educational effort (and audit of results)
throughout D)oD will be necessary in order to assure that this
flexible approach is not aborted in practice.

A suggested direction in which a revision of OMB Circular
A..109 might go to enhance accomplishment of this objective in
presented in Appendix A to this report.

In applying the A-109 concept, special attention must be
given tothe Mission Element Need Statement and its reconcilia-
tion with existing and planned capabilities, priorities, and

resources. As a particular example, OSD must take steps to
assure that the Military Departments understand that the type of
effort traditionally described as "lRequirements Analysis" must
be reoriented as necessary to provide a 0'Mission Analysis"
function within each Service. This function, which need not con-
tinue into selection from among promising alternatives a4 in the
past, will provide the Servic_ with a capability to develop the

MENS for submittal to OSD with currently available resources.

"2. DoD Directive 5000. 1

Given A-109 as a philosophical underpinning to the acqui-
sition process, DoD should eliminate all directed models of this
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process (beyond the basic decision points and acquisition phases)
---whether general or for application to a particular class of mate-
rial. Instead, a requirement for program proponents to overtly
devise, for review at the beginning of each program, a strategy
for system acquisition which is tailored to that particular pro-
gram should be directed. This strategy should be regularly
revised as the program proceeds and the validity of the strategy
is tested. DoD should assist program managers to devise such
flexible strategies by developing a data bank of possible strate-
gies, sample criteria for applying them, both by functional type
of systems (e.g. , C 3 or ASW systems), and by program char-
acteristics (e. g. , relative importance of lead-time and degree
of acceptable risk). DoD should also maintain a history of the
results of having applied the different possible strategies in var-
ious cases. The program acquisition strategy should be as
important as other acquisition documentation.

The principal purpose of such a dynamic strategy concept
would be to assure that program goals, and the manner in which
these goals are to be achieved, are stated in an explicit and yet
flexible enough way so that all participants in a program-the
various levels in the DoD as well as the contractors-can know
exactly what they are as they evolve over time.

A suggested approach to revising DoD Directive 5000. 1 to
permit such tailored acquisition strategies and a more flexible
approach to the entire system acquisition process is presented in
Appendix B to this report.

3. Return to First Principles

In important technical management areas, DoD can and
should give its program managers more flexibility in tailoring
acquisition strategies by encouraging them to go back and review
the full intent and breadth of what have come to be simplistic one-
word designators for basic principals.

Two outstanding examples of such designators which cur-
rently are inhibiting flexibility are "concurrency" and "prototype.
The former is presently viewed as a "bad" thing and the latter a
"good" thing. Both evaluations are incorrect. Concurrency is
simply the planned and systematic overlapping of certain activities
relating to development, test, and/or production. The degree of
such overlap should be the issue, not the mere fact that it exists.
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In actual practice, there must always be some degree of concur-
rency; the desirable goal is to maximize the overlap without
incurring unacceptable cost or schedule penalties as a conse-
quence. The "goodness' or "badness" of concurrency, there-
fore, should be viewed as a function of the appropriateness of

V the degree to which it is carried out in the case of a particular
system acquisition.

The question which should be asked in tailoring a specific

acquisition strategy is the extent to which concurrency will bene-
fit that particular program in relation to the added cost of gaining
the schedule reduction which can be realized. This, in turn, is
a function of the relative importance of lead time to the program
in comparison to cost. If the program is extremely urgent, it
may well be worth spending extra money and manpower in order
to save lead time, i. e. , we can "buy" time when it is necessary.
Conversely, if achievement of a given military capability at the
least cost is the program goal, then the acquisition strategy for
that program may be to "sell" time, i. e. , trade time for dollars.
The point is that the amount of concurrency which is desirable
is a function of the needs of a particular program, and should not
be dictated by an inflexible policy. DoD should determine the
degree of concurrency to be included in a particular program at
DSARC II (the key decision point for commitment to FSD and to
initial production, per 5000. 1). By varying the initial production
quantity, the degree of concurrency is thereby tailored to the
particular program objectives.

A similar situation exists in the case of prototyping. Pro-
viding a prototype of a military capability is not the goal. The
goal is to carry exploratory and advanced development to the
point, and only to that point, necessary to validate a concept and
assess its risks sufficiently to permit the appropriate decision
makers to determine if the program is ready for full-scale develop-
ments. While such validation may be facilitated by, or in some
cases may require, the use of a complete system prototype demon-
stration, it may also require only a snmall-scale demonstration of
only a critical subsystem or sub-element of the total system.
Again, it is a matter of degree, not of decree.

4. Assure that a New System is Required

As part of the new Milestone 0 (MENS) decision effort
called for by A-109 (or its equivalent at lower system levels),
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the DoD should take steps to ai•.sure that the need being approved
requires a. new system. AI. aemw program proposalts ihni••l bv!
required •u include an evaluationl of the alternatitve nethods of
satif.1.fyOg the ne'.Id "dxrougih angra e or product improv inent of
an e.>si.n systern. Acquisition data indicate that niew gen(:i-atien
systte.ms are characterized by an average cost growth rate of
-bouL 4. 5 times per decade, comlpared to the cost of the initial
system, while improvements to existing systems exhibit an
average cost growth rate of about two times that of the initial
system per decade.

There is often considerable opportunity to shorten thet
acquisition time in the case of product improvermients also, corn-
pared to the time required for an entirely new system acquisition,
A product Improvement of a system already in the inventory or
in production should a be considered as the first alternative
to meeti.ng a new mission need,

5. Base Competitive Solections on Achierveorent

DoD should avoid the possible lead time losses of the
multiple competitions suggested by A-109 by not making the
selections for continuing contractor roles in a program solely
on the basis of either prototype demonstrations, paper promises,
or on the results of efforts for fixed periods which are evaluated
after that period. Rather, DoD should consider, as an optLon,
making its contractor evaluations as much as possible while the
work is proceeding, and should base them almost entirely on the
contractor's record of accomplishment. The running evaluations
of alternative solutions should focus on the goals of: (a) eliminat-
ing efforts which are going nowhere, (b) identifying, in the case
of similar approaches, those instances in which the results being
achieved by one competitor are clearly superior to those of others,
and (c) identifying those alternative approaches which are suf-
ficiently promising as to warrant continued funding. The latter
also should be cut off promptly when it becomes evident that the
promise will not or cannot be fulfilled, To evaluate contractors
in this way, the government must, of course, be sure that it is
a technically competent buyer in the particular case. Otherwise,
it will not be able to handle the burden-of-proof involved An this
"sudden death" approach to source selection. If a trial of this
method proves useful, then the experiment could be expanded,
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6. Encourage Informal Competition

As an essential prerequisite to its program flexibility,
DoD should recognize that a major contributor to the efficiency

of the continuous, but formal, competition of results called for
by A-109 can be the work done by potential competitors on their
own initiative well before the formal competition starts. This
so-called "industry competition" is encouraged and enhanced by
the relative flexibility of the expenditure of IR&D funds, by the
early dissemination of DoD planning and requirements data, and
by the allowance of profit margins on contract work that permits
industry investment in R&D facilities.

7. Contract for Complete Development Programs

To prevent the lead-time funding gaps that can appear during
a development effort as a result of the lead-time involved in making
the major decisions at the milestones called for by A-109 and the
DSARC process, development programs should be authorized and
funds appropriated on a total program basis, with incremental
contract authorizati.ons to each industry competitor. Such an
approach will additionally encourage advanced program planning
which is focused to a greater extent on program efficiency, since
an environment of continuity will be created.

Such an approach by OSD to contracting with industry would

simply be a complement to its "contract" with a particular compo-
nent of DoD which is responsible for management of the program,
under the DCP "threshold" concept.

Such contracts could still be funded on an installment or
phased basis, in which actual fund releases and "go-aheads" for
succeeding phases (preferably in the form of ratification rather
than rejustification and re-examination of the entire program) are
conditioned on the results of prior phase performance.

To accomplish this objective, DoD must take steps to
achieve a clober meshing of the budget and program cycles. The
mission budgeting system mast be linked to the program decision
milestone points, such as by establishing the development budget
requirements at the time the Milestone 0 decision is made,
inserting the development/production budget requirements at
DSARC II, etc. Similarly, DSARC I should be vie-ved as a pro-
gram check point where future program budget requirements arv
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identified for insertion into the budget cycle at the appropriate lead
times, and not as a milestone where the basic need for the program
must be reevaluated and rejustified.

8. Deploy What is Developed

The total program approach to development contracting pro-
posed above could be extended to the initial phase of the production
effort as well, if the decision is made that the system will be de-
ployed at the same time that the full scale development is initiated.
The Task Force recommends that DoD accept the concept that the
Milestone II decision to enter full scale development (or to con-
struct the lead ship in a class of Navy vessels) is also a reaffirma-
tion of the Milestone 0 intention to proceed through the production
and deployment phases of the cycle (assuming the system works as
expected). As recommended earlier, the approval of the MENS at
Milestone 0 should be made only for those systems which are
affordable. If this is the case, the funding available for the
"selected" programs should be adequate to support confident, full,
and optimally scheduled development and production, and timely
deployment of the operational system.

Programs for which sufficient funds cannot be budgeted
should either be retained in pre-FSD R&D, or cancelled. This

recommendation is not intended to limit or restrict a wide range
of exploratory technology base efforts; in fact, the Task Force
recommends that such defense R&D be on an even broader base
than at present. But since we obviously cannot afford to produce
and deploy everything we now have in FSD, and probably never will
be able to, the exploration of alternative solutions to an approved
Mission Need as called for by A-109 should be made more exp'icit
and much more disciplined than it is at the present time.

9. Choose the Contract Type Carefully

It is of major importance in defense contracting to dis-
tinguish between the kinds of incentives which are offered by cost-
type and fixed-price-type contracts. In the case of early,
exploratory development effort, a good deal of iteration is
required between buyer and seller. Such iteration is encouraged
by the informal atmui.sphere of the cost-type contrac(t, rather
than by the arms-length relationship which does and should pre-
vail in a fixed-price-type contract. Also, considerable
development effort involves the seller acting as an 'agent" or
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ft.lhiw.-.adv~catle of the buyer, rather than . n:r i ndeCpw.ndert and

objective sulljor ,of an end product. In such a cas,-, a cost-

typc ronfrtcflt pr'rmits a legal. relationship where the iteration
c.an ht. con tioncud until the buyer ha ,: ,een able to seli:le adequ;i(7l..y

on what he wants in relation to what he can have, for what price
it, cost, and at what pricu in load ti f:. Finally, the cost-typ,.,
relatiomship is necessary during developmnent in order to assure
an aLtutude of shared direct responsibility for results on the part
of the buye r, instead of the relatively hands -atff or oven adversary

attitude he inust le constrained to until the r.sults have be:en
delivered, as is the case under a fixed-price type effort.

10, A sReprogra in_ Thresholds

As one means of gaining 60o0e of the management flexi.-
bility needed to acquire systems on a more efficient basis, Do.D
should attempt to negotiate higher reprogramming thresholds
with the Congress, As a minimum, the statutory thresholds
should be adjusted to reflect the inflation which has taken place
since they were last enacted many years ago, In fact, the level
aimed at in such negotiations should preferably reflect today's
inter-program needs, not simply an adjustment for the past and
anticipated change in the value of the dollar. Exaalmpaes of such
inter-progran, needs are:

0 Getting started on the technology and system experi-
ments needed for some promising new system
concept that DoD has already decided must be pro-
potied in the next budget request

0 Buying good ideas from the losers of competitions

* 'Technically exploring the ramifications of new

military concepts

0 Providing extra financial support to programs
achieving better than planned, or unexpectedly
desirable results,

Such negotiations with the Congress will not be easy. The
budget cycle is so long, that large (jueues of desired changes tO
any given budget always build up. This causes a flood of program-.
ming actions to be rccomn-iended once the defense budget has been
approved by the Congress. Unfortunately, Congress appears to
believe that there are too many of these reprogramming actions,
and that many of them thwart their intent and the.ir understandings
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in approving the budget (e. g, , the shift of funds to lower priority
programs). In other words, Congress feels that the budget sys-

tern is being abused by DoD. Negotiating new and higher

thresholds will thus require a restoration of DoD's credibility

with the Congress,

Also, in reviewing the impact of A-109 on irpr'grarnmring
actions, it seems clear that when a program tie -.ion is made,

by approving a MENS, it will be desirable to have confidence
that some action in the form of resolving the issues and defining
the program will take place within a year (or two), Yet, a pro-

gram decision is usually accompanied by a budget change which
is not effective for at least a year and could not result in com-

pleted studies for at least two years (since they could not even
start for at least one year). Budgetary flexibility in the form of
additional reprogramming authority should be authorized by the
Congress to permit DoD to immediately follow a programn start
decision with the studies necessary to support the needed concept
formulation efforts.

11. Use the DSARC to Assess Program Progress

The more flexible acquisition approach, as well as acqui-
sition cycle time and cost, could be effectively monitored by DoD

if the DSARC meetings were devoted more specifically to review
of the proposed acquibition strategy, program plan, and schedule
for the system under consideration. The DSARC reviews should
assure that the program is proceeding in such a way as to be com-
pleted in the minimurn time while satisfying only those military
requirements which were approved in the MENS.

12. Provide ior Management Reserves

DoD should make every effort to reach some agreement
with the Congress whereby it would have the capability to save
lead time and/or dollars in the achievement of a given overall
level of milit~ary capability through the availability of certain funds
clearly ear-marked as management reserves. Such reaerves
should be openly provided for, even within given overall levels
of the approved DuD budgets, by the elimination of less-needed
programs if necessary. Such funds should be allocated for Lontrol
and disbuirsement to a management level not more than two levels
above the program manager. In particular, management reserves
should be provided for:
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0 OSD or DoD component headquarters levels, where
budget allocations or post-Congressional hearings
apportionments are made:

To prevent forcing managers to either budget
or apportion on the unlikely basis of all programs
being successful on the first test, or conversely,
to budget or apportion too high on all programs
because of the likely negative results in some;

To allow unanticipated savings in some program
predictions to offset unexpected losses in others;
and

To permit program managers to make last
minute funding adjustments resulting from appor-
tionment decisions,

0 System command levels:

To permit such commands to meet their "con-
tracts" with higher levels and the Congress on
the basis of true estimates of program costs, and
thus help prevent overruns.

For small scale, but full developments of needed
fixes and promising incremental improvements to
existing capabilities, or to resolve specific field
problems---under acquisition procedures that
recognize that only a couple of years may be
required for the effort, Such small-scale efforts
now require as much justification, and as much
decision time, as major systems acquisitions,
and are thus discouraged from being pursued in
place of major 'new system" efforts.

The management reserves that would be earmarked for
such purposes are not "slush funds" but can and should be pre-
justified on a statistical basis (dollar amount probable but specific
use undetermined as yet) and/or on a case-by-case basis (the use
forecasLable with some certainty, but the dollar cost not fully
determinable) for things that are very likely to happen in any pro-
gram. The old concept that such reserves will automatically be
used up by programs in a ''self-fulfilling prophecy" has not proved
true in the rare usage by the military nor by the prevalent usage
in commercial programs,
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C. IMPROVE AND SHC11TLN THE FRONT END OF THE CYCLE

The Task Force recommends that the formal steps
involved in the definition and approval of an acquisition program
be reduced wherever appropriate to the needs of the individual
program, either by complete elimination of certain steps or by
their combination with other milestones. Past policy changes
have tended to add, but not remove or replace, such decision
points, resulting in undue lengthening of the program initiation
and definition phase of the cycle.

In defining the program, critical consideration should be
given to the possibility and desirability of completely eliminat-
Ing certain parts of the "standard" acquisition cycle, such as by
waiving the requirement to carry-out a complete advanced devel-
opment effort-or even a full scale development phase--where a
successful prototype demonstration has already taken place.
Also, steps should be taken to increase the involvement of the
potential user of the system during the initial phase of the pro-
gram (as well as throughout the acquisition cycle). Greater
interaction is necessary between the operational experience of
the user community and the technical research and development
resources of the supporting technology base,

The advocacy and adversary processes should be resolved
so as to achieve a reasonable consensus early in the program by
revitalizing the DCP process for those programs for which the
full MENS process is not required.* The DCP should be re-
turned to its original intent of providing a prograrn rationale,
presenting a discussion of the alternative solutions available to
meet the mission need and considered in arriving at the system
concept, and of limiting the process to major programs only.
The DCP should be used as the internal DoD working document
to respond to the requirement of A-109 to affirm the mission need
and to explore and select from among the viable alternative solu-
tions to meet that need. if properly employed, the DCP (when
the MENS is not required) could also serve 4s the means for
affirming the dedication of the acquisition executive to the sense
of purpose which leads to efficient and orderly systems acqui-
sition at a cost which is compatible with defense budget limitations
and on a time scale which permits the highest possible return on
investment for the deployed system.

':'As defined in Dr. Perry's memorandum of 18 January 1978,

Subject: "Mission Element Need Statemnent."
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'\1-"PENDIX A
. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT A-1

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

*R PROPOSED REVISIONS TO
April 5, 1.976 CIRCULAR NO. A-109

TO THEf HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISH1MENTS

SUBJECT: Major System Acquisitions

1. Purpose. This Circular establishes policies, to be
followeZd y executive branch agencies in the acquisition of
major systems.

2. Background. The acquisition of major mystems by the
Federal Government constitutes one of the most crucial and
expensive activities performed to meet national needs. Its
impact is critical on technology, on the Nation's economic
and fiscal policies, and on the accomplishment of Government
agency missions in such fields as defense, apace, energy and
transportation. For a number of years, there has been deep
concern over the 6ffectiveness of the management of major
system acquisitions. This Circular establishes approaches, dociscr-
ion milestones, and program phases which are considered appropriate
for development and acquisition of major systems. However, -it is recog-
nized that flexibility is necessary in the acquisition process to accomnlo-
date varying national emergency and unique prograni situatiOnfi, In such
cases, the basis for deviations from the practices described herein will
be reflected in the programa acquisition strategy and made visible throulgh-
out the planning and decision process.

3. aesponsibi]ity. Each agency head has the responsibility
to s-ur-e -- T the intentofthe provisions of this Circular are
followed. This Circular provides administrative guidance to heads""
of Pgrncies and does not establish and shall nftb- construed
,o create any substantive or procedural basis for any person
to challenge any agency action or inaction on the basis that
such action was not in accordance with this Circular.

4. Coverage. This Circular covers and applies tot

a. Management of the acquisition of major systems,
including: 0 Analysis of agency missions 0 Determination of
mission needs a Setting of program objectives 0
Determination of system requirements 0 Systum program
planning * Budgeting * Funding * Research 0 Engineering
Development 0 Testing and evaluation o Contracting U

Production Program and management control 0 Introduction

(No. A-109)
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of the system into use or otherwise successful achievement
of program objectives.

b. All programs for the acquisition of major systems
even though:

(1) The system is one-of-a-kind.

(2) The agency's involvement in the system is
limited to the development of demonstration hardware for
optional use by the private sector rather than for the
agency's own use.

5. Definitions. As used in this Circular:

a. Executive agencZ (heroinafter referred to as agency)
means an execut-ve--department, and an independent
establishment within the meaning of sections 101 and 104(1),
respectively, of Title 5, United States Code.

b. A enc component means a major organizational
subdivs1-on o an agency. For example: The Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Defense Supply Agency are agency components of
the Department of Defense. The Federal Aviation
Administration, Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
and the Federal Highway Administration are agency components
of the Department of Transportation.

c. A enc missions means those responsibilities for
meeting atrinal needs assigned to a specific agency.

d. Mission need means a required capability within an
agency's overal-purpose, including cost and schedule
considerations.

e. Program objectives means the capability, cost and
schedule goals being sought by the system acquisition
program in response to a mission need.

f. Program meand an organized set of activities
directedtboward a common purpose, objective, or goal
undertaken or proposed by an agency in order to carry out
responsibilities assigned to it.

g. System design concept means an idea expressed in

terms f general performance, capabilities, and
characteristics of hardware and software oriented either to

(No. A-109)
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operate or to be operated as an integrated whole in meeting
a mission need.

h. M system ineans that combination of elements that
will function together to produve the capabilities required
to fulfill a mission need. The elements may includo, for
example, hardware, equipment, software, construction, or
other improvements or real property. Major system
acquisition programs are those programs that (1) aie
directed at and critical to fulfilling an agency mission,
(2) entail the allocation of relatively large resdurces, and
(3) warrant special management attention. Additional
criteria and relative dollar thresholds for the
determination of agency programs to be considered major.
systems under the purview of this Circular, may b
established at the discretion of the agency head.

i. System acquisition process means the sequence of
acquisition' acttivities .stha-r--Fng from the agency's
reconcili.ation of its mission needs, with its capabilities,
priorities and resources, and extending through the
introduction of a system into operational use or the
otherwise successful achievement of program objectives,

J. Life cle cost means the sum total of the direct,
indirect, recurring, nonrecurring, and other related costs
incurred, or estimated to be incurzed, in the design,
development, production, operation, maintenance and support
of a major system over its anticipated useful life apan.

6. General policy. The policies of this Circular ar,
designed to assure the effectiveness and efficiency of the
process of acquiring major systems. They are based on the
general policy that Federal agencies, when acquiring major
systems, will:

a. Express needs and program object ves in mission
terms and not equipment terms to encourage innovation and
competition in creating, exploring, and developing
alternative system design concepts.

b. Place emphasis in the initial activities of the
system acquisition process on exanmination of irnprovernrvnts to exist-
ing systems to satisfy mission needs, and allow competitive explora-
tion and comparison of alternative new, system design concepts.

(No. A-109)
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C. Communicate with Congress early in the system
acquisit-oI" process by relating major system acquisition
programs to agency mission needs. This communication should
follow t.hc requirements of Office of Management and Budget
(OMI3) Circular No. A-10 concerning information related to
budget estimates and related materials.

d. EsLablish clear lines of authority, responsibility,
and accountability for management of major system
acquisition programs. Utilize appropriate managerial levels
in decisionmaking, and obtain agency head approval at key
decision points in the evolution of each acquisition
prograrm.

a. Designate a focal point responsible for integrating
and nnifying the system acquisition management process and
monitoring policy implementation.

f. Rely on private industry in accordancu with the
policy established by OMB Circulaz No. A-76.

7. Major system acquisition management objectives. Each
agency �cquiring major systems should:

a. Ensure that each major system: Fulfills a mission
need. Operates effectively in its intended enviror.ment.
Demonstrates a level of performance and reliability that
justifies the allocation of the Nation's limited resources
for its acquisition and ownership.

b. D•ipend on, whenever economically beneficial,
comIfl.)etIt ion b', tween similar or differing system design
c(Ir C:(:'ps throughout the entire acquisition process.

c. Ensuiee tiduItte risk assessrnent and appropriate trade-off R
among invest.ment costs, ownership costs, schedules, and
performance characteristics.

J. Provide strong checks and balances h- ensuring
,iul .ysteni and systern test and evaluation, as appropriate L,;r the risks
in the progra-r. Plan and conduct only such tests as are necessary to
verify system feasibility and perforinance, Such test6 will be conducted
jointly but mnay be evaluated independently by the developer and the user.

e. Accomplish system acquisition planning, built on
&nalysis of agency missions, which implies appropriate
resource alJocation resulting from clear articulation of
agency mrission needs.
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f . Tailor a flexible acquisition strategy for each spci'ic program, as "R\
soon as the agency decides to solicit alternative system
design concepts, that could lead to the acquisition of a new
major system and refine the strategy as the program proceeds
through the acquisition process. Encompass test and
evaluation criteria and business management considerations
in the strategy. The strategy could typically include: 0
Use of the contracting process as an important tool in the
acquisition program * Scheduling of essential elements of
the acquisition process rucognizing that the evenutal cost and (R')
utility. 9f the Bystem acquir~ed willfeln......nec-by eithr to agirrelssive
ur too slow a schedule 0 Demonstration, test, and
evaluation criteria 0 Content of solicitations for proposals
0 Decisions on whom to solicit * Methods for obtaining and
sustaining competition a Guidelines for the evaluation and
acceptance or rejection of proposals 0 Goals for design-to-
cost * Methods for projecting lfe cycle costs * Use of data
rights * Use of warranties 0 Methods for analyzing and
evaluating contractor and Government risks 0 Need for
developing contractor incentives * selection of the type of
contract best suited for each stage in the acquisition
p:ocess 0 Administration of contracts.

g. Maintain a capability to: 0 Predict, review, assess,
negotiate and monitor costs for system development,
enginevering, design, demonstration, test, production,
operation and support (i.e., life cycle costs). Make
provision for risk margins in all cost, schedule, and performance
estimates to allow for resolution of unforeseen risks, 0 Assess

acquisition cost, schedule and performance experience
against predictions, and provide such assessments for
consideration by the agency head at key decision points *
Make new assessments where cost, schedule, ot perforranc cvirialncus (R/
occur beyondthepre-plannedtoler.ances. " Estimate life cycle costs /
during system design concept evaluation and selection, full-
scale development, facility conversion, and production, to
ensure appropriate trade-offs among investment costs,
ownership costs, schedules, and performance Use
independent cost estimates, where feasible, for comparison
purposes, and weigh them more heavily than contractor or agency cuti- R)
mates where the cond•fionof competition or advocacy nake that appropriate.

8. Manaaement structure.

a. The head of each agency that acquires major systems
will designate an acquisition executive to integrate and
unify the management process for the agency's major system
acquisitions ana to monitor implementation of the policies
and practices set forth in this Circular.

b. Each agency that acquires--or is res'ponsible for
activities leading to the acquisition of-.major systems will
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establish clear lines of auLhority, responsibility, and
accountability for management of its major system
acquisition programs.

c. Each agency should precludc management layering and
placing nonessential reporting procedures and paperwork
requirements on program managers and contractors.

d. A program manager will be designated for each of the
agency's major system acquisition proyrams. This
designation should be made when a cd(cision is made to
fulfill a mission need by pursuing elther alternative system
de~sign concepts or a niajor change to an exi atIng
svst.Rm. It is 3ssential that the program manager have an

understanding of user needs and constraints, familiarity
with'• development principles, and requisite management skills
and experience. Ideally, management skills and experience
would include: 0 Research and development 0 Operations *
Engineering * Construction 0 Testing * Contracting a
Prototyping and fabrication of cc:mplex systems 0 Production
a Business 0 Budgeting 0 Finance. With satisfactory
performance, the tenure of the program manager should be
long enough to provide continuity and personal
accountability.

e. Upon designation, the program manager should be
given budget guidance and a written charter of his
authority, responsibility, and accountability for
accomplishing approved program, objectives.

f. Agency technical managcement and Government
laboratories should be considered for participation in
agency mission analysis, evaluetion of alternative system
design concepts, and support of all de'velopment, test, and
evaluation efforts.

g. Agencies are encouraged to work with each other to
foster technology transfer, pr~event unwarranted duplication
of technological efforts, reduce system costs, promote
standardization, and help create and maintain a competitive
environment for an acquisition.

9. Key decisions. Technical and p'yc.ram decisions normally
w bll'-e ma-e at the level of the agency component or
operating activity. Norinally, each systemn acquisitionprograin

will require the following first four l<ey decisions, authority for which should R
be retained by the agency head. Thefifthdecisionis retained bythe agency V
head -II case 0f un.Jremeen eveif-t and programi perturbations:
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a. Identification and definition of a specific mission
need to be fulfilled, the relative priority assigned within
the agency, the range of conm.petitive system concepts to be explored., /•,
the general constraints within w*ich a solution is sought? and the "
general magnitude of resources that may be invested.

b. Selection of a chosen design concept to be developed, or R,
competitive system design con'cepts'to be demonstrated and tested.

c. Commitment of a system program to (1) full-scale develop.

ment only, or (2) to full-scale development, production, and deployment.

d. Comnitment of a system program to productlon/depIr.ymnent. R

e. Irnniediatelv delay or stop any program determined to be in
trouble due to unforeseen events or where pre-determinqd tolerances

forcotschedule, or perforniance estimates have _been exceeded.

10. Determination of mission needs.

a. Determination of mission need should be based on an
analysis of an agency's mission reconciled with overall

K, capabilities, priorities and resources. When analysis of an
agency's mission shows that a need for a new major system
exists, such a need should not be defined in equipment
terms, but should be defined in terms of the mission,
purpose, capability, agency components involved, schedule
and cost objectives, and opexating constraints. A mission
need may result from a deficiency in existing agency
capabilities or the decision to establish new capabilities
in response to a technologically feasible opportunity.
Mission needs are independent of any particular system or
technological solution.

b. Where an agency has more than one component
involved, the agency will ausign the roles and
responsibilities of each component at the time of the first
key decision. The agency may permit two or more agency
components to sponsor competitive system design concepts in
order to foster innovation and competition.

c. Agencies should, as required to satisfy mission
responsibilities, contribute to the technology base,
effectively utilizing both the private sector and Government
laboratories and in-house technical centers, by conducting,
supporting, or sponsoring. * Research 9 System design
concept studies ' Proof of concept work 0 Exploratory
subsystem development 0 Tests and evaluations. Applied
technology efforts oriented to system developments should be
performed in response to approved mission needs.

(No. A-109)
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11. Alternative systems.

a. Alternative system design concepts will be explored
within the context of the agency's mission need and program

objectives--with emphasis on generating innovation and
conceptual competition from industry. Benefits to be
derived should be optimized by competitive exploration of
alternative system rdosign concepts, and trade-of fs of
capability, sc"'.adule, and cost. Care should be exercised
during the i..tial stups of the acquisition process to
iinc"'ide the oixplo r' "lon and conflpariscon of the full potential of irnprove.
inentm to exl Mth'hg ,",',.•Lerns as well as new systein design concepts toq.ati.P-.
Ly rn-isslo necds. flowevet, mission needs or proqram objectives
.Iioiiid nico . ..tn.no known systems or products that might
foreclose consideration of alternatives.

b. Alternative system design concepts will be solicited
from a broad base of qualified firms. In order to achieve
thn most preferred system solution, emphasis will be placed
on innovation and competition. To this end, participation
of smaller and newer businesses should be encouraged.
Concepts will be primarily solicited from private industry;
and when beneficial to the Government, foreign technology,
and equipment may be considered.

c. Federal laboratories, federally funded research and
deve• lopment centers, educational institutions, and other
not-for-profit organizations may also be considered as
sources for competitive system design concepts. Ideas,
concepts, or technology, developed by Government
lairratories or at Government expense, may be made available
to private industry through the procurement process or
through other established procedures. Industry proposals
may be made on the basis of these ideas, concepts, and
technology or on the basis of feasible alternatives which
the proposer considers superior.

d. Research and development efforts should emphasize
uirly competitive exploration of alternatives, as relatively
inexpensive insurance against premature or preordained
chioice of a system that may prove to be either more costly
or less effective.

e. Requests for alternative system design concept
proposals will explain the mission need, schedule, cost,
c,,pabi.lity objectives, and operating constraints. Each
o•f•feror will be free to propose his own technical approach,
rain design features, subsystems, and alternatives to
sLhedule, cost, and capability goals. In the conceptual and
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less than full-scale d.velopnment stagEes, contractors qjlhc-uld
not be restricted by detailed Government specifications and
standards.

f. Selections from competing System design concept
proposals will be based on a review by a team of expeirts,
preferably from insndo and outside the responsible component
development orgnnization. Such a review will consider: (1)
Proposed system functional and performance capahi.itions to
meet mission needs and program objectives, includin;
resources required and henefits to be derived by trade-of~f,
where feasible, among technical performance, acquisition
costs, ownership costs, time tm develop and procure: and (2)
The relevant accomplishment record nf competitorn.

g. During the uncertain period of idt-ntifyinq and
exploring alternative aystam design concepts, contracts
covering relatively sihort time periods at planned dollar
levels will be used. Timely technical reviews of
alternative systom dvuiqn concepts will be made to effect
the orderly ellminatimn of those least attractive.

h. Contractors %hou3d be provided with operational i:eat
conditions, miftsion performance criteria, and life cycle
cost factors that will be used by the agency in the
evaluation and selection of the system(s) for fnJ.l'.cale
devwlopnetet -ind produ.iction. Contractors thould be given tilt, rluxi-
bilty to offer to~ting,, syst-um pe'fournalance, and cost aptiuFn' ([;LcIA od by (R2
adequtwIc m ubstant' ati jig triad,, atudy rasiultPj) for ICull- cale dvelopmetr
Mik' cli o'f,,r the pot t'ditil of i (Odukicd overall prog rai.u cost: and/n / CU-.,

erated Sy~tlt('1 Ch'pflOYMiittf.

i. The participat Ing contractors should be provided
with relevant oCa-rAtional aind support experience through the
procram tninagq!r, on n,"c t:.+sary, in dovo.lo•pin, performance and
other r1equi rom.rntts for each alternative sysptem d+ iqn
cnoncept as teots and tracde-offs are made.

J. xoPnlopnirnt. of suhsystoms that are intended to be
included in a major system acquisition program will be
rostricted to less than fully designed hardware (full-Hcale
d&ve].o piTnt) until the .ubnystymmin is d•Intified as a part of
a system candidate fo r ftll-scale deveslol:ment. Exceptions
may be authorized by the agency head if the subsystems aro
long load time items that fulfill a recognized generic need
or if they have a high pot-ential for commnon u4e a.nong
several existing or future nyst:&ms.

(No. A-109)
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12. Demonstrations.

a. Advancement to a competitive test/demonstration
phase may he approved cpRy when the agency's mission need and
program objectives are reaffirmed and it can be shown that a \Rv
competitive test/demonstration phase is required before concept selection
c,_an be tade.

b, Where the nevd for a competitive test/demonstration phase \
has been substantiated, the agency head will authorize the phase to ,/

paraoced. Major system acquisition programs will be structured
and resources planned to demonstrate and evaluate competing
alternative system design concepts that have been selected.

c. Development of a single system design concept that
has not been competitively selected should be considered
only if Justified by factors such as urgency of need, or by
the physical and financial impracticality of demonstrating
alteritetivem. Prouoeding with the development of a
noncompetitive (single concept) system may he authorized by
the agency head. Strong agency program management and
tpchnical direction should be used for systems that have
been neither coipetitively selected nor demonstrated.

13. Full-scale develop~nint and production.

a. Full-scale development, production, and deployment may
be approvod when the agency'sv mission need and program ob- 4,
jectives are reaffirmed and result.s verify that tjh _chqomen .-y.Atem
designconc.npt is sound,

b. Production and depleoyient may proceed following full-scale
engineering development In those cases where development test and
analysis results verify a .sytem design which will satisfy the need In (t®
an operational environment. In those casts, a production schedule will V
1e established with the initial produ'ction' rate lower than the expected

ka-ra, and for'mal'operational test and evaluation may take place
concirrently'with initial production.

0. Selection of a system(s) and contractor(s) for full-
scale development and prooduction is to be made on the basis
of (1) system p.rformanon mensura.d against current mission
need and program objectives, (2) e.n evavliation of estimated
acquisition and ownership costs, and (3) such factors as

(No. A-109)
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contractor(s) demonstrated management, financial, and
technical capabilities to meet program objectives.

d. The program manager will monitor system tests and
contractor progress in fulfilling system performance, cost,
and schedule commitments. Significant actual or forecast
variances will be brought to the attention of the
appropriate management authority for corrective action.

14. Budgeting and facing. Beginning with FY 1979 all
agencies will, as part of the budget process, present
budgets in terms of agency missions in consonance with
Section 201(i) of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, as
added by Section 601 of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974, and in accordance with OMB Circular A-11. In so
doing, the agencies are desired to separately identify
research and development funding fort (1) The general
technology base in support of the agency's overall inissions,
(2) The specific developmunt efforts in support of
alternative system design concepts to accomplish each
miscion need, and (3) Full-scale developments. Each a*ency
should ensure that research and development is not
undesirably duplicated across its mission~s.

15. Information to Cnrs

a. Procedures for this purpose will be developed in
conjunction with the Office of Management and Budget and the
various committees of Congress having overnight
responsibility for agency activities. Beginning with FY
1979 budget each agency will inform Congress in the normal
budget process about agency missions, capabilities#
deficiencies, and needs and objectives related to
acquisition programs, in consonance vith Section 601(i) of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

b. Disclosure of the basis for an agancy decision to
proceed with a single system design concept without
competitive selection and demonstration will be made to tho
congressional authorization and appropriation committees.

16. ImXlementation. All agencies will work closely with the
Office -5 agehent and Budget in resolving all
implementation problems.
17. Submissions to Office of Management and Budget.
Agencies will subm-Tt thý foll0ing-to OMBI

(No. A-109)
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i. Policy directives, r:egulations, and guidelines am
tleOy arn issued.

b. Within six months after the date of this Circular, a
(h,•.'-phased action plan for meeting the requirements of this
Circular.

c. Periodically, the agency approved exceptions
pmirmitted under the provisions of Lhis Circular.

This information will be used by the OMB, in identify1nq
major system icquisition trends and in monit~rihg
Implementatiors o-4 this policy.

18. Inquiries. All questions or inquiries shpuld be
siibmitted Eo the OMB, Administpator for Federal Procuremeht
Policy. Telephone number, area code, 202-395-4677.

HUGH E. WITT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR

FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY

4pproved:

/JAMES T. LYNN
/ DIRECTOR

(No4 A-109)
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(DRAFT REVISION)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE

SUBJECT: MANAGEMENT OF MAJOR SYSTEMS ACQUISITION

Refs: (a) DoD Directive 5000.1, "Major Systems Acquisition,"
January 18, 1977 (hereby cancelled)

(b) OMB Circular A-109, "Major Systems Acquisitions,"
April 5, 1976

(c), etc,

I. REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE

This Directive reissues reference (a) to implement reference
(b) and revises DoD policy for the management of major system
acquisitions. Reference (a) is hereby cancelled,

II. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

A. The provisions of this Directive apply to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and to the Military Departments and the
Defense Agencies (hereinafter referred to as "DoD
Components"). As used herein, the term "Services"
refers to the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.

B, The principles of this Directive apply to programs
designated by the Secretary of Defense as major system
acquisition programs. The designation shall be deter-
mined on the recommendations of the DoD Component
Head and OSD Officials. System programs involving an
anticipated cost of $75 million in research, development,
test and evaluation (R DT&E) funds or $300 million in
procurement fundsi sh ill be considered for designation
as major system acquisitions.

III. DEFINITIONS

A definition of terms as used in this Directive is shown in
Enclosure 1.
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IV. POLICY

A. The system acquisition policies stated are directed to
the achievement of the timely acquisition and deploy-

ment of Defense systems.

B. Management of the acquisition process shall maintain
flexibility of approach. The strategy and execution
for each program will be tailored to the particular cir-
curnstances of technical and economic risk, degree of
concurrency, economic production buys and form of
contracting appropriate for that program,

C. Responsibility for the management of system acqui-
sition programs shall be decentralized to the DoD
Components except for the decisions retained by the
Secretary of Defense.

D. DoD Components are responsible for a continuing anal-
ysis of mission areas to identify mission deficiencies
and needs and to define, develop, produce and deploy
systems to satisfy those needs. Mission needs shall be
stated in terms of the operational task to be accom-
plished and not in terms of performance or characteristics
of systems to accomplish the mission.

E. The Secretary of Defense shall mtlke'the" decisions to
initiate, increare, decrease, redirect or terminate pro-
gram commitments. DoD Component Heads are
accountable to the Secretary of Defense to execute
approved system acquisition programs in accordance
with the Secretary's decisions and to keep the Secretary
informed on the current status. The four key milestones
identified with program activity are as follows:

1. Milestone 0 - Mission Need Approval

a. When a mission need is determined to be essen-
tial and has been reconciled with other DoD
capabilities, resources and priorities, the
Secretary of Defense or his delegate will approve
the mission need and direct one or more of the
DoD Components to a systematic and progres-
sive exploration of alternative system concepts
to satisfy the approved need.

•MONISM"
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2, Milestone I - Validation

a. Approval of one or more selected alternatives
for validation.

b. The Secretary of Defense will reaffirm the nijs-
sion need and approve one or more selected
alternatives for competitive validation.

3. Milestone II - Full-Scale Enairfeering Development

a. Approval of system selected for full-scale
development.

b, The Secretary of Defense will reaffirm the
mission need, and approve the selection of a
system for full-scale engineering development.

c, Approval shall be given only to those systems
that are intended to be produced and deployed.

4. Milestone III - Production and Deployment

a, Affirmation of previous Milestone II decision,
and approval of rate production.

F. The Defense Acquisition Executive, reference (), is the
focal point in OSD for syatem acquisition matters.

0. Mission needs shall be satisfied through the use of
existing or commercial hardware and software
wherever feasible. Upgrading of existing systems
shall be given first consideration to meet new mission
needs. When a new development or modification is es-
sential, the mission needs of other DoD Components
and NATO shall be considered including the requirement
for NATO standardization and interoperability.

H. The DoD technology base shall be maintainfd by the DoD
Components and performed by industry, universities
and government in-house organizations with the major
emphasis on industry and universities.

I. The decision for full-scale development is made with
the intent to produce and deploy.

J. Contracting methods that retain program flexibility
will be used.

--. -. .. . .-- "--"-- -' . -. - .. . '- L" -..... . -. -
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K. For low risk systems, decision milestones shall be
combined to save time and money.

L. Full-scale development shall be initiated only if, after
development, programmed production and deployinvnt
can be afforded within the total forecast defense budget.

M, Concurrency of development and early production will
be permitted. The degree of concurrency will depend
on extent of technical risks, and national urgency of
the program.

N. The systems acquisition process and th,, OSD budgeting
and programming system shall be carried out in a

manner to support the DSARC decisions.

0. Competitive prototypes for systems will be exceptions
to normal practice, When approved, full-scale proto-
types must be producible,

P. A flexible testing policy will be utilized. Development
and operational testing shall be combined where pos-
sible, Independent evaluation of jointly obtained test
results will be normal practice.

V. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

A, This Directive is effective immediately. Two copies of
implementing regulations shall be forwarded to the
Defense Acquisition Executive within 120 days.

B. DoD Directives 5000. 2 and 5000. 3 have been prepared

in support of this Directive,

DEFINITIONS

A. Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) The principal docu-
ment to address essential system issues for use in
support of the Secretary of Defense decision-making
process at Milestone 0.

B. Etc. per DoDD 5000. 1 as of 1/18/77.
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GLOBAL MARINE DEVELOPMENT INC.

KOLL CENTER NCWPOnT MCLuPHONtI 7f4.79*.%LuO

4100 MACARTHUR NOULEVARD Y.LK r. X A9-Oi
CAbLfa OLOMARCO

NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 02460 011PY TO,
P.O. sOX 2O0O

NEWPORT 1AC1H, CA 32663

30 Auqusi- 1977

Dr. Richard DeLauer
Executive Vice President
TRW Systems, Inc. (E2-11000)
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 97208

Dear Dr. DeLauer:

In your capacity as Chairman of the Weapon Systems
Acquisition Schedule Task Force of the 1977 Defense Science
Board Summer Study, you requested a separate report from
the Ship Acquisition Team. Enclosed for your information
are three copies of this report.

Copies are also being furnished to the members 'and
staff assistants of the Ship Acquisition Team.

We were most fortunate to have the services of such
talented and experienced individuals for this important
undertaking, and I am taking this opportunity to express
formally to them my appreciation for theix contributions.

Finally, we were truly honored to work under your
splendid chairmanship.

Witih warmn regards, I am;

Sincerely yours,.

N. Sonenohein
Rear Admiral, USN (Ret.)
Chairman, Ship Acquisition Team

NS:ch
Lnclosures
cC: Mr. John V. Banks

Mr. Archibald J. Dunn
John R. Farrell, Capt., USN
Richard E. Henning, Rear Adm., USN (Ret.)
George G. Halvorson, Rear Adm., USN (Ret.)
Stuart C. Jones, Capt. USN (Ret.)
Mr. Robert Link
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SECTION 1 - ABSTRACT

Ship acquisition for the U.S. Navy is a major DOD program

entailing an annual appropriation in FY77 of some $6B and

projected to about $8B for FY82 (in constant dollars) for

procur ing an average of 31. ships annually. This represents

about 20% of the total procurement budget. The ships to be

acquired cover a wide variety of types rinnging from small

tugs through nuclear powered aircraft carriers. The com-

batants are generally multipi..rpose platforms fitted with a

wide variety of sublsystems fot navigation, propulsion,

command, control, con'imunications and weapon delivery for of-

fense and defense.

Acquisition cycles for multi-ship programs of combatants typi-

cally extend over 10 years with delivery of lead ships on the

order of 75-80 months. Such lengthy cycles face the prospects

of long lead times for Fleet introduction of new capabilities,

technological obsolescence of ships and their sub-systems at

the tail end of programs, and increased costs in an economic

environment that is characterized by an underlying inflation.

Analysis of representative acquisition cycles for programs

initiated in the 1970's that are still underway, and of programs

initiated in the 1960's show that:

S•. ".---qm • - - - -%
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a. Acquisition cycles are longer th.n planned by 25-40%.

b. .Pro-contract award periods, start.ing at concept

definition, are 50--1002 Jonqer coapaj.ied to earlier

progcirams.

C. A dir.inct trend is developing toward longer post

award or buil.ding pnri.ods, which average 18 months

longer than plaoned over a wide variety of ship

programs.

Acquisition cycles can be stabilized, or at least inhibited from

growing lonyer by:

* Improving program stability through sustained management

commitment, stronger MARAD/Navy coordination in industry

loading, aut.horization by Congress of a 5-.year Ship-

building and Conversion Program (SCN)* based on firm

force sLructurce decisions, and provision for continuity

in RITME (6.3 and 6.4) funding for conceptual and con-

tract design, and

u Exercising flexibility in tailoring acquisition strategy

based on ship type, status of sub-system development and

indufitry posture. This can be approached through early

coordination of sub-system R&D with platform design con-

strailnts, controlled concurrency, selection of appropriate

procurement approaches for each case, adaptation of MAPAD

It in of interest to note that, subsequent to preparation of this report, VADM
James H. Doyle, Jr , USN, Chief of Naval Operations (Surface Warfare) made
a strong case for a firm five-year shipbuilding program during testimony before
the National Security Task Force of the House Budget Committee on 4 Oct. 1977.
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arnd 1.1;"G field contract administration practices for

non-combataniL ships, and adjusting the number and type

of ISARC rcvioyws to suit the needs of par-'ticular cases.

Mont of the foregoing recommendations can be implemented within

the framework of existing DOI) acquisition policios; in fact,

prucedonts exist in most cases. The recomviondation for adoption

by Congress of fiva-year authorizations for shipbuilding pro-

grams contemplates a major departure.

There is serious concern over the implications of OMB Circular

A-109 as applied to shipbuilding programs whose basic aim is

to replace aged and obsolescent ships with new ones needed to

sustain and improve upon the Navy's capability to fulfill. long-

standing mission requirements. There should bo no need to debate

the need for these new ships, or their basic characteristics as

weapons platforms. The Mission Element Need decision (Point "0")

of A-109 should, if anything, relate only to weapons these ships

will carry and the need for new types of weapons to meet pro-

Jected mission requirements. On the other hand, advanced ship

concepts that would embark on new tactical or strategic con-

copts would merit such treatment.

Aft
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initiatives are relaativrly rare, however, and are not the

driving considerations affocting force structure. Neverthe-

less, for any operational ship, a force structure decision

must be reached as a basis for initiating the acquisition

process. This is not necessarily the case for other types of

systems where extended research and devolopment, and even pro-

totyping, may be necessary before a force structure decision

can be made. For ships, the military requirement and the force

structure issues should be resolved ahead of and perhaps out-

side of the acquisition process which can then address itself

to toe strategy for meeting the requirement.

The above considerations question the necessity for the four-

step decision process contemplated by rMB Circular A-109

and suggest that, except for advAnced types of ships, only

Decision Points II (full scale development, or lead ship) and

III (production) are appropriate to the ship acquisition process.

,i

.,-.--.. ",--,.," .................... .-- .-.--.
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FECTION 3 - TEAM COMPOSITION AND STUDY METH1ODOLOGY

The 'hip Acquisition Team of the Acquisition Cycle Tsk Force conm'sted

or the following wiembers and staff assistants:

Members

John V. fanks Former Presidert, National Steel &
Shipbuilding Corp. , San Diego,
California

Archibald J. Dunn Vice President, Ingallm Shipbuilding
Division, Litton Systems, Inc.
Pascagoula, Mississippi

George 0. l-alvorson Manager, Test and Evaluation,
RIADM, ,JSN (Ret.) Rohr Marine, Inc. , Chula Vista,

Call 'ornia

Hichard E. Henning Director of Operations, Marine Division,
RIADM, 1U.N (Rot.) Bird-Johnson, Inc., Walpole, Massachusetts

Stuart C. Junes General Manager, Los Angeles Divisinn,
Todd Shipyards Corp. , San Pedro,
California

Nathan Sonenshein Assistant to the President, Global
RADM, USN (Ret.) Marine Developmnent, Inc. , Newport

Beach, California

Staff Assistants

John R. Farrell Director of Planning and Performance
CAPT, USN Evaluation, Naval Material Command

(MAT09I-f), Navy Department, Washington,
D,C.

Robert H. Link Office of Special Assistant for Ship-
building (0OX), Naval Sea Systems
Command, Navy Department,
Washington, D.C.
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dedicated to repair and modernization of Fleet units. Con-

siderinng all priviite shipyards, which number 188 and employ abotut

165,000 together with the eight navy yards, the total ship-

building and repai 1 industry of the United States numbers

about 230,000. On)ly the USSR has a compairably sized industrial

base for these purposes. Ligures 2 through 7 cha acterize the

27 U.S. major shipyards as to capability, dollar value of work

done for principal accounts, numbers of ships delivered,

manning and prof itability. It will be observed that:

* The induothry is labor intensive, producing a limited

niumber of large complex products.

* Naval ship construction is now being accomplished by

nine shipyardcs.

* The value of work done for naval ships is about 45% of

the total, and ships constructed with MARAD Construction

Differential Subsidies comprise some 25%. Thus, thesec

two accounts are the principal customers of the U.S.

shipbuilding industry.

* The Navy and MARAD programs are each cyclic in their

historic patterns.
* Total workload for the major shipyards, projected to

peak in 1978 at an employment level of 140,000, is ex-

pected to drop shortly thereafter to about 100,000 in

1983. This sharpi decline is forecast despite the growing
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Navy progrxam. Its root causo is a lack of orders

for commeIrC(,:1l vessels that started with the. 1973 o1l

embargo ind resultant glut of tankers on the world

market, and reflects the effects of the subsequent

recession.

a Profitability, as dopicted in Figure 7, is lower than

Lhat achieved by 'th3 aircraft, eleotronics, missile

and other defense industries.

It should be noted additionally that the shipbuilding industry

experiences a surprLisingly high level of labor turnover (sum

of accessions pl.us separations divided by average employment)

of about 15% per wonLh vs. a general iW.dustrial average of

about 7-1/2%. This in generally attributed to the lack oE

attractlveness of shipbuilding work as compared to cleaner

and more comfortable evnvironments found in other industries.

Higher wages in the cyclic construction industry for the same

crafts also tend to encL-irage a high degree of mobility amnng

shipyard-construction industry workers.

In addition to instability of markets and high labor turnover,

shipbuilding costs and schedules are being heavily impacted by

rising wages, material costs and material lead times, thus:

1967 1976

Wages-Average Weekly $140 $234

Material Index (BLS) 100.0 193.6
Lead Times for Castings & 9 Weeks 33 Weeks

Forjings

-. ~ ~ ~ F r i.- - -
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In ruc-ont yeors, the Navy and MAP.AD, as the major qovcrn -

nll<,l 1 a1Y.l i 1j nci ,:. Col'cvrtned wit.h tho hlealth of hi ' techilolot(1y

and the ,hi.pbuildi ng industry, have been cooperating in several

ventoros to cnhance the maritimo portion of thu U.S. industrial

base. The:. need for stroncjer coordina tion in formulating Navy

unM MANAD shJpbuhldiiny proqlronis in order to stabilizo shipyard

workload hos bc'ii recognived for decadeis, but the results, aS

shown in Figure 5 have not been satisfaetory. Good meshing --

where it has happenod -- has occurred more by chanoce than throuqh

good plannrlng; for example, the 1972 "fit" followed from passage

of the Merchant Marine Act of 1970, which gave a strong impet.us

to commcrcial projectr at n time whcrn the Navy program hot:tomod.

Finally, it is clear from Figure 6 that the long term strength

of the shipyard industrial base is in Jeopardy starting in 11Y79,

and that concerted efforts by MARAD and Navy are nendtd to pro-

vide for efficient production of the Navy's growing programs.

The sharp drop forcsoen after 1979 may well result in a reluctance

to build up foi:ces and facilities for the 1978-79 peak; inevitably

slippages in ship deliveries and increased costs will impact

programs whose success depends on full manning in the 1978-79

period.
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I iV -!kj~luii t iol un !':,09~ 'C'~IV fLAclt t~o det ('rrflilno trendls

in1- Ihbc. ('nc;lqth of, th 1w i ai sit ioll cyc lv. n -i s ipb.u 1.lI.i nq S) A R

d.t.wu t-c. Lhe I~ .-%ýi t ct o.f Jl. n ormntim 1 n, but we re u pplo-

licitti'l by NAVSV.-'. 1r'Ctgrc~fl nrat.lw Prog~ram biickcprouncl for

I ~ iu a flV U 1 1 1hr; proselt.c t d f.0 1.] oviod by a c7]%lph c.1 o . pro-

m ai ,i0..i i.] .1.minLl:MA..iiq ilth :ni in i'olJv'd In tlie actlu isit-Jiio

c y . 1 Con I. t nl't mv wrirelo (.tou ,tre ime a:-3 thec da tum for such pl1ots.

(A.) D D G *.', clci

I'hc DN",l wris comot I voci in 2195 UPI ~i Tartar

ni. m . v~*r Oe ~ thr FOkRET1:r 8111lRMAN ( fDq i1)

c Iu L7 TIhn ml ~s i On waii guonra.l purpo~se to pro-

vii., fI or b~t~h onfms~v wI aiid dc £cn i~Ave operuitions

a j .n .. cemin'' d ýircraft , ships';, eitid rubmar~iniie

I't Aimn included ~shore* bombardmont.

Cht-ctci ticri are : lengcth 49291 , d~isplacemenet

45~00 toris P. L , mid isptoco 30+ knots. Propxil siu

wzori twin ic~row 1.200 ps.i. oit-.am geared turbliie,,,

with 70, 000 IHIP, Wcaporis Inlrluducl ono Tartar

1LIJIu'71or , 011U Asrocu lauricher, t~wo 5 "-54 guns, and

t~wo tripl [c I<32 ASW 1torpodo tubc; * Mn 4 or mtonsors

worO IOw ae9/ )~i r F;eareh rLvcl n, 37nS) :39/ 3D rclelar,

'nd thi 8'0,11/2 3 tonar.
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and sP,)cc if ica Lion packogo, a nd( can 1113 cllJ liU 1I.

ynrd award f runtci cnnuci iricromicnnt . Tho citd

ship war, prcir of. tle ii u ana~l lin crrnunL . I,(-

was concurront devcl1opminut of tthu, %vucpon sy ~uw;

princ~ipal ly vd Li rci spcoct to TartLar l~nd Li'.ho~j3

radar.

Sliyppa ge~ occurd *1ir award s lippeld tlhrco Llclt.llý

duc to weighi: a ndL ýIpa,-eck Crowth .i n v'2omiIP

itcrnm p.lus ripucia 1 arranc nnon t .u Iriot W11icI

necossita.tod now ship desiqn effort~s,

F"irst duli vcery ailipped four months, due to dolay .1 n

LavailabilI.ity olP closiqri det-ail,: of voIpnnta

itenis This was the 1'u;Ls of programsi examinind

av to c1h. vry. Iewvel7 , hc': l.Oad sh~i.p wa!i 110t.

fleetworthy until appxoxinmatcly two years after

delivery duo to tho immancturiLty of thu 11.1m.tar syiL~tom.

(2) DI)-903 CliaNN

This prograrin wivl i n it.-i t: oi n .1.966 isJ a1 J.anrjo

y.roqrzrn) of ncew genora 1 purpose clostroyeris with

illiticl. OMpho~a.i-li on ASW but withi provis~lxmnno to)

allow future timlodrn.i.zati on or co2nvO rsci Hon to AAW

roleo. Thn nlin.3si on w.-i.. mu tip] e puiypogs: t:o prot'c~t
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attack carrier forces against the surface/

submarine threat: to escort amphibious assault/

preassault forces; and, to provide shore bom-

bardment in support of amphibious assault or

land warfare forces.

The ships have the following characteristics:

length 563 ft., displacement 7865 tons F.L.,

and speed 304 knots. The propulsion system is

twin sicrew, with four gas turbines, controllable

pitch propellers and a total of 80,000 SUP. Weapons

include ono ASROC group, two triple MR32 ASW

torpedo tubes, one NATO sea sparrow, two 511-54 LW

guns, two Harpoon Quads (space and weight), and

a Lamps I helo group, and two CIWS (space and

weight). Major sensors include the AN/SQS-53A

sonar, SQS-35 sonar (weight and space), SPS-40B air

search radar, SPS-55 surface search radar, and

a short stop EW suit. An NTDS Command and Decision

System is also provided.

Program objectives were to procure a large number

(30) adequate for the mission with minimum life

cycle cost and maximum flexibility for the con-

tractor. Moreover, the contractor was to assume

full rcsponsibility for performance, cost, and
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schedule under a total package procurement.

The acquhsitinn strategy involved selection

based on competititve CF/CD. Detail design

and production wont to one contractor for all

ships under a multi-year contract, which wan an

FPI type with successive targets.

Slippages occured. The contract award slipped

13 months because of a decision to develop two

fully definitized and negotiated contracts, and

because of additional scope refinement to both

uontracts to meet budget limits. The first

ship delivery slipped 19 months. Causes for

this are presently under discudsion. Pleat-

worthiness of seven units delivered is reported

as excellent.

(3) DDG-47

Conceived in 1.975, this will be AEGIS version of

the DD-963class, with emphasis on AAW.. Ship

characteristics will be basically the same as

the DD-963 and the combat suite will have several

advancements in addition to AEGIS, thus:

DD 963 DDG 47

Surface/Air AN/SPS-55 AN/SPS-55
Surveillence (Surface) (with ADT)
System AN/SPS-40B AN/SPY-IA

(Air) AN/SPS-49
(with ADT)
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D)D 90/3 lDDG- 4 7

<',..II I C' I1. ', IN 1C . '-, A F..l 'I.b S.O ll~ l{

MK 1-Mod I

,", I' C: .- ,i t I.l MI< 86 Moo .3 Mark 86• Mod (
" Y..I-,',1 (AN/81Pq-9 onl]y)
Oq ;ui'• Sh'o{rt 8 thp AN/Sl,0.-32

(WT & spacc_)

AS .IAMPS I LAMPS II MWT &
Esp3l cc)

AN/SQS-53A AN/IQ1;- 5 3A
MR( i6 MK .116 Mod (A N/.3QS ]- 35 AN/SQIR- 19
(WT & , spauue) AWS (Wt & spacu)
Nixie' Nixie

N v t i lJ-i.l[on MX 1.9 ADS(C Type ii
u II. Gyros Oyro System

AN/SRN-5 (SATNAV)
AN/SRN-7 (ODIEGA)

AAW,/'1W .1 - NATO Sfea 2 - GCNLS (MK 26,
Sparrow Mod 1.)

(MR 57 MODO) 2 - Phalarnx (MK 15
Mod 0)

2 - Harpoon 2- Harpoon QuLadsQuand s
(Space & Wt)

2 - 51/54 Guns 2 - 5"/54 Guns
(M'K 45) (MK 45)

2 - CIWS (space
& Wt)

ASW ASROC MK 15 ASROC (In MK 26

GM LS)

2. - 'T'rip].e Tube 2. Triple Torpedo
(MK 32, Mod 14) Tubes (MK 32, Mod ..4)

2 - IAMPS I flolo 2. LAMPS III Vol,)



Acqui "iit i on• t 1.It k-IY in1cludes" t:OchIlIi.Cal Ch'1,1 Y, -

ter'J/.tliic~ii and ,ont-ract dv-sig.nl r•viuw fromll 1. hr't.t

par tic Cp n ta *. The kIp' esIpor -•s: offers will b.,

for d.-,t1.i l design llnd d0onV. truction of ýho lc.,d

ship.

SJ.ipp . igum in the, program havo occur'red due t(o

Congressional actiou to movc it fr.omii tho FY--77

to tho FY-78 oiapj1 opriAtion. This has cau•sed

a delay in tdc: program of .,ight months,

F.igure 8 depi.cts in graphic form the schadular

aspcet... of the three destroyer programs, ench shown

wit), a comnon datum - contract award.

(4) Doctroyor Froqrami Conclus:ions

The DlDC2was the shortest, equivalent to 67 months

(if one adds 1.2 months for a normal preliminary

design period) but needod 24 months post delivery

to correct TARTAR deficiencies. For the DD-963,

the CF/CD and production phases took 1.02 months;

but, deliveries of seven (of thirty) highly fleetworthy

ships have been achieved to date. The DDG-47 program

is in its pre-award state and conclusions woulq be

prematurec
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b. FFI052/FFG7

(1) rFF052 Class

The FF1052 is a KNOX class Destroyer Escort with

a primary mission of ASW. Twenty-six ships were

built in four shipyards on an IFB basis. The

operational and technical characterhistics are LOA

438 ft., beam 46 ft. 9 in., draft 25 ft. and dis-

placement 4100 tons. The propulsion system is steam

turbine with a total of 35,000 SlIP. The complement

consists of 17 officers and 228 enlisted, and speed

is in excess of 25 kts. The weapon system includes

an ASROC launcher, two MK32 torpedo tubes, two MK25

torpedo tubes and one 5" dual purpose gun. The ship

design wag evolutional, not developmental. The

original concept formulation, design, and IFB

planning were delayed by a change in sonar selection

and a decision to change from pressure-fired to

conventional boilers. These delays extended into

the building period and resulted in additional

delays in the program.

The acquisition plan was standard for the era. De-

lays were caused by decisions made to change the

sonar and the boiler design, production problems

related to other GFE/GFI matters and shock hardening

- ~, ,~----.-.
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roquiremunts. rotal pro(grain cost growth in-

formt i on was not available for analysis. Price

to contractors grew from about $11.3:4/ship at

award to $17.2M after claims settlement.

Thi2 is the OLIVER IIAZARD PERRY class of Guided

Miassile Frigates. Their: pr'imary mnission is to

Counter subinari~nes employilng either torpedos or

anti-shipping missiles. This was the first class

of ships to be acquired on the "Design-to-Cost"

philosophy. The acquisition stratogy employed In-

volved the use of in-house ship system design with

the assistance of two sclected shipbuilders, '"A"

(Bat)-') and "B" (Todd). Contractor "A" was awarded

the J.lad ship. A delayed competitive award of

follow-ships was made to two other shipyards. The

progrj)m was initially for the procurement of 50

ships, hut it is now variously estimated that some-

where between 50 and 74 ships will be procured for

Navy and FMS programis.

The operational/technical characteristics of the

FFG-7 are: LOA 4415 ft., beam 45 ft., dra.ft 24.5 ft.,

and displacement 3600 tons. The propulaion system

is gas turbine (two LM2500) geared to a controllable



rcv,:ýr.-;J bJ o pitr~ h t ro. I I?." ( wIh Ii tot_-i • uF

40 2!)fIT i, ]'(¢{m.~~to :- nye prc'vid.,l f(.•]
of f i.o'rr and 1.68, enl~i•!t.ed men. S h ip s 1)ec. e d iL-, i n

e x c(' e... .F-... o f 2 5 k tn . , a iid t-Iheor e are o .fa c.; i i.I.-.i. es f-o r

oporav ting heljcopt c. ir The % Lho. weSLpn sy 11,C:l'o con,.-

si sts of HARPOON, 76 mw gun, MK92 GFCS, SQ.;T6 sor:,

and] -wo MK 32 tL'.i,.do tubes.

The T..'1G-7 was, as prrviously noted, pronurod to an

entirc,1y new plan emiphasizing "design-to-cost"

touther with shipbuilder involvement early in the

design phase. Energetic uffoorts were made to

reduce production and life-cycle costs. Ernphasis

was, placed on increasing standardization, reliabil I.ALy,

and i,-viintai.nabllity. The FFG-7 total proqraiii cost

has grown (in constant 1.973 dollars) from $52.3M/

ship to $CO.AM/ship. This'cost growth can largely

be attributed to a combination of characteristics

and ongineerl.ng changes and a greater -than -eo timated

price to the shipbuilders. Figure 9 portrays the

schedu'lar aspects of the procurement.

(3) Friq.ate Proqram Conclusions

The FF1052 was conventionally procured in 75 months.

Strotchouts were primarily due to design changes

in the sonar and boiler installation, as well as

L
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other production problems. The FFG-7 lead ship

is projected to deliver in 77 months; the program

hav.ing been well paced and well accepted. Over-

all times have been about the same for both classes,

but delays have been differently distributed. In-

stallations in FFG-7 have beeln more developmental,

involvinq the use of land-based test sites and

more operational evaluations. Since the lead ship

is estimated to deliver in November, 1977, further

judgements cannot be made at this time. However,

tho proonosis is now favorable. The principal risk

reducing feature of this prbgram is a planned two-

year gap between cort'osponding events in the lead

and follow ships permitting the use of validated

(as built) lead ship working drawings for the

follow ships.

c. SSN 637/SSN 688

(1) SSN637

oil This is a nuclear attack siubmarine cluiss of 37 ships.

SSN 637, 638, and 639 were originally awarded as

follow ships of (he SSN 594 class in November, 1961.

In December, 1961 the Bureau of Ships was directed

to develop a step improvement in operating reliability

and logistic simplication. This resulted in the

approval of revised characteristics (TLR) in October,

S. ..... -* . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
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3902. As a result, theue ships were rodesignated as

a new class called SSN 637 (STURGM.:ON). The mission

of these. ships i.ý- to locate, and deostray ships,

particularly other submar~i.nes. Thay are designed

to per:form radi~o, radar, and sonar reconnaissance

intercept niissJons. Visual r'econnaissance and

coordinated ASW with other units also form part of

their mission, The design provided for significant

reduction in self and radiated noise to improve

ASW. There was a major impact on ship design and

construction which resulted from the Subsafe Program

that was invoked subsequent to the loss of SSN 593

(TIMRESHER) in April, 1963. Ships of this class are

equipped with S5W Reactors. Speed is in excess of

20 kts, The FY67-69 ships were lengthoned to

accommodate an acoustic information gathering system

(AIGS). Cost growth on the SSN 637 over the

original development estimate ($2,515.8M) is $391.9M

for a final estimate of $2,907.7M. The three

largest elements of cost growth were class and

Subsafe changes ($94.7M), added cost of Navy Yard

construction ($96.6M), and economic uhanges ($98.OM).

(2) SSN 688

This is a nuclear attack submarine class of 40 ships

(plannred) of which 28 are under contract. DoveIopment-

~ w--i
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ol CIA!~J ;/Vrc'ofl(C/V ~umirnc~t~11~ill m idi-

Jo 0' cl i wcod U.*S. Naivy studcI o ,.i of h 11 h 111 '

a~t-Lack rmhm):iial . : tol couiit.ci: thl( c/V tr'I.

ThIOSO s~tud ios' rusaultnd in charac~tori st .1ci (TILII)

f~or SSN 688~ c nlaos which werc Lypro.17V0Cd Il NOVu'nlibc)'

1968. Irlic. mnission of tho EMJN OOR clasi~ Jin to

dot; troy thhi ), pri mor ily ono(my miibminrii cf Pri-imwiry

roles arc. AS'W barrixnr, voctorkid sonCrcii broad~ 0(.'!Cin

soarch# ASW cricort, traili~ngci n-d nt-cli.] lonce simr-

voŽi I lanfce. T 'he doo.[ghn prov.Idc~d low iovc 1.8 of sul1f

and radiattlo~ fb se and iln~I ~ificantly lncroased

spoocd by invlmling v~ ý(6C Reacotor, Sonar capibi-li:ty

wall inci: iLd init~ially with an AN/LIQS-13 DNA andi

uubsocquuntAy hjy all AN/BOQQ-r). Armameont: advtinco

ware tho MR~ 48 torpcodo capabi~li~ty and acotultic

countror measure. Inunc.hors. Cost; growth in the SIM

682 Cl~ass ovvr tho oriqi~nal duvolopment cE;Lima(.-c

($5,747.53M) iu $4,800.3M 'foi a current. estimato of:

$10,547.8M. The? two largest leimecnttj of con3t

gjrowth aro quanti~ty charnge from 32 to 40 shi ps

($2,289.2M) and onicalution ($2,282.5M). Schcduiiar

aspects ar shown -In P'ixjuro 10.

*(3) Suhrnarlino I'rnjr~tiM Cojnclusi.onrj

Bo0th c2.ansl .rufloctod a nminiimal puriod from con-

cept duflnitioin to contract aiward. Bo0th claner;I
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THIS PAGM IS BUT QUAL17Y FRAMC1IAML

'1 I 1,ii' : I' Il ) i on

py~rd rodticI:.iui i~ill c'wn r h 1-1r ujwck~ t.(. I ik. .19

ý.crow;l IiCit ho i~ S I' b;M t c liti. i( ht Lt, d oliql (?l~ idctI

hL!l1(10.1 C-i.11. pi . C 1 . lipror' oLi .h'n I /c' il j oi ' iid

1 erlilic-d t~ hc%' Lu t.1b t .inflv I2icti oril More c olv in . Iono

(II) siq ifca tl m r v ( )L1 t o nhcu1 n

('011t. U o Cr W'UF.IC Ofi Const1: ructVion '~~ro tr

shoiucolwd th Lou~ctvd tlimen~ Milt~, ploVJN definition l 11

U-r t.1 IJ 1 o 1. m~ 1. r,) i. ton d't ( ~ -f Jcr 1. r Y.i'h

Thin Jvojtilr wop orn Igi no Wh prhic~ Inera 5Hfoi:

longC~ by 96 AMci. ini bcIVII Tho L o talI uornii J1inoricnL of

14(!YOW Fi 111III I vUa l I L CC~ii 'of p10(1 un :1nc a npo c t('iof
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20 knoCt.r . A()R-.1 vjo!; procu vc'cIj L UýC) ~ JQli

'AId~all J Ii 1f4 1 ttloiIqll 11lo nub".c JiCC' of Ilvilly

MIT,~I~5/~TI~ wan inflorpolvatc'd ill thol fllv I

cat- i cn. 'I; a~ YLtidf C1 nt cvt~woLb

W(IN 10t -ll 01imc', 1965!., to) Golirncal Dynam i. c, Q In

tracetor for AOR-3, 4, 5, anrd 6. All foW 1 ow-.,4lpi

Weo.P onflultitri ly tHic arnc.

(2) AO 7

Thim Jin .i s i. m iintiallIy lIko. tho AOR 1-6, excopit

t h u h.~ thocpabl iA ty for the NATO SVEA-SPAH1POW was

anCldr' po18L dO.JI~iVory. T1he construction contract wmiq

Ict, An Docicm.bcr, 1972, to National Stool and Ship-

(3) AO '177

Thiv. sibip is~ a f That oi icr which provi~dco rapid

bulk tramo~port; of pý-trolcourn Produc~ts to combat

mU!)port. niT.:ips such as t-he Al~r, and AO1R wh ile underway.

Thu(- s Is 5n92 feet long by 88 fact in butam. The

total comp] omcn~L of porrsomicl. in 200, Vic propu Tsion

t~yviu m .Is simugi s crcow stekti iturL'tncicavi ble of

pro~ducingy a stuntai nod ia-pceod of 20 knots, and the

carfjo capacity i.a 1.20,000 flbln. Thio is it now dcuign

w~itbi a p~lannrod procurement of .1 7 ships through 1PY 02.



( .1 11 shown whih occquiiied o scodiilor thoctcct~wr

for imOR 1 and 7 ai-c of' comparaih1 time i.-pan from

T1JR~ to contract aw~itl. An oxccj.'-ion to thim. vwm

tiec e--tc'-ndud b'i dd:hi g o.. for AoIR 7 to accom*-

rnodd L- mipplivr~i. 1'urth'r , thior was cI do].ay :in

awairc of Lhis controct. Lo roprocwotn f-lnds ftom

$56. 5M to $68.0OM. Thin incroas in pi.--oiitrac.t

-mard ni c2 spi-fl for tho AO 1.77 ovor both tho

AO1R-7 and AOR- 1 was~ drivon by Congressional artion

dcilaying tUho lond s~h ip Lo FY 76.

1'os.t-.--wavd do.1.ays in tho AOE1 wc~rc atty.libutablo to

contrict-o2 ovorloal i~n dove3.uping workJd g drawi~ngs

for rsovaral nirzw nh'irps simultaiiioounity plu~s problaims

witLh tho FAST underway roplonislhmont Bystcom do-

vce1opcd by ai Lupplior and later doletod. AOR 7 post.

award deo~ays weor attrihutalblc to supplier fal 1urcs,

MIT, SPIc ri gid.ity, and Ilincoordiflated spool ficritions

find plans. Cost ctifferentialri are shown in Pi~quro

12~. Coat growth in both tho AOlR 7 and AO 177
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j ;!u 1. t. (i IFrom rp i (1]y in crca si ng esicalatLion

f ar o rs, ovorrun! .in bas r con st; mvt ion ( AOR 7),

auipnn-lulby Comirj s ional delay of ont- year ini

ti'uidtinq (AO) 177).

Fir.om the clata anal.y:1-od it ir, cJ~oir t~hat in the

rroqumisoit :ý.on oi irplacomont atixiliarlos th,-y nood

bo Auub 'ctrd to only iA single combinud DSAIIC 0, 1,

TI, and 11.1. Th~I. could prvofrably bo done with an

NSAVRC. Gretor emphasis should be given to allowitig

tliu use, W' commoc~ria2. coinponcents in vesscla of this

tLypc. In additLion , it is clevar that tho quil-i Ly of~

thr bid packaqjer - contract, plonE and speci1fi~cat.{onm

cmildr and ahoulic bo .improved.

C.)Th~iu i1s a Joint CIS/CGerman./J talian proqx am under

NATOf auspices. The program has shared development

cos ts Elld ji )nued on an --t'bia d m jI;J. ~~on. The

in t:ofltion was~ to have two Us3 "Icad-sh1ipt, to bex

follJowed by a curod inat(ed maml L - year pro7curcilrert.

Tire plan an~ cmvi~q.-Lomred in 1-97.1 is shown in the

U.½be lIovw:

FY 7 273 IY7 4 PY 7 FY76 FY7 7

2 -0- 10 10 a

-0- -a- 5 -)

0.C7 -0- -0- -0- 2 2
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T). ' ~ i jn wo hanc( :on C*hii dnsit r' toci 1S hy~'d toc ii

t i (1) (0 1 oCty' an, ti Vho sys o lein u 11,s/FRI GO/c I coW--

1.()ncW:-. McI ri cdition w:n; al~pied1. The 1p1i 1110

LOA, 44 .V/M w ilii.h aI lisp acq:!mnt oi. u 245 M11. Spoect

ii; i n (:cuse u f 40 kn 11 *'he weapon tsy - Loni in-

c] ucir, HARPOON , ith 7ý 11-111 un , annd theD 1*12/M14 94

GC 5c . 'rho~ conipilcunonL con s~int of 4 officers

and 3 7 on).is~tod men. B E t-i. nttd unit: prochuction

coutq )ra showni in the tablo below:

For 20 Ships~ For 5 Sh~iip

1973 Plan $Is . m N/A

Est~i.mnuto 30. IM $64 .9M

Fiqui~rc 13 qivos th~ eqi: AIt schodulti.

(2) Coc sio

Beirdo h ydrofoil. technolorly was agqain nhown Lo ho

sound. Prosa ic ch25 Pin probi cms~ weŽre Oflcounlt orc(2 in

tho propubtilor aind gear~ box which ecivased rul.in).Iliity

Problems.. Piffictilt ins were also rincountorcd in

01 hull and foil fabricat~ion. As a rcciult, thore was

a two-year dulay in IOT&E and .In DSARC 111. There

was good political support until April, 1977 whon

the now Administration cancel-led the prograin basied
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arl a I ac of rni i on Ir the. pvc)(1,M1 Werc'( to

ho rc in , t nt cc tiwh 'tcf t of co-prodlicti. i on ,

Alhoq filolinne 1\.rall HI2Niya3;lmdi

prou ijr ndthec- Navy waE slotw LO provideo a.dde-d

tC.!CI~fl3ca 1 nupor t.

In1 rB.111"Iy h hi p wawl devolopiiiontla 2. itoyp~

Fit-rflt:ion anld tc.,t-: V l~ul. DSA1RC Lruatmont was

018 PAGS -9Jk2?QUAITY MLOTIOM
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Sv'PC:i ON 6 - lfC ST'7 11XBI-IT

Sig q I I i.QCInt; I.JIwpr-OvCrII~n It i to tho sh I p iiequisri. 1. on c'yc 'I c couild

1)(-" ~'it (..!V(!() tIII i tici 1 n JI caulIIeC. thiit. wou I on cf~I laiw thc' ovL'ra 11

t~~~I ii Ly of t~hu'i hi pbid I ciing progjrum. T I ir&. A s ai n no to0t

o Rattcr uti iiuh].iimitod~ ranourctu for ship deIsi.%u1i.

o Pl.an sh ipyard worklIoacln.

* In nru~nso inwagornw.lt conmittmon t to approvod pirogrtirnu.

To CocAicivri thotw- o*'idI the~re mutot be increascd omphasis on long

rango p-Ahnnbicj, Lint gjreitur support to procjrans once they are

bogun. Coniidocring tho extensive planiningi effort ancl managernent,

Intcio-ron thcit cilroridy ehliaractexizic the ship.building program,

furtlior owtiiphrat.ls iiwy bo diff±icult to achievo. Novortholess, the

following di Meurinmion may bo constLructive,

a. 1'YDI'

Fi gure' 3.41 providon a uiwf-ul surnm.-.try of tho L-juirvival rate

of ship programs in ouccons~i~v annuail upilateri of the

rivo-Yetjr Dafew~ic, Plan. It Is senthat all categor.1c'

of shipi havo slipped, some more thaun othart4. It should

be rnotcI here thait F~iguru 14 is bninod upon the Prosidozit' N

annual. budget s~ubmiss3ion aind that it, doos riot raflect tho

furthor annual curtallinents invariably made, by the Congresu.i

Ncither do the fi~gures irevotl whore programs have boc-n
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~; 1pp d 1. o,('I' rv inc re .1y icuduccri or n Irvtt.,hec

(llXt;h),t~ ~c'J~~ 1 h i)ll.itohJlity olC~l t~hL

'in cr lunt:r ycoir n thoij jMo ty wis bC?1Mttifld' a re.1~ jlatively.~ti~

d th(.11 '(j tha 1-01- 11 (1 fIhcl )I;. Mot.o r ilic&I fLI:ru dic. Liu

Tu porL :i~i funo by~ t. .iwcU SCN L:itp.1. riciin iou~

thy on ut.1mno Ls , th as~ cn~i I i mu filom pro L tni iur on

1'n c.iutvutdoHirel Cangros c.an flDicon inosistent

tr'rotu 1 i i ac lc~aue a funp tho tho NEI. y. Thior cti. award.j 1

foru~io thf tho shipb fundedj iiicunio RD~r cua Lcropriah uly

tou Prthe "1 kcv.Oodlili- wLv~ojrnin"ndjl nnodv

31101 t ft CJ41c1t3i~ 1.(!ji lj . .I . .d to ot. .epo .y1 a n. Pl-i6.

Wh~~~~~~leHI soAOZ flxbglt isS ponsLIT WiCXCAEh f tor

____________qto rrm tonfom pol~lil~r on(i

to cui)'c elmlq. o.. . . . . ._______01 V QI IIA C) ap

proval~~... . .. . .. .and, reovo:fnd o.oNv.Thsatfci



o.11f i ilt; I Iiitiitvl- Ity.C olnortunatelyl t s.h 'lp t roctics that 1

wivu not. li reody ft tho SCN fovc.L tr true t:~Ae ha'vo

diff'k.~ulty ),tiningh~ t~he RDT&V.~ iwlds nvcedod to Uet

T1hiosl p3-ohlv cnWwith enrly fundinc would be exacorbateod

bjy tho 'CI ~cil-iloluta in OMfl Cl ruouiax A-109 th&ai appeci r

to provcnfl a nuw Lihip procpvimm from ontoring the frcue

H~tXuctukru 111til it iv~ recoginizad in the DSA1RC proceas.

C. MAV\'/11iI11\ C0OUIMNA9.13ON

SJtuh.i.l:i ty in tho eihilpbui id i n induntiay , aa a whole, shoulcl

br! a cotisidc.Ivraloit in uchoduJ. Thy now shi p programnt. Ona

moisr'I1 for' impr~ovinq .1 aduStry Stilbi ii ty WOnl 110 b to

C00rd.iliaL o t-l~in~mo 110Oclovely with tho Mariltimm Adminis-

traition in it mutual effort to schoduic and distributo

w)ork sio cis~ to reducs 1thc cyclic naturv of the industry.

Thu riced for such cl~oqe coupling hy the two major

cus~tomelrs of. tho shJipbuildinUc indmutry has boon rocognizod

for manny yoors, and was dic.1nusoiod ciarlier in Section 4.

;is!gN IS B~SS QUALIiTYla Z To. _ _ _ _
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ovor tho p~mt.t yoor ini t iativ.1v, witI iiin Oki, MIri t wo.

Admin n i:It ýi i on ~mid t.ht- Nd'v.'. I "wil M'y ('1 e Comiini1tnd main i fv'-,

;I j'troqi It Iic (:i~ f (21owcr coCllp ' illq( Ciri ' jll 1) it i.\'vo Il~~V

Very 3inpurt.imt ft.1 l.CIroi('lmI fol. aI tfll:cusf'd. Ckvqil I~iti on

procjIvain S Jt rolq adv')'.mly i.s uIu 1. ithd an thci part. of

-the mAl i I ry Lvoirv.Ie a04s well3 am in OSD. :rt woulad be

wod.;hwhi .1 , for instrnnoe, Far the se~rv~ices to d1~isse.nlato

Irformcm 1 c111r.the ohj)(-Cet.t.Vr3 filtlr Stltitt: Of. 1OW: po rI0jir~q1i'1

aIlming (:-LJ ts informciti.cin at. tho rank amnd filae in the2

opcvn:cjt JnrJ Torr~um Ali ordu~r to gain thvi.r comrnci.nt and

More pa~ngmuwL .ir~mlJy , 1mowvor, tho strong ewlvociacy mustL

come from top mann jmerit, Thcm nood to give2 grceItor t~hal

budqvt ynar -i-tabili ty to thro IFYDP Ina also app..arent. 'Mh i s

can bo ooieuove 1.,y mnoru careful Ton(j rangec planning,~

Wld by re0COgnIition1 Of Limo j.30 itic t/0C on0ijo ruiad. iLie

ft:racaa;t: for tho out yea~rn LiF wall Lism for thui pramont.

A major c3oo1 shoulmd be CongrussBional. recogini tion of the

force strviot~ur' plannincr roprosented by tho 1'YfP and to

soek Congcrussiun,'m.L approval iis a vn lid plnnning docurnont,

by vin act of autliorI znt~ion. Qbviouimly, such an action

08PAUE ZS BUT QUAZI 1-y OJS



C INv,\'',)- he Imo t 11 ( Vk'V f a t thII t 1'~-w ti

D( 1 )1) 1 !- n I h po, I' p ~'i 0i o 'liII vwoln I c oi

O.~I(O )3 01011.30 l.T0itl' to3 i t, :Ž )I(0 I pJ 01101i ) Ck to li.-C 011- L

1, .1 i . 1, Ca'.i on v t3 (1 I ill l o ooaoJc' nhvol.dh o i c Hth

.itwoi I tc) r., Flln or a atu t)tI,11r l t-i Ic .

Refer to VADM Doyle'tII testimnory of 4 October 1977 before the
National Jecurity Task Force oif the Hlouse Budget Commi~ttiee,
in which he statedt "One of the m-ore important ac~tiori, that the
Congress could accomplish in order to assist the Navy in it~i
efforts to insure that new shippi ar built in thcI most efficilent
way Wtould be to formnally authorime a flVe yeart~i~pbuilding
prcg ram.,
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(;tvel' tl, [It' i)tiry ' Ii ~ml f the mili tary 2lIo(I foit a i

cluý Of tnijp and j .u in Li.voijc t io intu t~hco 'i ploned 1~u. oicc

al nIvlum1cr )f ir .tioi(l; nmumi ),e d(ou it. with in ploanni nq

LIIC. cqlif;.iu-.VI011 T~20.L~1L Jhlise 1.Iocludu I

(9 T:i i~n.'acwti 0m or- Sh~ip do iq n with otbupLc m dcovoiopren t

e Thifit tnd ovalhiation rcciuiooii

s 3.Tcuuaunic ii L cpproaic h and typc! or~ Con tract

'1 u, Con txnvwý imlernil-iistrant ian and in ,lpuct~iocn rcciluircnnun tlia

m': ~na mjouuon t aplpr.oacih tLu thotnc.. irsiucs~ miust. bc' flexiblec,

tanki.ntj.1 int- acrount thu Piar ticu.].r roquiremo'ntn of eac'h acqui. idLicon

ci. NTI'Ml1ACTI.Yoi (A.,~ S111 P DflýSTN U'YTT] SUMSYSTLM DE~VELOPMENT1

callventi rJnI .1 ay demlqoud nhi pa fal 3.. guncro 3.1y .into throve

C~i~qE i nin tormulI of t~hc uimpac t of s tllbs~yjtcltlll tochnoi oiy

on t~hoir c~cui.Lqn ch.-irctori.Flticsi (3) aulxilli.aiy typn

sh1lipsl with mlf(in ; IhA. 1 J~ililflQ n nncl r-tatL-o-f-tho-art

ri teuni: (c *g ., Aolt/AO)- (2) conIVOeru1t. on1l COTnbc1 t. Itn I

rilotfurnis with centemipcrary Larriinaont (o g.*, VIY'G-7) I

nrid (3) 1111)F Whpn- wjinU rpOSC irS LO fiCu Ii ma njar now

devvaloplueint; in propuls.IAion, command and con tralJ or armamntcn

pz U ISe Bs UT QUALt? ~ C A IiI

- COPY j~lSHW1ITC DDO
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Tr). ij I I i'ii (,(I;) ry Ib o I); i i ( wrcr ir khe~ II i -

n-i(I IIL'dl it- 1 "1.X' (vI I I o 'ltC m 1 (I'ly,' 1 1 f(1 ronjfl bU('fI(''t'L,el I~'L

cIII; 1. (, kill m i It r. IIIt:

Tihe F (Iu' mdi vo l'~q y iy I A1 Qi 1. 11 L!~ I~tl 0 .1.r1 t)' of JW eC01n-

jý I~n ,, I) L1 't- 1 .1 .' c~I I I: c i .1 (1 n si. h in 11 Y, i u(r,c '1Z cI ior W Il Ifmlt ln

ol. ho r sill c4'1im tC'L~t hoi t* a-C! JIvaIil ab o.1 u * rrov0o tnu:-

13, i~toniIt w100 umI whcŽrcvov thLc! 11.1 (1 perec: vedI. to 1mo't.

tho S i111 1 13 ml u ai . n noq men t: n an~d/o.r cou L com s ra in L v.

* howL"'vu~e thurcc Is the uiidt rnit-,andbla teundeney to inchiuck

£'onhiv I:LfliHaL twro nuoirl nq tho end of~ thoir develiopiliic~t

Cyc.1le and( whi1ch aro vliowud nIFJh~I-~nidnu y et

P1:ugr~al11T,:rd to cucmplet uto dvelopmurit anid opura t A. oal1

tont~iiq1n.ng thoc Co20Lz ruotion porioud of tho 1cind ald p.

A roasoiun~nh c' proich , uvnrd in the FIPG-7 and the, SSM0118

Jrqan .Si to. ýInpjt1oy1 f~li Ior or)LC~ 0.1: d~ll~-b ,j4(1 ter',t:

p1 a 1. oElu-1 1:0 C 01,11) iu t(-- tho. (ir:Vuc it o livill. and ini.1ti al~

opera t A ona 1lua.1 of t hosoc sy tiomr,1 cocI urvent iy with

tho desig~n arid ccn~tiidvtJ on of tha lund ship or tho nuLw

class. Thoci~ sul~i~'t-nim tunt procjronim thon baone. part

of the 1III.1p nuc11ilicit icn procjrailu i11C1 iI*C iFiiLiJ et- to tho

M~ARC rcvlcew procomma lorig with tho ship. This contrlcd. 1u

conc-11 1c01cy i~n ai inc'nnI for expod.it~ing. the- 14h I p acqul sit iollI

P33 AU 1DIST qS2u FAOZIAI
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i hilt. F1U .2 1ahl .1 ~ k111 ) OI 4b~yl tI x is~t. andI thi t* t ho

i U to orJ) 1. - Le t.he l'.,h i p WIt I Iu kit t. I '!II1* nu~y~~I~ w it.1

p'ov~ti~ 'rde 'Ol- y'C't' 'kI jt1:jItllj aftur. (d jLVIv iy. * Vhc, IM196W3

LlC- tIE' Iil liin n'xampluJI of both kipproachos, whv')Q thc Ohil)

pla.t form wok i cnrcfiu 3.y di' ~i nodc wi iih jp'ovis ionn to

.11 ~~c I. d.i : i o:la 1 ,y~li V. u ci. ~a 1 tu2: (3fltO# it I id I a ld-

lia.~r tos~t I. nc was ui u £od to thu comnbait and propulsio un

Oy St 017111.

Acqti i o t.lon docn Cl M i ~:Ili OhL nec:ond ca1e~torory cotet ~ r onl

noh'cticii o tt~n cotmbaL h'U.11tt or othr~r stilmyst~ommi~ to gin

Al 010h L-0l LIuI:t Or' an usitabii r~ilu neucd for thc, now !h ii

and unrtcern thomerncv(,s wi~th eniurinq tha~t tho br.sti

1pC.)lh1 1bic t~rado-of fm ar."q maude r'o';a dii-d omuHt, f-lchc"dil.

an~d vapab) itA nn of the nihip'. ,imstah.[IcdO #hyitc-ann

Accorzdirijhy, 0110 111% j~wi r3.'IU cia on ii. u-i nCIodod to rai-

v ic-w resulLr, ot 1:.hc shidp des~ign prograin and to vrimiU rO that

;Iic' aic'quin itlun plan Is t ompritiblce w-1th the prorjrlin ob-

1c~c t ivosi IVii tubntLnt.tial conlcurrenit anisyist~c'nt. LO.P I: J.11j

.i s*~ 1if0hi()C clur.i nqj load ship cailltric't: lon, a moc~ond DSAI1C
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)-eVl ow III JQit bo dcs i -a hi Ic to r cv~i e.w prog ram preay res 53:1 pr i wi to SP. art: of r'o I.3 IOw ship co I&; t. ro uc'tiol)

FoITin Ihe I p iIt of Viewv, of IcC;uI tvtti oil st-rat.cyy , thoe

i ii-r r~ 1 ecye y o)f aii.Li t.iiC co£1 involving ma joi:

Im cI PW(t.Ve I 0'Cilflf )t S wiolr C S Ici .11 .I-, Lera e t s withI t I e.

dot.;J iv of' the ,;hip plautform to sutch a decjrcn. that

ncit Lia-r chi l h 1i' nor the-i stuhsyt.;ionis can bo dov eoped..c

iindependcntly of the other. Typically, nciw conbtt

system de\'oiopmcntis take, many ye~ars, to rreach a degree

of nikiI-urity ilhat, warrants product~ion for operational

u1s C.. J2'ariy planning is needed to onoiure, that the

woaj.on) tiystcrii and the proposed oh ip will be compatilb3e

and thaý-t, toyathior, thoy are consistent with the force

struo~tui o rLuqui.EL'fllen L. Thus, ship duo igo conusidera tions

noiut he allowed to influence the weapon system dcvolop-

ment from tho outset, with continuinig coordination

Lb .tcnhout the we'apon deve lopme'nt p:hases.

Fl4igre 1.5 .1.11uitr cit~es the re latiaionship Lhat Should be

rut:t. iil~dbetween wniapea systcem development and shil-p

deolys(n. shiip concept stutdies and preliminary deislyýn

O fft'rL. shouild run ini vnrallei. withi the weapon systemn

concept, frormuliitiorj and validatioi on ffort, v% ith eJlosu

coiird.;AlatJ on betwecen the two. Pho major procjram decision

I)oint, IJSARC L'I,. shoul1d address both thec woapon system 5

THIS PAG{E is BEST QUALITY mdATZCflE
4"K OOFX JWISkuF4 TO DDQ
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;i nd I] hr .•ih , Ip uit t]u t'imi:;ng of this c clsi.onl poi ut

must ho cgerc'd to Lhe earlinoss of the wc'i.pon system

for iiL least ].1ini.ted opcrational Icaployincnt in th.

l..ohi s].;i 1. Thisu Would normally be poEsibl. if the

advanced devolorminult effort oil the weaprin system hao

J.ncluoo:d adequate prototype. demon etrations throucgh land-

basedl o.r sea bn-..:'d tosts. On thin hasis, ti0e fircst

operat-Aonal. wccmpen nystom could bo considered a

"U lead systoim" , compurablo to the lead ship with a clti.s

to follow. rT1ho weapon program could then include

vorification tests concu1rrent with lead ship constructiol),

in n marnner similar to the approonch described in

Category 2 above, Similarly, the DSARC III decision

point would b1:, tUmed to occu3- when the weapon systemlt

verification and ship intejration tests are completedc,

and the decision would apply to follow-on const.ruction

of both the ship and the weapon system.

b. TEST AND EVALUATION OF SHIPS

DOD INST 5000.3 sets forth policy on test and evaluatlanm

requir.rmenti during the acquisiLion process. The

,Col•y basicOlly preOsuribn a prog1ressive programs of

tostingj to support development- and to ensure that the:

tnOw •ystem is operatlionailly suitable for depl.oymont

ibefore iuoinq comnii Jt tud to production.

3315 pAG 168 BIST WUALITY
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Dol TNST 5000.3 rocotini.vs the long Lime rcquirc!fd to

bi.t. .d shAip. oind thait , for ships baued on convcni-ional.

technology, it is nof ncucesuizry to conduct oporo•a t-.ala

testirncg of the lead ship of n class prior to in.1tia( ting

follow-on constructiun. As cUdiscujsad eaonicr, soparato

teast programts can b. r.tobl . Micrhod, whre nacesnary to

provide an initia. verification of new subsystems

concurrent with procurement of equipment for the lead

ship. Iiowuver, the policy also requires that a

full operational evaluation be rtiade as soon as possible

after the lead ship is delivered.

For new s-hip concepts (e.g., hydrofoils and surface

offe'ct ships) with major innovatJons in the platform and

propulsion technology, DOD INST 5000.3 requires an

initial operational evaluatiun of a prototype or lead

ship prior to follow-on construction programs. Do-

cislonr for follow-on prog.rIams ,are to be based on the

operationaa siit.ability and military value demonstrated

by these tests.

The principlus of DOD INST 5000.3 have been applied in

the FFG7 and PHM programs and are intended for future

ship acquisition programs. For the F0G7, a combination

of land-baowd and ship board tests were performed on the

IBIS P 1BSTQUALTh Y 'C0MA



I Iidia-IEis olilloiig , I11 sr - i U'I it f . ro vont~ru I ty rt a t i~ll t I I(

cjJ :,tku )).hIn lie1a in pIr)I nl )II oni.1 sys toms. These' te'sts woro1t tprft o-F th lea led ,;h p I proqgra-m. On comipleotione of

* t~hciicavl initliat tests, Follow-on prccurcrntitt was

an hor. ~edto F.Aippofrt tho fol.low- shllp program. Anli

cejirwitla .1O4I1nppro inn "1 of the lone.] Shidp ii; plannoi LI L )nn

aiftor it1u del] ivory.

Tile PIIMi h-as completod a successful operational evaluatioii

c'mhrwavictiip ll aspects of' its design, including both the

5JU4J palatisriri (IU io combat systemis. Signi ficanrt

dmfiuiencies wore disclosed by these touts. and sub-

'ucquently corrected, rosulting in a substantial delay

in satisfying T&PE ruqu~ircments i-or follow-"on oon-

btruct ion. ye0llow-cm ships, if authoriv~cd, Will be-nofr. L

greatly from this experience.

T11 tho main, pre~sunt pol icieis on T&F, for ships uppoo'

to-he ' orkinyj wo-ll and are endorsed.

C? PR\OCUREMELNT APPRlOACH AND TYPE' OF CONTRACT

Tic approach to naval ship ~procuroment has varied over a

fun-. past fifteen years, reflecting thc procurrrient oni-

vi rolmnmt. that pertained for various classc.s of ships.A

Figure 1.6 i1.liustr atom the principal typos of cenit ratl.s

tl,1 i1 have boen used * Conven tiona] ouepet It ivo. bId-iji

pmIS flQM BVsST QXAtITY mf~"
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(firm fi.xo:d p.,ricc') w'1e701 u8d .ill the early to mJddle

S1 xt: Ian, whore "proc:urcmcn t.. wcrro pr'inma r'ily for

nuif IH .iory shipsi or ro lativa ly non-comp lex surface2

comaitants. The totanl packago concept was used for

two major procurmillnts (DM963 aind LIlA). Submarine jf

progjrnni an~d co-.ta.ln auxil.iary procurements in the

early Sevc:trias employod compotitAvol.y bid, negotiated

fixed prioc-incontivo type contracts. As noted by

the case studies ill Section 5 of this report, many of

thr.-ise pro;r.rins experienced problems ranging from program

strotchI-aUm, to excessive cost growth arid, in some

cases, Con.resti;onal criticism of the manner of awarding

arid administoring conitracts. While each of these

apti' oýwchs may still be applicable in certain cases,

the process has continued to evolve.

The IVFG7 procurenmorit was initiated in 1972 for a planned

procurement of 50 ships. It was recognized that use

of a sing2.e shipyard for this large procurement would

result in a vary I.cngthy programs; thus, the procure-

2nment plan was structured for three shipyards. A lead

shipbui.1der was selected competitively to assist the

Navy in-house design effort and to build the lead ship.

A second shipbuilder was also selected to participate

in the duulgn process so as to be better prepared to

To ___
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ujidj: t.~k., a port.ion of the follow-on coiii.Lruction,

azinl )ho be aLt:(,rnai o 1 tid , id h bu iiildu r irn thn rvciit

of UL• sLuccc.'IfIII Ilcyotiiit ion with tho firnt onc for

load ship constr:uctlion.

A cost-typo contract wW3• utilived for detailed desigii

and constr:ucLi~on of thole 1.ad ship in order to pr'ovide:

increased visi~bility into cost factors anld added

floxibility in effectinlg design changes. Fixed price

incentive contraicts htvco been awarded to both the lead

ship conLractor and to two other shipyards for follow-on-

chip conntructtion, with the lead yard being responsible

for design, confiquratlon control and procureinent

docunirnmation for vendor furnished equipment.

As noted in Section 5, an important additional featur:e

of the Fr'G7 procurement was the deliberately planned

two-year gap between starting construction of the lead

ship and follow-on-ships. This planned delay has per-

mitt,,d the lead ship contractor to overcome early

construction problems and to validate major drawings

and documentation to be used for the follow-on-ships.

It is expected that this will preclude major slippages

in the follow-on-ship program.

gflUFAUii BS!CA=T

."SoA=If IUS --.---...-..- P-LO
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Pig :icu 1]7 provid t '.i ci volivvn•c ,i i aommuary -f th, F1G 7

I o,)('L0,01L,'i, 'Ij° )1wIc h as vompai utd wiih earlier ap .roa1eh ..

Whi].o it may bL' too uarly to .Judej, the FFG 7 approach

appears to bo a workable solution to many of tho probi.emti

that. havo chaxa'cLeried multi- ship procurew•.nta in t'he

pn t., and 1. beo.9 ,ppin i i to ,.Ij-oming proqrnart such as

DDG 47, LSD 41, and CGN 42.

d. CONTRACI ADMINIST1RATION

In exanmning cane( historiem, production problems account

for much of tho increaeo An the length of thb acquisition

cyole. Some of these problems are traceablo in part to

contract administration:

(1) Dulayod placomont of Crn purchase orders under FPI

cuntracts due to ASPR "pass down" clauses and com-

plexity of consent packages roquiring government

approval.

(2) GFE/GPBr. lelays and inadequacies.

(3) Large number of change orders, typically%

. WAN - 2500 changes

- CVN - 2000 changes

- SSN - 1000 changes

(4) Rigidity in use of MIL SPECS/STDS, and the applica-

tion of system engineering "illities".

(5) Riqiity in on-sito contract administrqtion.

¶iB FAGSI'S BUiNT QUALIT'Y
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In l ight (*of tho nbo\'c , sollo Comp11'rixsons worc rnadc

with L)WO E C iid VeaniIIý1r-:J.1 1 p-).-ac t i c-s * It wor, fou nd, ir

miqbt bo axpc~cte~d fromn at loast~ a cursory &8urvoy,

that: M~AIAT) nmid tho U.IXG programs airc choracterized

by vor1y Fiall fie'ld orcganizatioii t~hat aro staffed~ by

h~ic.Jhiy comlIt ;cni p) ofcuuiainals , Lind that the numbor

of chaco Ord(-.rs4 pocr shi~p is alm-;st mitniisculo

(typically t'welive for o MAflAI s~hip) comnpared to No\'y

progrpnnis, The hasty conclusion cannot be drawn from

thcse obsorvations that the Navy SupShips org~anization

and aopraitions sihoulid ba ros tructuited along MAiRA1/LISCC

1.incn. fHowovor, there are enough naval auxiliarios

be.irig ragu~larly ~acquired that spe~cial cons.ideration

should hn3 givon to drar~ticai11y si~mplify~ing their con-

tracts and contrac~t admi~nistra Lion. Among~ other thinign,

thoe roalis i Ac appl.ication of so-called "comeircia1.

practice" hat-od on American l3L1rCn.U Of Shipping and t ISC.G,

spoc i~f.1cat..onn for non-mi litary equipment. and materi al

13hould be a xpr.)ndod to reduce mnaterial lead timcs and

costs withouL incr-oane in risk. F'inally, greator

deloqat~ion of ~itthority, similar to thc.t oeorcised

by MARAD and US5CG field representatives, could be

beneficial.

e.DSA]RC RE~VIEW AND MICISION

Tho forocjoi n sioctions have di~ic~ussed some of tho i-suoica

thaL are cjoiierniJy connidclrccl in sf.tructurJing an mlcquivi tioll

Zglg ?AGR IS BZS':, Q1.1MITY YMOT1* 4k
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p1al Lfol hI. lIV~il t~.1Ui .p.) It is 1 L LoW of .i nt.>ru' O i to skim -

roy low pr-cc; n ippl iw).

AF; not-od in Suct..:ioui 2 of this~ rcport, i)-ho first

e oisulilo .12 t~up Il a s~hip i1Uc-.U:L 1ý4.[ L.1 oil ywcr~rjaii 3." to

tlt)iLah i,.ih thlo p~rogrjrm ini 1-ho Fo~co St~ructuo.~ For

s h: p ti , t M sI i, i.,. n c j- a I.l ba a i d o no I n t.h o 1)plF t t h vu(I h

the POM/P11~P, proc',Is which it.: th. p'rimuary vehicle. for

refircct iiiq iin~c~i~r.atecd ru.TuA rcwc~nt9 s ctablis~hed by tile

j)oinit Ch~iefs of7 StafIf a~nd 10 t Military Serviccla. It

is i oL clear how Lhii: first ntop cani bc acohiavad f~or

ships throucjh itlic D)SARC proo-s as~ visucilizad by Or-1I3

Cirvc~ui ,i A-109 withiout. introdlicing 11-lccepteib2. dol1ay'z

in the proram faninilatioii stage. NevortOilent, by

whichecver rout~o tho pr ogram is~ iniitiated, the forco

roqu:LronL.nt bhould ho suLpportcc¶ by both the PVTI and t~ho

DI)ARC so Hthat tho illoeee ani.y RDI).P&J1 funli~nq may be ra-

lonsel~d for thc cocliioptual . tuc1.i.cmn, desi gn ruid plaunn~l q

offfort thait rnuit he Laccom~l~isIhd prior to Ini tiat:ing

ii aL.adf ship pi-rueIoml

A 1SARCQ-1 rczvlow may woll be appropriiate in cartain

programsa neair thec' icmIof. tho pril imlinAry dosign phase,

inaiiJ~y its a raviuw of proc*;1ess mi~d to clarify Lachnica2.

TUZI 3 AU PS BE35T QUAL ITY PPA-0210OU
F"M OWNX EUIBHSH3 TO flDO
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"2s HI)L's rog"Ird in nq th (I tic s'i qn ofý thl.' shih 1) s \'itoms

J.i11t~c-c7d 1.uon anifr )Jtplams For conciirrent t Ast.i i'4. iT -I

IJJJAiC-1I rovic'w J.s1 schodulud, howaver, it sho~uld not

be used an a vo.'hiclo for interrupting fund ing or tlia

trinn4.ti on from .. 1iJnayt~o cont~racL 0dSign

ainied at authorix1ing t-ho detail. ClotAC11 and coils tiuct. ion

of t~ho lc'ndc~h~ip. 'T.h3 s review shooldA cover all of tho.

inajcr j 5isouo, .inclocUldL11 the, dcni~n of the ship nnd thru

plans4 for, acquirS 1:.ion or- the ont-ri.E c"1n9o. if necejs~ary,

hho noed for Ohe now s'hJI clasrj nn~ be re-affirmed at

this point and th1o rcault.s of on.'iJjoing missiion analyses

and~ torntI can boc introcduecc-d tu cinsurc that the proposed2

prograin will. sait;i. ify thc' 2;utuirc-mcnn ts.

In floC3 rU.n-ipreLt, tho )I.iARC-III oppeaOt1s to bc a &pr

fluclus requirtl cmnt. for sihip acquini~tiori prograins.

Normally, the- f~irst or lead sliip would not: be under-

taken lii o11ns the intcmvl- wein to carry on with follow-~on ýih I pn.

Tho DBARC-ITI io rioL tho \rohiclo to ro-dotarminc how,

k many sh~ips arc to ho built. VcliviciB urc clea~r that

fol low-on shi~ps willi incvrporato only Lhhotio subifys t(.>m1!

and nquipmcuit whi-ch ha~vu boon thorniselvui napproved t0hrough

the DSA1IC procon~s for production and scirvivo uoe.

. ............ ..... ...



Fori c~omplo.cx pro,. r: w''vti , a DS ;ARC- I 1. 1 1mcy bc' &r'-
rjrori t.i i* o r uv iow i.:' &vu1. t u f sohr~y,,t* or to s1: pjrjq r jj1.,.

thatt hinvc occiirix'1 -,4ince, t: hi ;)SMC-T-1, or to conse dcr

DSAflC reviewa riiay bo oumr,.,cd aa il~istratuel ill

(1)?'oncoib~t~r~~.Comnbilc DSARC's 0, 1, 11, and TIT,

into a sin~jlc DSSA2C. An NSAR~C would be ptforable

for Buell u&c~e.

(2) Ccýix'omtionti. Comb -. inta with St~ata of tho Art Sub-

s ~toi~. Combintu N~ARCI s 0, T, ai-id TT in to n s incr~

declaiim tpoinL almed at author.izing the land sihip

and mni&urfnciturc of t-.he systcl-is to be izst~allod in

rov~i.w plans for on-cjo.1 ng tu&st~ing and clioarly cr'-

file. tho mi.l~ustonarn to be moit before f'oJiovw-Ol shi.psi

oi- thoi st iuboyn t.mnu cain bc~ ordorvdi I If n a c o S ray

a DSA1RC-IlI cotild bo held to rociffirm that the

:1cacuinary 1lo.1stonos ha~vo belon moct.

(3) Shi.?' L.ýýjýLdilCC Mi.,mys t cms. T.1he a pproac h

for thuse- fh:lvpr can bu, casn~v ially tho Ema~n as for

tho provimmt co toqory , with tho addoad reqcuirufllout

g P JO!3 IS DXS2 qUALT' P.CIJL
M~IM ODP'X YB *1~k1I TO WJQ
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that varl.i(ur DSARC 1s, onI the. wv.*ipo)n sy, tt i mnust

inc ud (I ()l~( ~ 7~ Lolln o )f t he ('111:11c sh.ip

(4) U.ncuicivelCintiolnA S hip Should follow the full

J)SATC structuro aq .in ii nppicd to any other major

new Ckovec' Lriniaiit..

hot PIs 16 IS7 quJ1IITY P
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STHCTT0N 8 - 5tJMM70'Y ANDl RHCOMMENr)ATMtNS

B~ased on the foragning dis~cussion:s, which plaice primairy etnmpha:ntIs

on coui i;i~derat ions thL't affocct thc- 1enyth of s~hip aCqI~iiSitiOnl

cyclviý and iricasuurenF thint niight hu- t.aken to -ihorton or avoid

ae~ldit i cmi growth, it is concludoed that program sLability and

fioxi bility In tailoring acqujiniion stratogy arc, the principal.

rncanii to those onds.

Progra:m Stability Shouild be improved by:-

ai. Sece.king nut.ihorivatiton by Congress of a 5-year SCN

Progjram bused on firm forca struct-ure decisilons,

b~. Suista:1 ned managnment comrmi tment to programs~ e stab].i sihed

thro~ugh the P0M/rYDI' p rocc i.

c.* Stroc.nger WMAAD/NAVY cooi-.clin.:ition in i nduotry loadincq,

and

d. Provisl on for coii I:inuiey in RDT&E (G3.3 and 6. 4) fundincl

for counceptual , p.rclimirnary and r~ontrzicL dcsi~qn.

Fioxibll ity Sholil~d he ex('cist od iii tailor-inq ocqui. A .Lin ntroitcqy1

bci oed (n shilp typo and rwittiri.ty , M. :adluw tiof rwb- -- 'n tvi-n devlveopniciit

andc inchuuatry ipotUiru by:

it arly :coordinat. on of sulb- nystemn R&DI wIAth l1 nt rormi

constrali tits.

b . Con tro. llod conci ii.ronuy of rju).-uy.,;tc~m edcveolopllfloti .. idf

chip prodiUctio.O3

JIN~ tonglyendored in recent CNO (SW) testim~ony before the Hattise Budget
Commiittee, 4 October 1977.

qijALIUT
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c. oI 1c.ion of o p -,.I i (;i I-) I p p1 roIc Ir~cn IIp~ .

d .Adhp L:0i ton oLf '1A1A[) rind iJ&111(1 cont at zid~t udlfi nl k) t1-1 tiori

y.racti. co'u ifor nion.*ccmiba Laon t- shipj.i r, andI

o. 1J..IntriI. C;rl LiiO Iwtulibo¶I a~nd tinidirnq of DSARC roviows

4 for crnch oocoi accord inc to p.ractical noo.~c.

It 3n tivo juecqo~lnwnt 'ki C tHi ýOh i p Ac~ulni L. on tlyIrno th at imp niat .1o

of thu fo r:ocj Io~ic) corrmc : i will in.3hib it fu rthc r, cirowth in

* ~the ~~c h of~ F51111 '7cqli.i mit-l 02 cy olos, and offer~ the2 p1rosp(ct

o r- a wiTI..1cm1 lcan t .rcecuctlion.

01U PAIR 1 MIT' QUALITY ?.CCA~
JoM y OOXVrLWISkLM TO DDO


